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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses the role that indexption of financial

contracts might play in the mobilization and allocation of savings

as well as in strengthening the viability of financial institutions

in a period of inflation. it also exolores the justification for

indexation of Bank lending operations in agriculture and industry

and assesses the experience gained so far with regard to agricultural

loans made by the Bank during 1967-75 in the Latin American Region.

Questions of overall financial policy and the level and structure of

interest rates have been analyzed in a separate paper titled "World

Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues".

The broad conclusions of the paper are summarized briefly

below:

1. Indexation policy involves fairly high administrative costs

and may also strengthen inflationary expectations. Hence, it is not

an appropriate policy instrument for dealing with inflationary situa-

tions that are likely to be temporary or can be controlled by means

of monetary-fiscal policies or are such as to result in a low and

stable rate of inflation.

2. It is, however, a relevant policy instrument in countries

which are likely to experience high and variable inflation. Here two
situatiom must be distinguished. The first is where indexation is a

part of a policy package for the elimination of inflationary pressures

which have persisted in chronic form over a protracted period and which

are likely to be brought under control in phases over several years.

In this context, indexation has a distinctly subordinate role with

fiscal, monetary and other measures occupying the center.

3. The second situation is one in which there is no effective

anti-inflationary program, double-digit price rises are expected to

continue and indexation is adopted to neutralize their impact on finan-

cial contracts. Here the principal contribution of indexation would be

in bringing about some convergence of expectations of savers and in-

vestors; thus it can safeguard the saving-investment process, promote

the growth of medium and long-term financial instruments and ensure the

viability of financial institutions.

4. The success of an indexation experiment crucially depends on

(a) its acceptance by the government as a desirable policy instrument

for insulating the structure of interest rates from the impact of in-

flation, (b) its application to major medium and long-term financial

instruments for savings mobilization and credit allocation on the basis
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of a general price index relevant for each country, and (c) the adoption
of complimentary policies in the field of exchange rates and the tax
system. It is unlikely to succeed in its main objective if only a few
instruments of limited importance are indexed.

5. It is difficult to identify the group of countries which are
likely to experience serious inflationary pressures in the future. The
situation during 1972-75 has been unusual and it would not be wise to
extrapolate recent trends. However, it might be useful for the Bank
to discuss the advantages of indexation with countries presently experi-
encing double digit inflation.

6. (a) The Bank should emphasize the desirability of applying indexa-
tion to all medium and long-term financial instruments. If, however, a
country is unwilling to index all such instruments, but is persuaded to
index a sub-set of the medium and long-term loans (like the sub-loans of
the Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptable second best
alternative and the Bank could then uroceed with the indexation of its
sub-loans. Such a policy would enhance the viability of DFCs and other
credit institutions associated with the Bank. Further, experience with
such indexation may induce the government to adopt it on a wider basis.

(b) In the case of a country which cannot be persuaded to adopt
monetary correction or other appropriate interest rate policies, it
would be counter-productive for the Bank to insist on the indexation
of its sub-loans, particularly when the domestic financial intermedi-
aries associated with the Bank do not occupy a dominant position in the
medium and long-term credit market. Such insistence is unlikely to
assist either in the wider diffusion of the technique or help the cause
of economic efficiency. In such situations, when the response to the
Bank's suggestions is entirely negative, it may become essential for
the Bank to review and reconsider the rationale of its loan operations
and program in the country concerned.



I. Introduction

1. This paper has a narrow scope. It is not about overall finan-

cial policy or even about the level and structure of interest rates.

These important subjects have been studied recently in the paper entitled,

"World Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues",

January 30, 1976. The present paper on indexation elaborates on one of

many issues discussed in the above mentioned draft, namely how to in-

sulate interest rates from the impact, generally unintended, of high and

volatile rates of inflation. This issue would arise no matter what level

of real interest rates is considered appropriate. Clearly, the indexation

technique can make a more important contribution to development policy if

the real interest rate structure is appropriate than if it is not. But

even in the latter case, the role of indexation is not insignificant from

the points of view of saving mobilization, allocation and the viability

of the financial structure.

2. The paper is a response to questions raised by staff in the

Latin American Regional Office about the indexation of 11 agricultural

loans made by the Bank during 1967-75. This experience is reviewed in

the annex and the main conclusions are reflected in the analysis and

recommendations presented in the main text. In addition, the paper

explores the relevance of indexation for Bank lending operations in

agriculture and industry. It does not discuss the application of in-

dexation in other areas such as wages and taxes. The purview is limited

to the area of financial contracts.

3. An active development policy trying to promote rapid growth in

a country is likely to generate inflationary pressures. This danger is

perceptibly greater in the LDCs partly because of the speed with which

supply bottlenecks are encountered and partly due to the expansionary

monetary-fiscal policies. The inflationary process in the LDCs, however,

has accelerated since 1970 because of a significant rise in the prices

of fertilizers and food, partly as a result of natural disasters and the

quantum jump in the oil prices since 1973. Many LDCs are currently experi-

encing double digit inflation; and in some of them, this trend is likely

to continue until 1980 or so. In this context, the application of the

indexation technique to financial contracts assumes particular significance.

4. High rates of inflation pose a series of problems all of which

are rooted in the unanticipated redistribution of resources between econo-

mic units involved in monetary transactions. To avoid the possibility of a

resource loss during periods of high and variable inflation, individuals

become reluctant to enter into agreements which bind them for a long period

of time to financial terms expressed in current prices. This interferes

1/ For a review of theoretical literature and empirical experience, see

Index-Linking of Financial Contracts: A Survey of the State-of-the-Arts,

World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 192, November 1974.
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with the development of the financial sector, especially with the supply
of term loans because the nature of the commitment increases the chances
of incurring a loss. But aside from this, there is a flight from mone-
tary transactions and into various forms of barter. Savers, fearing an
erosion in the value of money balances, prefer to hold real estate, specie
or even certain types of commodities. In general, inflation interferes
with the monetization of the economy; it retards the financialization of
savings and reduces the efficiency of the market mechanism in the mobili-
zation and the allocation of resources.

Policy Options

5. In the area of financial contracts, there are two possible ways
of coping with the problem of inflation. In each case, the idea is to
adjust the financial transaction so that it is more or less in step with
the overall prices.

6. One solution is a policy of variable interest rates. This
would allow interest rates to vary with current and expected increase
in prices; in theory, it would protect both borrowers and lenders against
the consequences of changes in the rate of inflation. Variable rates are
a workable solution when the rate of price increase is fairly stable or
predictable and the market has the freedom to generate a rational interest
structure in the light of past experience and future expectations. How-
ever, available information indicates that Latin American countries with
high rates of inflation also tend to experience fairly sharp fluctuations
in the annual rate of increase of prices and this variance would very
likely interfere with the markets' ability to arrive at a rational rate
structure.

7. Where inflation is high and variable, a second solution, i.e.
indexation, seems to be appropriate. Indexation preserves the real value
of contractual obligations by tying them to a price index, and it thereby
helps to avoid the anomalous situation, often found in LDCs, when real
interest rates go down in times of inflation and up in times of a price
decline. Such movements in real rates cannot be justified either in
terms of a demand management policy or as an allocative measure.

8. Since indexation reduces the riskiness of financial transactions
by safeguarding the individual transactor against losses due to unforeseen
changes in the price level, it can have two beneficial results. Firstly,
financial intermediaries can offer stable positive real interest rates on
savings although available evidence on this point is weak. Indexation may
encourage the financialization of savings presently invested in real assets
and thereby enhance the efficiency of resource allocation. There are some
indications of such a shift having occurred in Brazil. Furthermore, a change

in interest rate policies appears to have affected the financialization
of savings in both Korea and India although the available evidence is far
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1/
from being conclusive.

9. A second advantage of monetary correction is its impact on
long-term lending. At present, there is a marked paucity of long-term
funds in the financial markets of the LDCs due to the traditional pref-
erences of lenders and the riskiness of lending long. This is especially
marked in the agricultural sector as has been pointed out in the Policy
Paper on Agricultural Credit (p. 16). For example, 75% of insitutional
loans in Latin America and Africa are for two years or less while for
Asia, the figure is around 65%. Such squeezing of the maturity spectrum
nay have an adverse effect on those projects that are subject to long
gestation lags. If entrepreneurs have access only to short-term loans,
the uncertainty of being able to roll over their loans may dampen their

willingness to undertake long-term investment. As long as financial
intermediaries are unable to cover themselves against the risks involved
in making term loans, and as long as they are constrained from charging
an interest on their long-term commitments, which is significantly dif-
ferent from that levied on short funds, they are unlikely to pursue
long-term lending with much enthusiasm. Indexation could help activate
this segment of the market by rationalizing the rate structure and pro-
tecting intermediaries from the so-called decapitalization problem,
which is the erosion of the lenders capital base during times of rapidly
rising prices.

Country Experience with Indexation

10. A number of countries have experimented with monetary correc-
tion during the last thirty years, with Finland being among the earliest
to apply the concept. (See Table on page 7.) In most cases, a beginning

seems to have been made with the indexation of wage contracts and long-
term government bonds, the coverage being extended at a later stage to
social security benefits, private lending and recently to taxes.

11. Concentrating on the financial sector, it appears that the
initiative to index has usually been taken by the government and in

each case it has been motivated by the desire to increase the rate of

savings in forms amendable to policy regulation. A secondary and re-
lated objective has been to protect the interest of small savers from lower

income groups who normally lack inflation proof outlets for their saving.
Israel is one of the countries which has used monetary correction by issu-
ing indexed government bonds from as early as 1948. Brazil adopted this
device in 1964. Since then Indexation has been extended to some savings
institutions in both Brazil and Colombia.

1/ W.L. Ness, Jr., Financial Markets Innovation as a Development Strategy:
Initial Results from the Brazilian Experience, Economic Development and
Cultural Change, Volume 22, Nos. 3, April 1974. See Appendix I section
on Brazil. See also Ronald I. McKinnon, Money and CaLtal in Economic
Development, Brookings 1971 for Korea and D.J. Lakdawala, Financial
Assets and Instruments for Mobilization of Savings, for India.
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12. What emerges from the experience with the use of indexation
as a policy instrument is the following:

(a) Indexation has been used selectively for a limited
range of transactions to promote equity, resource
mobilization by the government or resource mobiliza-
tion and allocation by financial institutions;

(b) Where indexation has been used to minimize tle impact
of inflation on the distribution of resources, it has
been part of a package consisting of deflationary
credit and fiscal policies, price and wage controls
and even direct physical controls;

(c) Indexation rules have served multiple policy objec-
tives. The approach has been what may be called "dis-
cretionary indexation", analogous to "dirty" floating
of exchange rates.

13. In the area of wage contracts, the Government of Brazil followed
a rule of adjusting nominal wages with reference to an estimate of future
inflation. In effect, this meant that wages were not indexed at all, and
the wage increase which was granted depended more on government policy
rather than actual inflation.!1 This phase lasted from 1965 to 1968 at which
point the rule was changed permitting nominal wages to track the rate of
price increases more closely, but there continued to be a large discretion-
ary element in Brazil's policy of wage indexation. In the field of financial
contracts discretionary changes have tended to favor the borrower at the cost
of the lender. By only permitting a partial adjustment of the principal or
the interest rate the government has engineered a transfer of resources from
one party to the other.

1/ The mechanics of Brazilian indexation are discussed at length by
Albert Fishlow. (Indexing Brazilian Style: Inflation without tears?
Brookings Papers on Economics, No.1, 1974). He points out that
"Brazilian wage policy has proven virtually completely discretionary...
as so has most of the rest of the system of monetary correction...In-
dexing was an element of intervention and as such was substituted for
other policies".



Sumary of Countries' Experience of Indexing(a)

I n v e s t m e n t
Social Security Benefits Covt. Private Jther

Wage Pensions Other transfer londs Bonds Mortgages Loans Rents Taxes

Argentina 1962- 1959-

Brazil 1964- 1964- 1964 1964- 1964- 1964-

Canada 1972- 1965- 1973- 1974

n Chile 1960s 1952

Colombia 1972-

Finland 1945-67 1957- 1956-67 1945-67 1953-67 1952-67 1952-67

Israel 1961- 19L3- 1951- 1950s

(a) Table covers period up to end of 1974.

Source: National Institute Economic Review, 1975.
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Rationale for Indexation of Financial Contracts

14. Indexation is not costless. The management and accounting of

contracts with a changing numeraire has administrative costs both for

individuals and for institutions. However, these administrative problems

are not large and the additional expense seems like an insignificant price

to pay for a substantial expansion in the breadth and scope of the finan-

cial market. Since indexation is likely to be limited to the long end of

the market, the cost of supporting the system would be relatively small.

15. A more important problem is the difficulty of persuading the

government. The indexing of financial transactions not only increases

the burden of financing the national debt, but it also reduces the sub-

sidy long enjoyed by businesses with access to institutional loans subject

to fixed interest rate ceilings. The government is usually under pressure

from these businesses to continue with the subsidy but at the same time it

cannot ignore the distortions arising from inflation and its own arbitrary

pricing policies. If inflation cannot be controlled, indexation may be

an attractive way of injecting a degree of rationality into the pricing

system. There is very little reason to believe that indexation will

interfere with the government's ability to subsidize particular groups.

Even if a number of transactions within the economy are subject to in-

dexation, the government can still channel resources wherever desired

through tax and subsidy devices.

16. Of course, the more moderate the rate of inflation and the more

flexible the financial system -- implying both variability of interest

rates and institutional diversity -- the less will be the attraction of,
or the need for indexation. But those countries experiencing high rates

of inflation in a milieu of pegged nominal interest rates and fragmented

financial institutions, indexation of contracts may help to revive the

financial sector.

17. Can indexing succeed if it is adonted by, say, long-term

financial institutions but not by those engaged in short-term trans-

actions? Such a regime would be created if, for example, the government

decreed that deposits and loans above a certain maturity be indexed,. A

parallel system of indexed long-term and non-indexed short-term financial

contracts would come into existence. Such a system is likely to prove
beneficial to the economy. The error in forecasting inflation over the

short period is small; the short duration reduces its impact so that

the cost and nuisance of indexation may exceed the benefits. To the

extent savers forego indexed long-term investments in favor of greater

liquidity accompanied by negative returns, this will be the result of

conscious choice rather than the unavailability of indexed instruments.

And on the borrowers' side, the option would be to get long-term financing

at a stable cost or go through the uncertainties of rolling over short-

term loans at a variable cost. If there is no indexing, the banks have

an incentive to borrow short and lend short. This is accepted by de-

positors who have no better alternatives and by borrowers who do not

mind the shortness of maturities so long as real interest rates are
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negative. By contrast, the indexed system, as described above, would
encourage banks to differentiate between short and long-term markets in
financial resources and this would contribute to economic development.

18. The next question is whether or not indexing can succeed if
it is adopted only by some long-term financial institutions but not by
others. If the institution which adopts indexing is already dominant
in the long-term market for industrial or agricultural funds, the chances
are chat the new policy will be a success, unless the government lends
its support to non-indexed competitor institutions. Assuming that the
government accepts indexation as a part of its policy framework, the
"indexing institution" will be able to expand its loanable funds, unless
statutory restrictions on institutional savers prevent them from purchas-
ing the newly created financial instrument. Existing borrowers of the
"indexing institution" are unlikely to switch to rival long-term sources
to any large extent. By definition, rival banks are small in size and
cannot accomodate many new clients. Also, indexing need not raise real
interest charges; it simply prevents borrowers from reaping a windfall
gain. The "indexing institution" will pick up those new borrowers who
are attracted by the availability of long-maturity funds at real interest
rates which remain lower than expected rates of return on their invest-
ments.

19. Partial indexing in the long-term market can succeed but there
is nothing inevitable about this outcome. If the "indexing institution"
does not have a large share of the market, if government does not accept
it as a policy instrument or if there is collusion between rival banks
and key businessmen, the introduction of monetary correction may not
survive for long.

Evaluation of Present World Bank Policy

20. From the stand point of the overall economy of the borrower
country, all World Bank Group loans and credits are in fact indexed to
the extent that changes in the rate of exchange are a proxy for the rate
of inflation. This follows from the World Bank Group policy of denominat-
ing its loans in terms of foreign currencies. In other words, either the
government or the intermediary institution or the sub-borrowers bear the
cost -- in terms of local currency -- of any exchange rate devaluation
vis a vis the foreign currency in which the World Bank has provided the
loan.

21. As regards the on-lending operations of the World Bank through
financial institutions, two types of indexing practice can be distinguished:

(a) Loans to sub-borrowers are denominated in foreign
exchange. This applies to a substantial segment of
DFC loans and credits.

(b) Explicit indexation of the principal of the sub-loans,
linking them to the prices of specific commodities or
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some price indices, the exchange rate or a combina-
tion of the three. This applies to 16 of the active
agricultural project loans in the Latin America and
the Caribbean Region. (Details are given in the
Appendix.)

22. In the case of on-lending through the DFC. exchange risks
were assumed by the sub-borrowers in 15 of the 50 cases. In the rest,
the risk was assumed by the government (17), by the Central Bank (5)
or shared by the governments and the sub-borrower (13). This contrasts
with on-lending in agriculture, where except for the 11 projects in
Latin America which included explicit indexation formulae, the exchange
risks have always been assumed by the government or public agencies. In
terms of the volume of commitments, the indexed agricultural loans amount
to $217 million as compared to the total WBG agricultural credit opera-
tions of 516 billion by the end of June 1975.

23. Although the assumption of the exchange risk by the sub-borrowers
from the DFCs is a form of indexation, the major concerns which led to the
evolution of this practice were not so much to make allowance for the effect
of inflation on financial contracts; rather, the principle of keeping the
financial intermediarv immune from the risks of exchange rate alignments
was the dominant factor. This meant that the exchange risk had to fall
either on the sub-borrower or on the government (or Central Bank). With
lending rates of DFCs being pegged'in many countries, the sub-borrowers
were usually in a position to cover such risks. Furthermore, as a prac-
tical matter, governments have frequently been prepared to accept the
transfer of the foreign exchange risk to the ultimate borrower, even when
they were reluctant to accept reasonable approximations to market rates
of interest on term loans payable in local currencies.Z!

24. Sixteen loans made by the Bank include indexation clauses as
mentioned above. Nine of these loans are for livestock and two are for
agro-industries and the construction of grain facilities. During the
first half of 1976 five indexed loans were made to Brazil - one each for
the industrial sector, the transport sector, two for the construction of
water supply and sewage facilities and one for nutrition. All the loans
have been made in the Latin America and Caribbean Region. Indexing in
these operations has been of an experimental nature. An explicit policy

1/ On-lending through the DFC, was $2.8 billion by the end of June 1975,

representing about 50% of total WBG lending to the Industrial Sector.

2/ A table presented in the DFC policy paper Annex 6 indicates that there
is no apparent correlation between the procedure used for allocating
exchange risk and the average rate of inflation during the previous
five years.
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with respect to the circumstances under which indexation will be applied

and the types of indexation to adopt has not yet evolved. The pragmatic

approach adopted in the case of the agricultural loans has been to press

for indexation if at the time of the appraisal or negotiations the annual

rate of inflation was set at 8 percent or above. There is one loan where

indexing is applied if and when a specified inflation rate is reached. In

all cases, indexing is applied to the principal with the interest payments

calculated at adjusted values of the principal. The price indices used were

various combination of beef and wool prices, cost of living indices and the

exchange rate. (See Appendix I for details.)

25. Whereas the assumption of the devaluation risk by the sub-

borrowers from the DFCs was conceived originally as making economic and

administrative sense in the environment of low interest policies for
term lending, the introduction of indexation in Bank agricultural loans

has been prompted from the start by an overall policy objective to ensure

that all sub-loans of Bank/IDA funds carry a meaningful interest rate in

an inflationary environment. This is probably why indices other than

the foreign exchange rate have been experimented with in these agri-

cultural loans. The difference in the rationale behind the exchange

risk provisions in on-lending by DFCs and the indexed agricultural loans

is also reflected in the fact that whereas only the foreign financed com-

ponent of DFC loans was linked to exchange rates, in the case of the agri-

cultural projects the objective was to index the total project lending

including use of own resources by the financial institutions - although

this objective was not always accomplished.

26. The Bank's experience in the implementation of indexed loans

over the past eight years is not easy to assess. Because of frequent

changes in the terms of indexed loans, their impact has varied and it is

doubtful whether it can be measured without a very large research effort.

Of the six countries which have received indexed loans, only three appear

to be seriously committed to the system, these being Uruguay, Argentina

and Brazil. Each of them has experienced double digit inflation in the

recent past and the trend is expected to continue during the next few years.

Brazil has the additional incentive of having developed the indexation

system to a point where it is widely accepted, and to a degree understood.

The three remaining countries - Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay - are putting their

faith on anti-inflationary fiscal and monetary policies.

27. There is a striking uniformity in both the responses of borrowers

to the indexation of loans and in the efforts of governments trying to

achieve a workable compromise. In every case where indexation has been

incorporated into the loan agreement, the adjustment is determined by the

movements in one of the two reference indices, usually, the Consumer Price

Index and a composite index constructed from beef and wool prices. The

Index which is actually used is the one which registers a lower rate of

price increase. Through this and other devices, governments have sought

to ease the terms offered to the final borrower and in the process have
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reduced the effects of indexation on the interest rate and thereby the
benefits accruing to the lending agency. These measures have been in
response to the strenuous opposition that indexation has aroused among
farmers who are used to subsidized loans, excessively conscious of the
uncertainty which monetary correction introduces as regards the repay-
ment of the loan, and powerful enough to force the government to soften
the conditions of the loan.

A Frame for Future Bank Policy

28. While the experience of the Bank, as far as indexed loans are
concerned, indicates the need for continuing study and evaluation, in-
dexation does seem to be an appropriate policy instrument for countries
which have to live with inflation and at the same time implement a broadly
based policy of economic development.

29. Which countries: For the large category of countries with low
and relatively stable rates of price increase, the need for indexation
is limited, perhaps, to social security payments. A second category
would include countries such as Brazil where inflation has averaged
around 30% over the last two years. The government is determined to
bring down the rate of price increase and in the meantime provide some
measure of protection for income shares and the saving investment process.
In these countries, indexation would serve a dual purpose: as a surro-
gate incomes policy and as a means of rationalizing the financial sector
while inflation is being brought under control. For the third group of
countries which have a long history of high and variable rates of inflation
and where the government is disinclined to take the harsh measures needed
to dampen inflationary pressures, indexation can serve a useful function
in safeguarding the saving-investment process.

30. However, it is difficult to identify countries in the second
and third groups. Recent experience (1973-75) is hardly any guide: for
practically every country in the world was caught in the throes of double
digit inflation. One cannot extrapolate recent price trends into the
future and thereby separate countries into those in which inflation is
expected to be serious and the rest. The projections contained in the
recent CPFs for a large number of countries indicate that inflation is
likely to be a problem in some countries - Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
Syria, Yugoslavia, Uruguay, Turkey and Korea. (See Table IV, Annex Ii,
for information on the projected rate of inflation; and Table V, Annex IT,
on proposed Bank lending to these countries over the next five years.)
Several of these countries have introduced indexation schemes and are in
a position to extend the scope of these measures should the need arise.
So far, Yugoslavia, Syria, Turkey and Korea have not experimented with
indexation but they can, perhaps, be encouraged to consider its applica-
tion in the future.

31. Which Index: Not only have sub-loans through the DFCs been
linked to the foreign exchange rate, but the foreign exchange rate has
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also been used as an index for adjusting the principal on a few agri-
cultural loans. Use of the exchange rate has the distinct advantage
of providing' a firm numerical basis for adjustment. However, the link
between domestic inflation and exchange rate may be weak due to various
reasons such as capital movements and the lack of congruence between
the prices of traded goods and the price level in general. On the other
hand, exchange rate would be affected by changes in the purchasing power
of other currencies as well as by changes in purchasing power of the
domestic currency. Even with these qualifications, the exchange rate can
be a good proxy for nrice inflation, particularly where rate changes take
nlace frequently.

32. However, when exchange rate adjustments are infrequent in an
economy experiencing high rates of inflation, the timing of lare adjust-
ments introduces uncertainty into investment decisions. As prices rise,
the over-valuation o17 the countrv's currencv sets larer while the proh-
ability of devaluation increases. The reaction of the borrowers to these
two uncertainties - the timing of the devaluation and the trend of in-
flation -- will affect the timing of their investments. Further, sudden
large adjustment creates a cash squeeze -- an abrupt increase in the
liabilities of the businesses. For these reasons, in such a context the
foreign exchange rate should not be used as a basis for indexation.

33. If it can be assumed that the various countries which apnly
the concept of monetary correction will adhere to a system of Floating
rates over the foreseeable future, the exchange rate can be used to index
all transactions: this practice would have the additional advantage of
effectively passing on the exchange risk to the sub-borrowers. However,
if the assumption is invalid, it would be preferable to treat at least
local currency transactions separately so as to avoid the problems arisine
from large, discrete exchange rate adjustments. Probably the optimal pro-
cedure in such a situation would be to index all loans with respect to a
general domestic price index and deal separately with the exchange risk.
Exchange risk in this case would disappear or at least be smaller than
what it would be without indexation of all loans, and it may become pos-
sible for the government or the Central Bank to bear it by charging a
small fee to the sub-borrowers.

34. A general price index with a wide coverage may be the most
appropriate basis with which to link the principal cf financial contracts.
it is less suitable to use specific commodity or sectoral price indices
because the main purpose of monetary correction is to neutralize the over-
all impact of inflation on financial contracts, without interferino ith
relative prices. Monetary correction based on specific commodities would
tend to distort relative price structures and thus to mrisal-locate resources.

35. There are some reservations, however, relating to the technically
defective nature of general price indices, and due to the fears that these
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indices can be tampered with for political reasons. Where there are

several indices, the choice between them also present a problem. If

the principle that indexing should be based on the general price index

is accepted, the question of which index qualifies for this role becomes

an empirical one and has to be studied in the country context. In most

circumstances, it may be useful to smooth the curve of price changes as

reflected by price indices so that the year to year fluctuations are

limited in favor of a more long-term trend.

36. In the case of more open economies which are vulnerable to price

shocks emanating from abroad, it may be necessary to adopt a discretionary

approach a la Brazil where the index is adjusted so as to net out sudden

changes in the prices of traded commodities due to unforeseen 
circumstances

in the world economy or natural calamities.

37. Since the idea is to take account of a resource loss experienced

by the economy, it might be preferable to use a wage index where one is

available, which may reflect more closely the changes in real purchasing

power, rather than a CPI that has to be arbitrarily adjusted whenever 
the

situation demands.

38. Modality of Negotiation: The question of indexation should be

discussed by the Bank with member governments at the macro and sectoral

levels before it is taken up in the context of individual projects.

Chances of success are much greater if indexation is applied across the

board in the long-term credit market than if it is applied piecemeal in

the context of specific projects or specific institutions. It must be

recognized that the Bank is likely to be the only international 
financier

urging indexation. Unless there is genuine understanding on the part of

the borrower about the virtues of monetary correction, there is not much

prospect for the application of this technique. The borrower may be able

to switch to other international lenders if the Bank applies pressure on

this issue. (The conditions for the success of partial indexation are

discussed on pp. 9-10.)

39. In its dialogue with countries likely to experience double digit

inflation, the Bank should emphasize the desirability of applying indexa-

tion to all medium and long-term financial instruments for savings mobili-

zation as well as allocation. In addition, the Bank is interested in the

viability of the DFCs and other institutions that disburse Bank loans. From

a long-term point of view, the success of the Bank's policy towards these

institutions must be judged from the point of view of the latter's capacity

to function effectively even when the Bank's support is withdrawn at some

stage. Further, their dominance in the area of medium and long-term credit

in a large number of countries makes it more likely that the indexation

experiment will succeed. Finally, if these institutions link monetary

correction to a general price index all or a greater part of the exchange

risk would be borne by the sub-borrowers; a separate provision for exchange

risk would therefore not be necessary. (See discussion on pp. 10-12.).
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40. If the governments are persuaded to accept such policy measures,
they are likely to adopt them also for other medium and long-term financial
instruments like saving deposits and government bonds as a result of either
their dialogue with the Bank or the demonstration effect of the experiment
with indexation carried out by the long-term credit institutions.

41. If a country is unwilling to index all financial instruments of
long-term credit institutions associated with the Bank, but is persuaded
to index a sub-set of the medium and long-term loans (like the sub-loans
of the Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptable second best
alternative and the Bank could then proceed with the indexation of its
sub-loans.

42. If, however, a country cannot be persuaded to adopt monetary
correction or other appropriate interest rate policies even at a sectoral
or sub-sectoral level, it would be counter-productive for the Bank to
insist on the indexation of its sub-loans; such insistence is unlikely to
assist either in the wider diffusion of the technique or help the cause
of economic efficiency. In such situations, when the response to the
Bank's suggestions is entirely negative, it may become essential for the
Bank to review and reconsider its loan operations and program in the
country concerned.

Annex I: World Bank Loans Subject to Indexation and Country
Experience with Indexation

Argentina

43. Argentina has received only a single agricultural loan from the
Bank which contains an indexing clause. This has been for the Balcarce
Livestock Project (505-AR) and was signed on July 31, 1967 but the first
indexed sub-loan was made in September, 1973. According to the terms of
the contract the sub-loan balances are adjusted on the basis of increases
in the cost-of-living index or the index of cattle prices, whichever is

the lower for each month, with interest charged at 6% per annum on adjusted

balance. Indices used are: (a) index of the cost-of-living in the federal
capital provided by the National Institute of Census and Statistics; and

(b) prices of cattle in the Market of Liniers. Therefore, the reference
index is a composite one and although cumulative is always less than either
of the two basic indices. The Balcarce project has had its share of prob-
lems. During the last few months there has been an increase in the prices
of finished steers without a commensurate increase in those of feeder steers

marketed by project beneficiaries. Even though this has had little impact
on the adjustment factor, farmers are beginning to express reservations

regarding the use of indexation and there has been a decline in the applica-

tions for new loans.

44. The Argentinians have been experimenting with the indexation of
government bonds over a long period of time extending as far back as 1962,
when the National Recovery bonds bearing a nominal interest of 7% were used
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with the principal adjusted with reference to an index of gold prices.
Even earlier than this, in 1957, the State Petroleum Enterprise had
floated bonds with a twenty year maturity, linked to an index based
upon company productivity and changes in the salaries of company em-
ployees.

45. The government has continued to issue indexed bonds during the
seventies but it was only in March 1975 that indexing was used in the

banking sector, when the National Bank of Savings and Securities offered
its customers monetary correction for deposits that are not transferable
for one year. Indexed credit has also become important in the area of

housing finance through the National Mortgage Bank and more recently
through the mortgage branches of commercial banks. The adjustment pro-

cedures are rather complicated. There is some differentiation of terms
according to income class with only a portion of the principal being

subject to monetary correction. Furthermore, although the index is

based on construction costs the actual adjustment cannot exceed 80% of
the change in basic salaries of workers and officials in the industrial
sector. This is how the scheme exists on paper; however, the actual
experience of the mortgage bank indicates that indexing is not automatic.

The administration of indexing is highly flexible, with the authorities
deciding the time and the extent of the adjustment.

46. Indexation has got off to a slow start in Argentina, with
experimentation proceeding on a small scale on many fronts. There still

appear to be many misgivings as to its application on a larger scale in

the financial sector.

Brazil

47. So far the Bank has made eight loans to Brazil which are subject

to indexation. They are the following:

Brazil Livestock (516-BR) signed September 23, 1967: Originally, sub-loans

were to be subject to monetary correction based on the index of cattle

prices or cattle/wool prices as published by the Getulio Vargas Foundation

(subject to a deduction of ten points from the price index for each year
of the grace period). An interest rate of 14% was to be applied on the

nominal balance outstanding. These conditions appeared too onerous to

potential sub-borrowers and, in May 1970, agreement was reached whereby

sub-borrowers were offered the following alternatives: (a) under the

original indexing mechanism, a decrease in the nominal interest rate from

14% to 12%; or (b) an interest rate of6% on the principal fully indexed

by either the cattle or cattle/wool price index or the index of the Central

Bank official selling cruzeiro/dollar exchange rate. Later, in June 1971

the Bank and the Government agreed that whatever adjustment made in sub-

loan principal would not exceed the extent of inflation as measured by the

general price index for the period. Subsequently, in July 1972, another
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revision in sub-lending terms was agreed upon to simplify sub-lending
terms and correct certain problems which had emerged. All sub-loans
made after that date were subject to correction according to changes in
the US Dollar rate for cruzeiros, with interest on the adjusted prin-
cipal at 7-1/4%. It was also agreed that, if at any time the increase
in the general price index exceeded the rise in the US Dollar/cruzeiro
exchange rate by more than 7-1/4%, the Bank and the borrower would agree
to a new indexing system in order to assure that the indexing system
would not result in negative real interest rates. The revised system
adopted in July 1972 also provided for the elimination of the lags which
had existed in the previous systems in applying indexing during the early
part of the grace period; and for the correction of the previous practice
of calculating interest on the unadjusted, rather than the adjusted, prin-
cipal during the grace period.

Brazil Grain Storage (857-BR) signed September 27, 1972: The principal of
this loan was to be adjusted throughout the life of the loan in accordance
with variations in the US dollar selling rate for cruzeiros of the Central
Bank at 7-1/2% per annum. In September 1974 the Bank and the borrower
agreed to revise the indexing system so that the principal of loans made
after that date would be corrected according to the ORTN index, with an
interest rate of 5% on the adjusted principal. This made the sub-lending
terms generally consistent with terms offered by official lending insti-
tutions for agro-industries and other industries. However, in order to
spur what it felt was a serious lagging in the development of grain storage
facilities, the Government created in April 1975 a new grain storage credit
line. The new line offered unindexed loans with nominal interest rates
ranging between 8% and 15%. Hence, demand for indexed credit declined
sharply and the uncommitted balance of the Bank loan (about 20%) was can-
celled in October 1975.

Brazil Interim Second Livestock (868-BR) signed December 19, 1972: Monetary
correction of the principal throughout the life of the loan was to be in
proportion to the changes in the PIS dollar rate for cruzeiros of the Central
Bank with interest of 7-1/4% being charged on the adjusted principal. How-
ever, as the combined effect of internal and external inflation patterns
and the rate of change in the US dollar/cruzeiro exchange rate began to
cause the agreed indexing system to result in negative real interest rates,
the Bank proposed to the Brazilians the general adoption in the livestock
sector of a system which would result in more predictable interest rates -
i.e., 5% interest after ORTN correction of principal. The Brazilians did
not agree, resulting in the Bank's withdrawal from active consideration of
a third livestock loan. Subsequently, the Government created with its own
funds a new livestock credit program wirh nominal interest rates of about
15%, without ex post monetary correction of principal (terms which are
similar to other agricultural lending in Brazil). It also agreed to allow
prepayment, and refinancing at these new terms, of all the sub-loans made
from the proceeds of the two Bank loans. As a result, partial cancella-
tion of Loan 868-BR and accelerated repayment of both Bank loans are planned.
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Brazil Agro-Industries (924-BR) signed August 1, 1973: Under the initial
agreement sub-loans carry an interest rate of 5% plus adjustment based on
the National Treasury-Bond (ORTN) price. But in October 1975, in line with
the Government's desire to encourage investments in several of the relatively
less developed states participating in the project, the Bank and the Govern-
ment agreed to lower the interest rate to 3% (after ORTN correction of prin-
cipal) for beneficiaries in 4 states, retaining the 5% rate for the others.

48. These loans were all in the agricultural sector, but during the
past year there have been a number of loans to other sectors: in the
industrial sector, Loan 1206-BR, ($85 million) of March 1, 1976, for the
BNDE (National Economic Development Bank) development banking project, pro-
vided for sub-lending to small- and medium-size industries, with the cruzeiro-
denominated sub-loans indexed according to the ORTN (National Treasury Bond)
price and with interest rates of 3% for beneficiaries in the less developed
North and Northeast regions, 5% in the Center-South and 6% in Sao Paulo.
These terms are standard for all of BNDE-financed small- and medium-size indus-
try operations channelled through state and regional development banks. Also,
the nutrition loan ($19 million) approved June 22, 1976 includes financing
for BNDE's special food processing loans to be extended with interest rates
of 3% after ORTN indexing of principal. In the transport sector, Loan 1207-BR
($55 million) of March 1, 1976, for the BNPE secondary and feeder road project
provided for sub-lending to states or to municipal consortia, with the cruzeiro-
denominated sub-loans indexed according to the ORTN price and with interest
rates varying from 4% to 7% depending on the state concerned (the lower rates
applying to relatively less developed areas). In the water supply and sewerage
sector, Loan 1009-BR ($36 million) of June 17, 1974, and a second loan (of $40
million) approved July 6, 1976 to help finance through the National Housing
Bank (BNH) sub-projects in the Minas Gerais state water supply and sewerage
program provide for cruzeiro-denominated sub-loans to the state water comnany
at a rate of interest of 4% (plus various fees amounting to about 2%) with
principal subject to full monetary correction according to changes in the
general price index. This is consistent with BNH's practice in all of its
water supply and sewerage lending to fully correct the principal of sub-loans
according to the general price index and then to charge interest rates ranging
from 2% to 7%, depending on the relative stage of development of the state
concerned.

49. A brief sketch of the Brazilian experience is useful. Indexing was
introduced in 1964 and applied initially to government bonds with maturities
ranging from 2 to 5 years. The principal was revalued quarterly with reference
to the Whole Sale Price Index and the interest was paid on the revalued sum.1/
Since then over a hundred laws and implementing decrees have extended the

1/ From December 1972 until March 1974 the index used combined a moving
average of inflation during the previous three months with a forecast
of inflation expected during the next six. A 50 percent weight was
assigned to the two periods. In June 1976 a term for future inflation
was reintroduced into the wage indexation formula but the weights were
changed to 80 percent for past inflation and 20 percent for the expected
increase in prices.
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system to embrace many other areas of the financial system and sectors
of the economy. Revaluation is widely applied to capital assets and
property values and incomes are readjusted for tax purposes. But index-
ing is constrained by other policy objectives and a simple 100% link with
prices has not always been used. In fact, indexing as applied to wage
contracts has been distinctly regressive. The only visible positive
impact of indexing has been the growth in non-monetary financial assets.
Although even here it is difficult to isolate the net increase since there
has been a substitution of indexed financial assets -- such as bonds and
bank deposits -- for those not subject to monetary correction. What makes
the Brazilian system so complex and from the purist's viewpoint a little
unsatisfactory is the coexistence of different procedures for indexing and
the absence of a universal coverage. For instance, the private sector has
strenuously resisted indexation because business firms are unprepared to
bear the risks and consequently financial intermediaries have been reluc-
tant to offer indexed deposits. Commercial banks which use monetary cor-
rection on time deposits practice a form of preindexing by tying their
adjustment to a projected rate of price increase which usually errs in the
direction of conservatism. From December 1972 until March 1974 and again
since June 1976 the correction offered on government bonds is also based
upon projections which systematically underestimate the true increase in
prices so as to control the rise in real incomes and thereby diminish
inflationary pressures. The TPI which remains the cornerstone of the
indexing system gives a low weight to housing and expenditure on public
utilities, whose prices have been freed, and it neglects services that
account for approximately half the consumption expenditure of the popula-
tion. Thus, it is likely that the WPI grossly underestimates the true
magnitude of the price rise. Another example of the anomalies, which
abound within the system, is the treatment of mortgage loans. These were
subjected to monetary correction at an early stage, but government eschewed
full correction so as to encourage home ownership. However, the large
number of defaults persuaded the authorities to switch to the technique
of equal amortization as against the earlier Procedure of equal total pay-
ment. Finally beginning in 1975 cash subsidies further alleviated the
burden of mortgage payments.

50. After 11 years of operation the indexation system in Brazil is
still in the throes of change and this affects the Bank loans that are sub-
ject to indexation. In May 1975, for instance, the ORTN and the ORTN cattle
price index which had served as the basis for adjustment for some time was
overshadowed by a system of monetary correction based on changes in the
dollar-cruzeiro rate. According to the Brazilians, use of the ORTN index
made World Bank loans uncompetitive against funds available from the Euro-
dollar market and it became difficult to find borrowers who were prepared
to pay the high interest cost when loans with 5 to 6 year maturities could
be obtained from other sources at 10% interest.

51. The contours of the agreement, presently being worked out, can be
described in the following way. The cruzeiro is to be pegged to the actual
basket of currencies disbursed by the Bank and the nominal rate of interest
is to be fixed at 10%. Assuming rates of inflation of the order of 25% per
annum in Brazil and 8% in the lending countries, along with continuous adjust-
ment of the cruzeiro to correct for the discrepancy, the nominal rate would
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be 27% while the real rate would be 2%. This is a reduction from real
rates of 5% and 6% that were being recommended in the past. It appears
that both sides have moved further away from the goal of an optimal real
rate of interest towards a non-negative rate that is politically tolerable.
The Bank looks upon index linking as a device for restoring the vigor of
the market mechanism by offsetting the distributional and allocational
distortions which arise from unanticipated inflation. Secondly, it wishes
to enhance the viability of financial intermediaries. This is also partly
the view of the Brazilian Government but the latter is also concerned with
the feedback effect of monetary correction on inflation and the cost of
long-term borrowing and therefore prefers to apply the system both flexibly
and selectively instead of instituting a procedure for automatic indexation
covering the entire economy.

52. Indexation is a part of the stabilization policy because it is
easier to apply than an outright price freeze. The most recent modifica-
tions to the indexation formula should soften the feedback effect. Once
again the objective is to prevent earnings regulated by indexed contracts
from growing in line with the inflation by modifying the price index so as
to exclude those increases which are due to accidental occurrences such as
the oil price hikes or the frost, that recently damaged the coffee crop.
Given the system's complexity, the frequent changes and the existence of
segments within the economy not subject to indexing, it is doubtful whether
monetary correction has helped the cause of efficient resource allocation
although it might conceivably have raised the level of investment.

53. Indexing is used more widely in Brazil than in any other country,
but the system still has many gaps. In particular the lending to the agri-
cultural sector is not subject to monetary correction apart from the loans
made by the Bank. Discussions with the Brazilians spanning a period of
eight years indicate that they are unwilling to extend indexing to the entire
sector and are anxious to dilute the indexing procedure applied to the Bank
loans so as to enlarge the subsidy element.

Uruguay

54. The Bank has made five livestock loans to Uruguay of which the
first 245-UR was signed on December 30, 1959. The disbursement of the loans
is handled by the Livestock Fund which was established by the Central Bank
in 1958. The resources obtained from the Bank plus some contributions made
by the Government are made available to the farmers through the Bank of the
Republic (BROU) which is the only participating bank. The Central Bank's
loans to the BROU are made against documents for sub-loans to ranchers at
interest rates that permit BROU to get a spread of 2% over the indexed prin-
cipal to cover the administrative expenses. Of the subsequent loans - 698-UR,
816-UR, 940-UR and 1166-UR the most recently agreed terms for the latter three
are outlined below.
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Uruguay Fourth Livestock (816-UR) signed April 26, 1972 (First Stage):
Sub-loan balances are subject to monetary correction not later than April
30 in each year on the average increase in the beef and wool ranch-gate
price index for the 12-month period ended on October 31 in the preceding
year, furnished by Banco Central; subject to the adjustment not exceeding
that which would have resulted had the monetary correction been based on
the increase in the cost-of-living index of the Ministerio de Economic Y
Finansas for the corresponding period. Loans made to farmers with hold-
ings of less than 400 hectares are adjusted by only 507 of the increase
in the applicable index. Interest is charged at 11% per annum on the
adjusted principal.

Uruguay Fourth Livestock (940-UR) signed October 25, 1973 (Second Stage):
Sub-loan balances are subject to monetary correction in the same way as
First Stage sub-loans except that all sub-loans are subject to full
indexing. Interest rates applicable to the corrected loan principals
are as follows! (a) 3% per annum in the case of sub-borrowers operating
holdings covering in the aggregate up to 250 hectares; (b) 6% per annum
for sub-borrowers operating holdings in excess of 250 hectares but not
exceeding 400 hectares and (c) 8% per annum for sub-borrowers onerating
holdings exceeding 400 hectares.

Uruguay Fifth Livestock Project Loan No. 1166-UR signed October 15, 1975:
All sub-loans are subject to full indexing and the interest rates charged
are the same as in the Fourth Livestock Loan (Second Stage). The sub-
loans are adjusted on April 30 of each year by applying an index con-
structed by adding to the value of the index at the end of the previous
year the lower of the percentage increase in (a) the average cost-of-
living index for the 12 months ending on October 31 of the immediately
preceding year compared with the average for the previous 12 months,
(b) the average price of 41.6% kg of live weight of beef and 5.2 kg of
wool during the 12 months ending on October 31 of the immediately pre-
ceding year as compared to the average for the previous 12 months. Re-
payment terms of sub-loans reflect the ability of the investment to
service the debt. Terms range from 5 to 10 years and include grace
periods of un to 5 years. If the indexing system (100% adjustment for
all sub-loans) were applied to sub-loans made in 1969 with terms of
seven years including two years grace, the real interest rate obtained
would have ranged between -2% and -8%. It should be recognized that this
is not a bad performance compared to other Latin American countries, where
inflation has increased and medium and long-term agricultural credit has
not been adjusted.

55. Uruguay was beset by inflationary pressures throughout the six-
ties and this spurred discussion of the concept of indexation - discussion
which did not culminate in imolementation till veiy near the close of the
decade because of fears harbored by the government that the introduction
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of indexation would create destabilizing expectations on the part of the
public. When in 1969 collaboration between Uruguay officials, USAID and
members of the Plan Agropecuario produced an acceptable scheme, it was
tried on a pilot scale in the livestock sector.

56. In 1970, it was decided that if beef and wool prices rose faster
than the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the latter would be used to adjust
the loan. This involved an assymmetry in the treatment of borrowers and
lenders because no protection was offered to the commercial banks in the
reverse situation in which the CPI rose faster than the composite index
of beef and wool. Hence the private institutions were not prepared to
adopt the scheme for their lending operations.

57. In 1971 the graduation of adjustment according to the size of
the farm was altered, allowing 50% adjustment to all farms under 400
hectares. In 1973 the concession was withdrawn and farmers in all size
classes were required to adjust by the full amount. However, a harden-
ing of the terms in this area was balanced by subsidization elsewhere.
During 1973 the rate of inflation was 78%, but for the purposes of loan
adjustment it was calculated at 65% and as an additional sweetner, the
ranchers were returned a portion of their export taxes, which helped to
bring the adjustment down to a mere 32%.

58. The beef and wool price index rose less than the CPI in 1974
and the former index was reinstated in March 1975. To add to the con-
fusion it should be mentioned that the nominal interest rate was changed
a number of times and the index factor which is applied no later than
April 30 is based on price changes during a 12 month period ending in
the previous October. Depending on whether inflation is accelerating
or slowing down this has introduced its own biases. In common with many
other projects (Argentina and Bolivia), the Bank did not require the use
of "cumulative" indices where a choice was given. The effect of this
over the life of a sub-loan is probably that real positive interest rates
under high inflation may not necessarily be achieved in practice. In
addition, the Uruguayans did not compound inflation rates in calculating
the index; they merely added them, and this further weakened the effec-
tiveness of indexation.

59. Both the effectiveness and the popularity of the indexing system
has been reduced by the government's inability to adhere to a single set
of rules. Private lending institutions have been scared off by government
actions which appear to be weighted against them and the farmers are un-
happy because of the uncertainties regarding their future obligations. If
indexing is retained they would prefer loans to be preindexed with a fixed
mark up.

60. The government recognizes the political advantages of subsidiz-
ing agricultural producers. This is supposed to lower the cost of food
to city dwellers. It is also apparent that merely indexing the livestock
loans extended by the World Bank, which comprise a very small percentage
of the total agricultural credit, may worsen the distortions present in
the market.
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61. The recent policy actions of the government suggest that the

supporters of indexation have prevailed. A new law has been passed

which calls for the indexation of all financial instruments where the

term exceeds two years. This should greatly expand the scope of in-
dexation within the financial sector which has so far been limited to
the National Institute of Colonization (INC) and the Mortgage Bank of
Uruguay. The INC, which serves as an intermediary on all land trans-
actions as well as financing land sales, makes long-term loans, where

the principal is linked to an index of agricultural products; the

nominal interest is 3%. The Mortgage Bank uses a wage index to adjust

iLs loans as well as its savings since this index reflects the repay-

ment capacity of the borrower and the expectations of the savers.

During the period over which indexing has been anplied both these
institutions have had problems in inducing borrowers to observe the
terms of the original contract and eventually have yielded to pressure

and have settled for easier terms. The INC has allowed its borrowers

to defer payments while the Mortgage Bank scaled down the size of adjust-

ment on mortgage payments in 1973.

62. The Uruguay experience is not encouraging. It has run afoul of
the very same difficulties encountered by the Brazilians in the implementa-
tion of their own system. Excessive differentiation in order to deal with
all situations is only one of the problems. Perhaps more serious, is the
vacillation as regards terms and price indexes in the largely futile quest
for a scheme that is fair to both parties and at the same time embodies

the sectoral plans for the government. Through its willingness to bow to

pressure from borrowers the government does not lessen the uncertainties

inherent in an inflationary milieu, uncertainties which the indexing system
was designed to neutralize. Each one of the indexes which can be used has
its flaws and this remains an unavoidable weakness of the system. However,
it is likely that the lower rate of inflation, which is expected in the next

year or two, may make it easier to weed out the deficiencies in the system

of indexation.

Bolivia

Bolivia Livestock (261-BO) signed June 25, 1971: Incorporates a trigger
mechanism which becomes operative when, at the time a sub-loan interest or
principal payment becomes due, the average index of food prices established

by the Bolivian National Institute of Statistics and the average index of

meat prices established by the Bolivian Ministry of Industry and Commerce have

each increased by more than 37 compared with such average indices for the cor-

responding six months period of the preceding year. When both indices have

increased by more than 3% then the outstanding loan principal is to lie in-

creased by the amount of the lower of the percentage increases of the two

indices less 3%. Interest is to be applied to the corrected principal at

9% per annum except that sub-borrowers of loans mac' prior to November 1,
1972 shall be permitted to opt to pay interest at 12% per annum on loan

balance without monetary correction. At present, two options are being

offered on this livestock loan. One of them allows the farmers to make their
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payments in accordance with the above system of monetary correction. The

other option - known as the dollar exchange clause - passes the exchange risk

on to the farmer, i.e., the loan to the final borrower is denominated in

dollars.

63. There is a great deal of resistance to the indexing system in Bolivia

and it is unlikely that the foothold gained by the Bank in the livestock sec-

tor will lead to application on a larger scale. In fact, the recent experience

suggests that the Bolivians intend to bring the curtain down on this small scale

experiment.

Peru

Peru Agricultural Credit Project (933-PE) signed September 12, 1973: Sub-loans

are not indexed until inflation is in excess of 9% for the fiscal year. Then,

upon notification thereof by the Bank, no further sub-loans shall be made until

the Bank and BFA have agreed on an increase of the minimum effective interest

rate to be charged.

64. Livestock loans made to Bolivia and Peru incorporate trigger clauses

which require some form of adjustment if the chosen price index rises above a

certain level during a specified period. Once again these are countries where

the rate of inflation is moderate; and the financial system has not been forced

to seek recourse in indexation.

Paraguay

65. During 1973-75 the inflation rate in Paraguay averaged 17.5%. It

was therefore decided to apply indexation to the sub-loans made under the

Fourth Livestock Project (1037-PA) signed September 6, 1974. The indexation

clause stipulated the following conditions. A minimum real interest rate of

6% is to be charged and the principal outstanding is to be adjusted annually

with reference to the cost-of-living index. Fondo Ganadero, the executing

agency, charges 10% interest on principle adjusted on the basis of the CPI.

However, in 1975, the change in the CPI was 6.7%. FG adjusted the principle

on the basis of a 5% increase and the Bank, considering the high rate of

interest already applied, agreed to this action.

66. Indexation has not been widely applied in Paraguay. So far the only

other financial contracts subject to monetary correction are mortgage loans.

Since inflation is projected to decline over the next five years it is unlikely

that the system will be applied on a larger scale.

Other Countries

67. Many countries have used indexing in one form or another during the

post war period and some have been led to abandon the concept after a long

period of trial. The Finns, who had applied indexing to wages since 1945,

found in 1967 that the system could not be made to work any longer and shifted

to an incomes policy. Colombia has adopted the crawling peg in order to regu-

late the price of its currency and some form of indexing is applied to mortgage
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loans, the investment of social security reserves and saving deposits. In
the latter case the adjustment is limited to a maximum of 20% per annum. Tn
general, the Colombians have resisted indexation. The Bank has made one DFC
loan which includes a trigger mechanism but any agricultural loans made in
the near future are not- likely to include an indexation clause. For a long
time both government and private sector bonds in Israel were linked to the
official dollar rate but the sharp devaluation of 1962 with the concomitant
jump in debtor obligations led to a discontinuation of linking with foreign
exchange and a selection of the CPI as the index to be used for monetary
correction.

68. One other feature as regards the application of indexing should
he mentioned. "Dirty" indexing seems to be the rule and not something pecu-
liar to the Latin American countries. Government usually exercise some form
of discretion In their implementation of indexing. For instance, in Norway,
the government decides the extent to which a price change will be compensated.
Similarly, the Austrian government can overrule the automatic indexing of pen-
sions and subsidies. Indirect taxes are used to regulate the index in Norway,
Finland, Israel and the United Kingdom.

69. Even a brief survey of the experience with indexation leaves one
with doubts as to its workability and its usefulness as a policy instrument.
As the Economist pointed out,

No system of indexation can be substituted for tackling
the economic and social pressures which cause inflation.
On the contrary the fewer the people who can lose because
of inflation the faster prices will rise to transfer com-
mand over real resources to those who are determined and
able to grab a larger share. But indexation, provided it
begins in the right way, can shift the pain from inflation
to politically more sensitive areas and so force the govern-
ment to deal more promptly and effectively with the disease
at its very early stages.

It is not clear that countries which are using indexation as a part of their
stabilization program are aware of the larger problems that need to be tackled.
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Annex II: Statistical Tables

Table I Inflation and Related Statistics for
Sixteen Latin AmericaN Countries, 1950-69

Table II Countries With Inflation in Excess of 10%
During 1972-74

Table III Indicators of Domestic Price Level Changes

Table IV Estimates of Inflation: 1975-80

Table V Total Lending by IBRJ) and ITFC to High
Inflation Countries
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Table I Inflation and Related Statistics for
Sixteen Latin American Countries, 195069*

Rate of Inflation
Mean SD.**

Uruguy 43.0 34.9

Bo livia 41.3 55.9

Brazil 35.1 21.5

Chle 28.2 14.6

Argontina 26.4 23.4

Pd r gu LV 12.5 17.5

Colombia 9.2 3.2

Pe r 8.5 5.8

Mexico 5.3 5.3

Nicaragua 3.4 6.1

Ecuador 3.0 3.3

Honduras 2.1 3.4

Costa Rica 1.9 2.2

Guatem ala 1.1 2.8

Venezuela 1.1 2.8

El Salvador 0.3 1.5

* Per cent per year.
** Standard Deviation.
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Table II: Countries with Inflation in
Excess of 10% during 1972-74

1960-1971 1972-1974

Argentina 20.25 25.71

Bolivia 4.94 28.96

Brazil 37.83 12.81

Chile 23.51 201.73

Colombia 10.03 14.99

Ghana 6.52 11.10

India 5.36 14.33

Israel 5.67 18.97

Jaraics 3.96 14.80

Pakistan 3.47 16.28

Paraguay 3.08 11.95

Philippines 5.64 14.33

Uruguay 37.80 51.70

Yugoslavia 11.14 13.44

Zaire 16.65 14.66

Turkey 8.00 15.00
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Table III: Indicators of Domestic Price Level. ChrEs

(Average Annual Percentage Change)

Source: Country 1965-70 1970-73 1973-75 (Estimate)
Date of CPP 1975-80

2/18/75 Afghanistan 11.1 -2.3 6.4 5.2 e
7/25/74 Argentina b/ 16.1 43.2 -

10/16/74 Bangladesh - - 17.4 9.8
3/12/75 Bolivia - 10.7 35.9 12.1

11/74 Brazil c/ 26.5 17.6 31.0 g/ 20.0 h/
Chile 21.3 76.0 145.9*
Colombia 8.3 11.2 11.5* 9.07

5/15/74 Congo - - 17.8 9.5
3/74 Egypt - 3.9 6.2 6.7 f/

Ecuador 4.0 7.2 11.2*
7/15/74 Guana - 12.0 - -
7/22/74 Greece 2.4 3.0 - -

Cuatamala 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5
8/01/74 Guyana - 4.3 - -
4/22/74 Haiti 0.1 6.5 7.4 5.2

6/13/74 Honduras 1.9 _.7 10.0 7.5
6/06/74 Tndia 6.5 18.5 9.7 6.0
6/05/74 Indonesia - 23.0 20.0
6/03/74 Iran 1. 8.1 7.4 4.7

12/27/74 Jamaica - 10.8 17.6 10.0

8/30/74 Jordan - 7.6 8.7 7.5
4/12/74 Korca 7.8 9 8 8.0 12.8 f/
11/29/74 Lebanon 2.0 4.4 14.0 9.5
10/07/74 Malawi 3.6 5.1 -
3/21/75 1lciLite 3.0 6.2 29.5 10.4
5/10/74 Mexico 3.4 6.7 17.7 7.2
5/17/74 Morocco d/ 0.6 8.3 21.0 3.5

Nicaragua 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5
6/28/74 Pakistan d/ 3.7. 7.1 10.0 5.0
5/12/74 Paraguay d/ 1.3 13.0 17.5 8.5

10/21/74 Peru d/ 11.1 8.7 15.0 15.0 e/
7/15/74 Philippines 5.6 17.0 25.0 8.8
8/21/74 Romania - - 0.4 0.4 f/

6/26/74 Senegal - 5.2 9.9 8.6

4/15/74 Sri Linka 4.2 9.4 12.5 7.9 f/
9/26/74 Syria 3.5 6.2 14.4 10.1
3/27/74 Tanzania - 5.1 6.0 5.9 f/

5/17/74 Thailand d/ 1.2 5.9 -
6/10/74 Trinidad & Tobago 3.8 8.5 9.1 6.2 f/

Turkey 8.1 14.0 15.0 15.1
Uruguay 50.0 30.0

1/31/75 Venezuela 2.1 3.1 16.9 9.0
7/12/74 Yugoslavia 7.8 18.0 17.5 15.0
5/30/74 Zambia - 6.7 12.4 7.5 f/

Note: (Based on explanation In CPP Attachments)
* 1973-74 only.

a/ General domestic price index not specified unless -therwise noted.
b/ Domestic wholesale index.
c/ General price index -- weighted average of wholesale (60%), the cost of living

index (30%), and the cost of construction index (10%).
d/ GDP deflator.
e/ 1975-78.
f/ 1975-76.
Z/ Average for 1974-75.
h/ Coint _y ecouomist.
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Table IV: Estimates of Inflation, 1975-80

Less than 10% 10% or more
rate of inflation Percent rate of inflation Percent

Afghanistan 5.2 Argentina 2/ 350.0 ('75)
bangladesh 9.8 ('75-76) Bolivia 12.1
ConeO 9.5 Brazil 20.0 5/
Egypt 6.7 ('75-76) Chile 3/ 336.0 ('75)
Iaiti 5.2
Honduras 7.5
India 6.0 Jamaica 10.0
Iran 4.7 Korea 12.8
Jordan 7.5 Mauritius 10.4
Korea 8.2 ('76-76)
Lebanon 9.5 Peru 15.0 ('75-78)
Mexico 7.2 Syria 10.1
Morocco 3.5 Turkey 15.1
Pakistan 5.0 Uruguay 4/ 30.0 -('75-80)
Paraguay 8.5 Yugoslavia 15.0
Philippines 8.8
Romania 0.4 ('75-76)
Senegal 8.6

Tanzania 5.9 ('75-76)
Trinidad & Tobago 6.2 ('76-76)
Venezuela 9.0
Zambia 7.5 ('76-76)

1/ Source: CP1P Attachments SI, Average Annual Percentage Change based upon the
general domestic price index.

2/ Estimated inflation for 1975 alone is 350 percent. Therefore, it is safe to
assume this country belongs to the over 10% category. There is some specula-
tion that this rate may decline in 1976.

3/ Making projections of Chilean inflation is extremely difficult given their
volatile record. Inflation for 1975 alone is estimated by Bank sources to
be 336%. This in itself would be sufficient to place Chile in the over 10%
category. It should be noted that the government is pursuing draconian
policies to control inflation and the rate can be expected to fall considerably
in the next few years.

4/ Inflation in 1975 is estimated at 50-60% and it is expected to decline steadily
to around 10% by 1979-80.

5/ Country Economist.



Table V: Total Projected Lending by IBRD a d
IFC to High Inflation Countries

FY1975-FY1980
(uS$ millions)

Country/ 2/ 3/
Sector Agriculture Industry Trans port Utilities Educatior Urban

bolivi 150.6 88.5 84.0 31.5 40.0 -

Brazil 939.0 525.0 1,195.0 945.0 248.5 140.0

Chile 75.0 55.0 20.0 60.0 -

Colombia 425.5 400.5 145.0 392.0 110.0 300.0

Guatemala 20.0 - 60.0 146.0 40.0 15.

Jamaica 59.0 - 71.0 57.0 15.0 20.0

Korea 705.0 20.0 540.5 - 77.5 -

Mauritius 10.0 25.0 10.0 16.5 17.0 -

Nicaraguc 12.0 8.0 13.0 53.0 27,0 6.0

Peru 245.0 150.0 160.0 100.0 70.0 40.0

Syria 185.0 20.0 40.0 265.6 40.0 -

Turkey 575.0 148.0 130.0 336.0 - 40.0

Uruguay 112.0 35.0 - 30.0 -

Yugoslavia 540.0 - 453.0 380.0 - -

Source: CPPs Actual and Proposed Lending Program Through FY 80.

1/ Defined as having over 10% rates of inflation.

2/ Includes mining.

3/ Includes health and nutrition.
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INDEXATION OF FINANCIAL CONTRACTS: ISSUES PAPER

MINUTES

Attendance:
Messrs. McNamara, Knapp, Adler, J., Bart, Bell, Bhatt, Chernick, Gordon, Gulhati,

Hablutzel, Horsley, Karaosmanoglu, King, J., Lerdau, Rajagopalan, Thalwitz,
Burki (Secretary)

1. A meeting of the Policy Review Committee was held on Thursday, August
5, 1976 to discuss the paper, Indexation of Financial Contracts.

2. There was general agreement that the paper provided useful background
information on indexation as a policy instrument in situations of double-digit
inflation. Since it was written as an issues paper, no attempt had been made to
develop policy prescriptions for the Bank.

3. There was agreement that indexation could prove useful in situations
of persistent double-digit inflation provided the governments were willing to use
it for ironing out distortions from the economy. It was also pointed out that
indexation could be used as a part of a package of anti-inflationary policies.

4. Doubts were expressed, however, as to whether it was useful to introduce
indexation on Bank financed projects in countries where, despite double-digit
inflation, governments were not prepared to adopt general indexation policies. It
was pointed out that in some cases of this kind the introduction of indexation in
Bank financed projects had considerably slowed down disbursements. Without ruling
out the use of indexation in cases where the borrowing government itself wanted
to experiment with the device, it was the concensus that the Bank should not insist
on such arrangements in countries which had not been willing to apply them elsewhere
in their economy.

5. Some speakers pointed out the need for some presentational changes before
the paper was made available for wide circulation in the Bank. It was also felt
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that the section on Brazil should be revised in consultation with the Region.
It will be cleared by Senior Vice President, Operations, before circulation

to the Bank staff.

Shahid Javed Burki
Secretary

Policy Review Committee

cc: Those Attending
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SUBJECT: Issues Paper:-_ Indcxation of Firancial Contracts

Attached is a copy of the final draft of the paper on Indoxation

of Financial Contracts. As decIded in the PRC review of the paper (minutes

attached), the draft, with recoimended changes, is now submitted to you for

clearance before circulation to the Bank staff for information.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Chenery
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SUBJECT: TIssues Paper on the Tndexaion cf Pincal Contracts

We have revised the paper yet again so as to incorporate tie
suggestions nade at the PC meetingr and the cosrments which we received
from the LAC regi on. I think our own views are close enough to the
espoused ly the regional department although di fferenc;s remain over
the scope of the paper and interpretation of Brazilian xprience.

It appears that we have not been able to convey to some of
our raders tie linited nature of this undertai;ir We di r not e t out
to surv the theory of indexation; nor was i t Our irtention to do a
ser ie of exhautive studies of the countriec that have eymrrented with
monet a'ry correCti on. It is the Bank:'11 5 s n e"x einc which igu re 1, pro-
r i - n the discusion and gives a certain tone to the papr. Be ae
p ant on a restricted canvas; the largenr n ctu re was sfehed out in
o earlier article prepared by the division and we felt that it s un-

necessary to aiueeze the arguments developed there into the isse paper.

Keepi n;g these grornd rules in mind, we have moved -s far as i

can to accomodating the suagestions that have been offered.

cc: E. Karaosmaznoglu
D. Avramovic
E. Stoutjesdij k
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SUMMARY AND CONCTSTONS

This paper discusses the role that indexation of financial
contracts night play in the mobilization and allocation of savings
as well as in strengthening the viability of financial institutions
in a period oF inIflation. ITc also explores the justificatioi. for
indexation of Bank lending operations in agriculture and industry
and assesses the experience gained so far with regard to agricultural
loans made by the Bank during 1967-75 in the Latin American Region.
Questions of overall financial policy and the level and structure of
interest rates have been analyzed in a separate paper titled "World
Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues".

The broad conclusions of the paper are summarized briefly
below:

1. Indexation policy involves fairly high administrative costs
and Tay also strengthen inflationary expectations. Hence, it is not
an appropriate policy instrument for dealing with inflationary situa-
tions that are likely to be temporary or cah be controlled by means
of monetary-fiscal policies or are such as to result in a low and
stable rate of inflation.

2. It is, however, a relevant policy instrument in countries
which are likely to experience high and variable inflation. Here two
situatiors must be distinguished. The first is where indexation is a
part of a policy package for the elimination of inflationary pressures
which have persisted in chronic form over a protracted period and which
are likely to be brought under control in phases over several years.
In this context, indexation has a distinctly subordinate role with
fiscal, monetary and other measures occupying the center.

3. The second situation is one in which there is no effective
anti-inflationary program, double-digit price rises are expected to
continue and indexation is adopted to neutralize their impact on finan-
cial contracts. Here the principal contribution of indexation would be
in bringing about some convergence of expectations of savers and in-
vestors; thus it can safeguard the saving-investment process, promote
the growth of medium and long-term financial instruments and ensure the
viability of financial institutions.

4. The success of an indexation experiment crucially depends on
(a) its acceptance by the government as a desirable policy instrument
for insulating the structure of interest rates from the impact of in-
flation, (b) its application to major medium and long-term financial
instruments for savings mobilization and credit allocation on the basis



of a general price index relevant for each country, and (c) the adoption
of complimentary policies in the field of exchange rates and the tax
system. It is unlikely to succeed in its main objective if only a few
instruments of limited importance are indexed.

5. It is difficult to identify the group of countries which are
likely to experience serious inflationary pressures in the future. The
situation during 1972-75 has been unusual and it would not be wise to
extrapolate recent trends. However, it might be useful for the Bank
to discuss the advantages of indexation with countries presently experi-
encing double digit inflation.

6. (a) The Bank should emphasize the desirability of applying indexa-
tion to all medium and long-term financial instruments. If, however, a
country is unwilling to index all such instruments, but is persuaded to
index a sub-set of the medium and long-term loans (like the sub-loans of
the Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptable second best
alternative and the Bank could then proceed with the indexation of its
sub-loans. Such a policy would enhance the viability of DFCs and other
credit institutions associated with the Bank. Further, experience with
such indexation may induce the government to adopt it on a wider basis.

(b) In the case of a country which cannot be persuaded to adopt
monetary correction or other appropriate interest rate policies, it
would be counter-productive for the Bank to insist on the indexation
of its sub-loans, particularly when the domestic financial intermedi-
aries associated with the Bank do not occupy a dominant position in the
medium and long-term credit market. Such insistence is unlikely to
assist either in the wider diffusion of the technique or help the cause
of economic efficiency. In such situations, when the response to the
Bank's suggestions is entirely negative, it may become essential for
the Bank to review and reconsider the rationale of its loan operations
and program in the country concerned.



I. Introduction

1. This paper has a narrow scope. It is not about overall finan-
cial policy or even about the level and structure of interest rates.
These important subjects have been studied recently in the paper entitled,
"World Bank's Approach, to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Tssues",
January 30, 1976. The present parer on indexation elaborates on one of
many issues discussed in the above mentioned draft, namely how to in-
sulate interest rates from the impact, generally unintended, of high and
volatile rates of inflation. This issue would arise no matter what level
of real interest rates is considered anpropriate. Clearly, the indexation
technique can make a more important contribution to development policy if
the real interest rate structure is appropriate than if it is not. But
even in the latter case, the role of indexation is not insignificant from
the points of view of saving mobilization, allocation and the viability
of the financial structure.l/

2. The paper is a response to questions raised by staff in the
Latin American Regional Office about the indexation of 11 agricultural
loans made by the Bank during 1967-75. This experience is reviewed in
the annex and the main conclusions are reflected in the analysis and
recomendations piesented in the main text. In addition, the paper
explores the relevance of indexation for Bank lending operations in
agriculture and industry. It does not discuss the application of in-
dexation in other areas such as wages and taxes. The purview is limited
to the area of financial contracts.

3. An active development policy trying to promote ranid growth in
a country is likely to generate inflationary pressures. This danger is
perceptibly greater in the LDCs partly because of the sneed with which
supply bottlenecks are encountered and partly due to the expansionary
monetary-fiscal policies. The inflationary process in the LDCs, however,
has accelerated since 1970 because of a significant rise in the prices
of fertilizers and food, partly as a result of natural disasters and the
quantum jump in the oil prices since 1973. Many LDCs are currently experi-
encing double digit inflation; and in some of them, this trend is likely
to continue until 1980 or so. In this context, the application of the
indexation technique to financial contracts assumes particular significance.

4. High rates of inflation pose a series of problems all of which
are rooted In the unanticipated redistribution of resources between econo-
mic units involved in monetary transactions. To avoid the possibility of a
resource loss during periods of high and variable inflation, individuals
become reluctant to enter into agreements which bind them for a long period
of time to financial terms expressed in current prices. This interferes

1/ For a review of theoretical literature and empirical experience, see
Index-Linking of Financial Contracts: A Survey of the State-of-the-Arts,
World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 192, November 1974.
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with the development of the financial sector, especially with the supply
of term loans because the nature of the commitment increases the chances
of incurring a loss. But aside from this, there is a flight from mone-
tary transactions and into various forms of barter. Savers, fearing an
erosion in the value of money balances, prefer to hold real estate, specie
or even certain types of commodities.. In general, inflation interferes
with the monetization of the economy; it retards the financialization of
savings and reduces the efficiency of the market mechanism in the mobili-
zation and the allocation of resources.

Policy Options

5. In the area of financial contracts, there are two possible ways
of coping with the problem of inflation. In each case, the idea is to
adjust the financial transaction so that it is more or less in step with
the overall prices.

6. One solution is a policy of variable interest rates. This
would allow interest rates to vary with current and expected increase
in prices; in theory, it would protect both borrowers and lenders against
the consequences of changes in the rate of inflation. Variable rates are
a workable solution when the rate of price increase is fairly stable or
predictable and the market has the freedom to generate a rational interest
structure in the light of past experience and future expectations. How-
ever, available information indicates that Latin American countries with
high rates of inflation also tend to experience fairly sharp fluctuations
in the annual rate of increase of prices and this variance would very
likely Interfere with the markets' ability to arrive at a rational rate
structure.

7. Where inflation is high and variable, a second solution, i.e.
indexation, seems to be appropriate. Indexation preserves the real value
of contractual obligations by tying them to a price index, and it thereby
helps to avoid the anomalous situation, often found in LDCs, when real
interest rates go down in times of inflation and up in times of a price
decline. Such movements in real rates cannot be justified either in
terms of a demand management policy or as an allocative measure.

8. Since indexation reduces the riskiness of financial transactions
by safeguarding the individual transactor against losses due to unforeseen
changes in the price level, it can have two beneficial results. Firstly,
financial intermediaries can offer stable positive real interest rates on
savings although available evidence on this point is weak. Indexation may
encourage the financialization of savings presently invested in real assets
and thereby enhance the efficiency of resource allocation. There are some
indications of such a shift in Brazil, Korea and Tndia following the change
in interest rate policies, although the available evidence is far from being
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1/conclusive.-

9. A second advantage of monetary correction is its impact on
long-term lending. At present, there is a marked paucity of long-term
funds in the financial markets of the LDCs due to the traditional pref-
erences of lenders and the riskiness of lending long. This is especially
marked in the agricultural sector as has been pointed out in the Policy
Paper on Agricultural Credit (p. 16). For example, 75% of insitutional
loans in Latin America and Africa are for two years or less while for
Asia, the figure is around 65%. Such squeezing of the maturity spectrum
may have an adverse effect on those projects that are subject to long
gestation lags. If entrepreneurs have access only to short-term loans,
the uncertainty of being able to roll over their loans may dampen their
willingness to undertake long-term investment. As long as financial
intermediaries are unable to cover themselves against the risks involved
in making term loans, and as long as they are constrained from charging
an interest on their long-term commitm ents, which is significantly dif-
ferent from that levied on short funds, they are unlikely to pursue
long-term lending with much enthusiasm. Indexation could help activate
this segment of the market by rationalizing the rate structure and pro-
tecting intermediaries from the so-called decapitalization problem,
which is the erosion of the lenders capital base during times of rapidly
rising prices.

Country Experience with Indexation

10. A number of countries have experimented with monetary correc-
tion during the last thirty years, with Finland being among the earliest
to apply the concept. (See Table on page 7.) In most cases, a beginning
seems to have been made with the indexation of wage contracts and long-
term government bonds, the coverage being extended at a later stage to
social security benefits, private lending and recently to taxes.

11. Concentrating on the financial sector, it appears that the
initiative to index has usually been taken by the government and in
each case it has been motivated by the desire to increase the rate of
savings in forms amendable to policy regulation. A secondary and re-
lated objective has been to protect the interest of small savers from lower
income groups who normally lack inflation proof outlets for their saving.
Israel is one of the countries which has used monetary correction by issu-
ing indexed government bonds from as early as 1948. Brazil adopted this
device in 1964. Since then Indexation has been extended to some savings
institutions in both Brazil and Colombia.

1/ W.L. Ness, Jr., Financial Markets Innovation as a Development Strategy:
Initial Results from the Brazilian Experience, Economic Development and
Cultural Change, Volume 22, Nos. 3, April 1974. See Appendix I section
on Brazil. See also Ronald 1. McKinnon, Money andCapital in Economic
Development, Brookings 1971 for Korea and D.J. Laldawala, Financial
Assets and Instruments for Mobilization of Savings, for India.
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12. What emerges from the experience with the use of indexation
as a policy instrument is the following:

(a) Indexation has been used selectively for a limited

range of transactions to promote equity, resource

mobilization by the government or resource mobiliza-
tion and allocation by financial institutions;

(b) Where indexation has been used for price stabiliza-

tion, it has been part of a package consisting of

deflationary credit and fiscal policies, price and

wage controls and even direct physical controls;

(c) Indexation rules have served multiple policy objec-

tives. The approach has been what may be called "dis-

cretionary indeNation", analogous to "dirty" floating
of exchange rates.

13. In the area of wage contracts, the Government of Brazil followed
a rule of adjusting nominal wages with reference to an estimate of future
inflation. In effect, this meant that wages were not indexed at all, and
the wage increase which was granted depended more on government policy

rather than actual inflation.I/ This phase lasted from 1965 to 1968 at which
point the rule was changed permitting nominal wages to track the rate of
price increases more closely, but there continued to be a large discretion-
ary element in Brazil's policy of wage indexation. In the field of financial
contracts discretionary changes have tended to favor the borrower at the cost
of the lender. By only permitting a partial adjustment of the principal or
the interest rate the government has engineered a transfer of resources from

one party to the other.

l/ The mechanics of Brazilian indexation are discussed at length by
Albert Fishlow. (Indexing Brazilian Style: Inflation without tears?

Brookings Papers on Economics, No.1, 1974). lie points out that
"Brazilian wage policy has proven virtually comnletely discretionarv...
as so has most of the rest of the system of monetary correction...In-
dexing was an element of intervention and as such was substituted for

other policies".



Sumary of Countries' Experience of Indexing

In v e Z t m e n t
Social Security Benefits Covt. Private Other

Wage Pensions Other transfer londs Bonds iMortgages Loans Rents Taxes

Argentina 2962- 1959-

Brazil 1964- 1964- 1964 1964- 1964- 1964-

Canada 1972- 1965- 1973- 1974

Chile 1960s 1952

Colombia - 1972-

Finland 1945-67 1957- 1956-67 1945-67 1953-67 1952-67 1952-67

Israel 1961- 1943- 1951- 1950s

(a) Table covers period up to end of 1974.

Source: National Institute Econonic Review, 1975.
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Rationale for Indexation of Financial Contracts

14. Indexation is not costless. The management and accounting of

contracts with a changing numeraire has administrative costs both for
individuals and for institutions. However, these administrative problems
are not large and the additional expense seems like an insignificant price

to pay for a substantial expansion in the breadth and scope of the finan-
cial market. Since indexation is likely to be limited to the long end of
the market, the cost of supporting the system would be relatively small.

15. A more important problem is the difficulty of persuading the
government. The indexing of financial transactions not only increases
the burden of financing the national debt, but it also reduces the sub-

sidy long enjoyed by businesses with access to institutional loans subject
to fixed interest rate ceilings. The government is usually under pressure

from these businesses to continue with the subsidy but at the same time it
cannot ignore the distortions arising from inflation and its own arbitrary
pricing policies. If inflation cannot be controlled, indexation nmay be
an attractive way of injecting a degree of rationality into the pricing
system. There is very little reason to believe that indexation will
interfere with the government's ability to subsidize particular groups.
Even if a number of transactions within the economy are subject to in-
dexation, the government can still channel resources wherever desired
through tax and subsidy devices.

16. Of course, the more moderate the rate of inflation and the more

flexible the financial system -- implying both variability of interest
rates and institutional diversity -- the less will be the attraction of,
or the need for indexation. But those countries experiencing high rates
of inflation in a milieu of pegged nominal interest rates and fragmented
financial institutions, indexation of contracts may help to revive the
financial sector.

17. Can indexing succeed if it is adopted by, say, long-term

financial institutions but not by those engaged in short-term trans-

actions? Such a regime would be created if, for examile, the government

decreed that deposits and loans above a certain maturity be indexed. A

parallel system of indexed long-term and non-indexed short-term financial
contracts would come into existence. Such a system is likely to prove
beneficial to the economy. The error in forecasting inflation over the
short period is small; the short duration reduces its impact so that

the cost and nuisance of indexation may exceed the benefits. To the

extent savers forego indexed long-term investments in favor of greater

liquidity accompanied by negative returns, this will be the result of
conscious choice rather than the unavailability of indexed instruments.
And on the borrowers' side, the option would be to get long-term financing
at a stable cost or go through the uncertainties of rolling over short-
term loans at a variable cost. If there is no indexing, the banks have

an incentive to borrow short and lend short. This is accepted by de-
positors who have no better alternatives and by borrowers who do not
mind the shortness of maturities so long as real interest rates are
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negative. By contrast, the indexed system, as described above, would
encourage banks to differentiate between short and long-term markets in
financial resources and this would contribute to economic development.

18. The next question is whether or not indexing can succeed if
it is adopted only by some long-term financial institutions but not by
others. If the institution which adopts indexing is already dominant
in the long-term market for industrial or agricultural funds, the chances
are that the new policy will be a success, unless the government lends
iLS suppoi L to fion-Iudexed competitor instituLons. Assuming that [he
government accepts indexation as a part of its policy framework, the
"indexing institution" will be able to expand its loanable funds, unless
statutory restrictions on institutional savers prevent them from purchas-
ing the newly created financial instrument. Existing borrowers of the
"indexing institution" are unlikely to switch to rival long-term sources
to any large extent. By definition, rival banks are small in size and
cannot accomodate many new clients. Also, indexing does not raise real
interest charges; it simply prevents borrowers from reaping a windfall
gain. The "indexing institution" will pick up those new borrowers who
are attracted by the availability of long-maturity funds at real. interest
rates which remain lower than expected rates of return on their invest-
ments.

19. Partial indexing in the long-term market can succeed but there
is nothing inevitable about this outcome. If the "indexing institution"
does not have a large share of the market, if government does not accept
it as a policy instrument o-r if there is collusion between rival banks
and key businessmen, the introduction of monetary correction may not
survive for long.

Evaluation of Present World Bank Policv

20. From the stand point of the overall, economy of the borrower
country, all World Bank Group loans and credits are in fact indexed to
the extent that changes in the rate of exchange are a proxy for the rate
of inflation. This follows from the World Bank Group policy of denominat-
ing its loans in terms of foreign currencies. In other words, either the
government or the intermediary institution or the sub-borrowers bear the
cost -- in terms of local currency -- of any exchange rate devaluation
vis a vis the foreign currency in which the World Bank has provided the
loan.

21. As regards the on-lending operations of the World Bank through
financial institutions, two types of indexing practice can be distinguished:

(a) Loans to sub-borrowers are denominated in foreign
exchange. This applies to a substantial segment of
DFC loans and credits.

(b) Explicit indexation of the principal of the sub-loans,
linking them to the prices of specific conmodities or
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some price indices, the exchange rate or a combina-
tion of the three. This applies to 16 of the active
agricultural project loans in the Latin America and
the Caribbean Region. (Details are given in the
Appendix.)

22. in the case of on-lending through the DFCJJ exchange risks
were assumed by the sub-borrowers in 15 of the 50 cases. In the rest,
the risk was assumed by the government (17), by the Central Bank (5)
or shared by Lte goveriutents and the sub-borrower (13). This concracts
with on-lending in agriculture, where except for the 11 projects in
Latin America which included explicit indexation formulae, the exchange
risks have always been assumed by the government or public agencies. In
terms of the volume of commitments, the indexed agricultural loans amount
to $217 million as compared to the total WBG agricultural credit opera-
tions of 516 billion by the end of June 1975.

23. Although the assumption of the exchange risk by the sub-borrowers
from the LFCs is a form of indexation, the major concerns which led to the
evolution of this practice were not so much to make allowance for the effect
-of inflation on financial contracts; rather, the principle of keeping the
financial interm-ediarv immune from the risks of exchange rate alignments
was the dominant factor. This meant that the exchange risk had to fall
either on the sub-borrower or on the govetnent (or Central Bank). With
lending rates of DFCs being pegged in many countries, the sub-borrowers
were usually in a position to cover such risks. Furthermore, as a prac-
tical matter, governaents have frequently been prepared to accept the
transfer of the foreign exchange risk to the ultimate borrower, even when
they were reluctant to accept reasonable approximations to market rates
of interest on term loans payable in local currencies.2!

24. Sixteen loans made by the Bank include indexation clauses as
mentioned above. Nine of these loans are for livestock and two are for
agro-industries and the construction of grain facilities. During the
first half of 1976 five indexed loans were made to Brazil - one each for
the industrial sector, the transport sector, two for the construction of
water supply and sewage facilities and one for nutrition. All the loans
have been made in the Latin America and Caribbean Region. Indexing in
these operations has been of an experimental nature. An explicit policy

1/ On-lending through the DFC, was $2.8 billion by the end of June 1975,
representing about 50% of total WBG lending to the Tndustrial Sector.

2/ A table presented in the DFC policy paper Annex 6 indicates that there
is no apparent correlation between the procedure used for allocating
exchange risk and the average rate of inflation during the previous
five years.
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with respect to the circumstances under which indexation will be applied
and the types of indexation to adopt has not yet evolved. The pragmatic
approach adopted in the case of the agricultural loans has been to press
for indexation if at the time of the appraisal or negotiations the annual
rate of inflation was set at 8 percent or above. Two loans have been
indexed through a "trigger mechanism" which requires that loans be indexed
if and when a specified inflation rate is reached. In all cases, index-
ing is applied to the principal with the interest payments calculated at
adjusted vnluec of tbe principal . The price ±naices usend wer variouc

combinations of beef and wool prices, cost of living indices and the
exchange rate. (See Appendix I for details.)

25. Whereas the assumption of the devaluation risk by the sub-
borrowers from the DFCs was conceived originally as making economic and
administrative sense in the environment of low interest policies for
term lending, the introduction of indexation in Bank agricultural loans
has been prompted from the start by an overall policy objective to ensure
that all sub-loans of Bank/IDA funds carry a meaningful interest rate in
an inflationary environment. This is probably why indices other than
the foreign exchange rate have been experimented with in these agri-
cultural loans. The difference in the rationale behind the exchange
risk provisions in on-lending by DFCs and the indexed agricultural loans
is also reflected in the fact that whereas only the foreign financed com-
ponent of DFC loans was linked to exchange rates, in the case of the agri-
cultural projects the objective was to index the total project lending
including use of own resour ces by the financial institutions - although
this objective was not always accomplished.

26. The Bank's experience in the implementation of indexed loans
over the past eight years is not easy to assess. Because of frecuent
changes in the terms of indexed loans, their impact has varied and it is
doubtful whether it can be measured without a very large research effort.
Of the six countries which have received indexed loans, only three appear
to be seriously committed to the system, these being Uruguay, Argentina
and Brazil. Each of them has experienced double digit inflation in the
recent past and the trend is expected to continue during the next few years,
Brazil has the additional incentive of having developed the indexation
system to a point where it is widely accepted, and to a degree understood.
The three remaining countries - Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay - are putting their
faith on anti-inflationary fiscal and monetary policies.

27. There is a striking uniformity in both the responses of borrowers
to the indexation of loans and in the efforts of governments trying to
achieve a workable compromise. In every case where indexation has been
incorporated into the loan agreement, the adjustment is determined by the
movements in one of the two reference indices, usually, the Consumer Price
Index and a composite index constructed from beef and wool prices. The
Index which is actually used is the one which registers a lower rate of
price increase. Through this and other devices, governments have sought
to ease the terms offered to the final borrower and in the process have
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reduced the effects of indexation on the interest rate and thereby the
benefits accruing to the lending agency. These measures have been in
response to the strenuous opposition that indexation has aroused among
farmers who are used to subsidized loans, excessively conscious of the
uncertainty which monetary correction introduces as regards the repay-
ment of the loan, and powerful enough to force the government to soften
the conditions of the loan.

A Frame for Future Bank Pol icy

28. While the experience of the Bank, as far as indexed loans are
concerned, indicates the need for continuing study and evaluation, in-
dexation does seem to be an appropriate policy instrument for countries
which have to live with inflation and at the same time implement a broadly
based policy of economic development.

29. Which countries: For the large category of countries with low
and relatively stable rates of price increase, the need for indexation

is limited, perhaps, to social security payments. A second category

would include countries such as Brazil where inflation has averaged

around 30% over the last two years. The government is determined to

bring down the rate of price increase and in the meantime provide some

measure of protection for income shares and the saving investment process.
In these countries, indexation would serve a dual purpose: as a surro-
gate incomes policy and as a means of rationalizing the financial sector
while inflation is being brought under control. For the third group of
countries which have a long history of high and variable rates of inflation
and where the government is disinclined to take the harsh measures needed
to dampen inflationary pressures, indexation can serve a useful function
in safeguarding the saving-investment process.

30. However, it is difficult to identify countries in the second
and third groups. Recent experience (1973-75) is hardly any guide: for
practically every country in the world was caught in the throes of double
digit inflation. One cannot extrapolate recent price trends into the
future and thereby separate countries into those in which inflation is
expected to be serious and the rest. The projections contained in the
recent CPPs for a large number of countries indicate that inflation is
likely to be a problem in some countries - Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
Syria, Yugoslavia, Uruguay, Turkey and Korea. (See Table IV, Annex IT,
for information on the projected rate of inflation; and Table V, Annex I1,
on proposed Bank lending to these countries over the next five years.)
Several of these countries have introduced indexation schemes and are in
a position to extend the scope of these measures should the need arise.
So far, Yugoslavia, Syria, Turkey and Korea have not experimented with
indexation but they can, perhaps, be encouraged to consider its applica-
tion in the future.

31. Which Index: Not only have sub-loans through the DFCs been
linked to the foreign exchange rate, but the foreign exchange rate has
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also been used as an index for adjusting the principal on a few agri-
cultural loans. Use of the exchange rate has the distinct advantage
of providing a firm numerical basis for adjustment. However, the link
between domestic inflation and exchange rate may be weak due to various
reasons such as capital movements and the lack of congruence between

the prices of traded goods and the price level in general. On the other
hand, exchange rate would be affected by changes in the purchasing power
of othei currencies as well as by changes in purchasing power of the
domestic currency. Even with these qualifications, the exchange rate can
be a good proxy for price inflation, particularly where rate changes take
place frequently.

32. However, when exchange rate adjustments are infrequent in an
economy experiencing high rates of inflation, the timing of larce adjust-
ments introduces uncertainty into investment decisions. As Prices rise,
the over-valuation of the country's currency gets larger while the prob-
ability of devaluation increases. The reaction of the borrowers to these
two uncertainties -- the timing of the devaluation and the trend of in-

flation -- will affect the timing of their investments. Further, sudden
large adjustment creates a cash squeeze -- an abrupt increase in the
liabilities of the businesses. For these reasons, in such a context the
foreign exchange rate should not be used as a basis for indexation.

33. If it can be assumed that the various countries which apply
the concept of monetary correction will adhere to a system of floating
rates over the foreseeable future, the exchange rate can be used to index
all transactions: this practice would have the additional advantage of
effectively passing on the exchange risk to the sub-borrowers. However,
if the assumption is invalid, it would be preferable to treat at least
local currency transactions separately so as to avoid the problems arising
from large, discrete exchange rate adjustments. Probably the optimal pro-
cedure in such a situation would be to index all loans with respect to a
general domestic price index and deal separately with the exchange risk.
Exchange risk in this case would disappear or at least be smaller than
what it would be without indexation of all loans, and it mav become pos--
sible for the government or the Central Bank to bear it by charging a
small fee to the sub-borrowers.

34. A general price index with a wide coverage may be the most

appropriate basis with which to link the principal of financial contracts.

It is not appropriate to use specific commodity or sectoral price indices
because the main purpose of monetary correction is to neutralize the over-
all impact of inflation on financial contracts, without interfering with
relative prices. Monetary correction based on specific commodities would
tend to distort relative price structures and thus to misallocate resources.

35. There are some reservations, however, relating to the technically
defective nature of general. price indices, and due to the fears that these
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indices can be tampered with for political reasons. Where there are
several indices, the choice between them also present a problem. If
the principle that indexing should be based on the general price index
is accepted, the question of which index qualifies for this role becomes
an empirical one and has to be studied in the country context. in most
circumstances, it may be useful. to smooth the curve of price changes as

reflected by price indices so that the year to year fluctuations are
limited in favor of a more long-term trend.

36. In the case of more open economies which are vulnerable to price
shocks emanating from abroad, it may be necessary to adopt a discretionary
approach a la Brazil where the index is adjusted so as to net out sudden
changes in the prices of traded commodities due to unforeseen circumstances
in the world economy or natural calamities.

37. Since the idea is to take account of a resource loss experienced
by the economy, it might be preferable to use a wage index where one is
available, which may reflect more closely the changes in real purchasing
power, rather than a CPI that has to be arbitrarily adjusted whenever the
situation demands.

38. Modalitjyof Negotiation: The question of indexation should be

discussed by the Bank with member governments at the macro and sectoral

levels before It is taken up in the context of individual projects.
Chances of success are much greater if indexation is applied across the
board in the long-term credit market than if it is applied piecemeal in
the context of specific projects or specific institutions. It must be
recognized that the Bank is likely to be the only international financier
urging indexation. Unless there is genuine uiderstanding on the part of
the borrower about the virtues of monetary correction, there is not much
prospect for the application of this technique. The borrower may be able
to switch to other international lenders if the Bank applies pressure on
this issue. (The conditions for the success of partial indexation are
discussed on pp. 9-10.)

39. In its dialogue with countries likely to experience double digit
inflation, the Bank should emphasize the desirability of applving indexa-
tion to all medium and long-term financial instruments for savings mobili-
zation as well as allocation. In addition, the Bank is interested in the
viability of the DFCs and other institutions that disburse Bank loans. From
a long-term point of view, the success of the flank's policy towards these

institutions must be judged from the point of view of the latter's capacity
to function effectively even when the Bank's support is withdrawn at some
stage. Further, their dominance in the area of medium and long-term credit
in a large number of countries makes it imiore likcely that the indexation
experiment will succeed. Finally, if these institutions link monetary
correction to a general price index all or a greater part of the exchange
risk would be borne by the sub-borrowers; a separate provision for exchange
risk would therefore not be necessary. (See discussion on pp. 10-12.).
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40. If the governments are persuaded to accept such policy measures,
they are likely to adopt them also for other medium and long-tern financial
instruments like saving deposits and government bonds as a result of either
their dialogue with the Bank or the demonstration effect of the experiment
with indexation carried out by the long-tern credit institutions.

41. If a country is unwilling to index all financial instruments of
long-term credit institutions associated with the Bank, but is persuaded
to index a sub-set of the medium and lon' -term loans (like the sub-loans
of the Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptable second best
alternative and the Bank could then proceed with the indexation of its
sub-loans.

42. If, however, a country cannot be persuaded to adopt monetary
correction or other appropriate interest rate policies even at a sectoral
or sub-sectoral level, it would be counter-productive for the Bank to
insist on the indexation of its sub-loans; such insistence is unlikely to
assist either in the wider diffusion of the technique or help the cause
of economic efficiency. In such situations, when the response to the
Bank's suggestions is entirely negative, it may become essential for the
Bank to review and reconsider its loan operations and program in the
country concerned.

Annex I: World Bank Loans Subject to Indexation and Country
Experience _with Indexat ion

Argentina

43. Argentina has received only a single agricultural loan from the
Bank which contains an indexing clause. This has been for the Balcarce
Livestock Project (505--AR) and was signed on July 31, 1967 but the first
indexed sub-loan was made in September, 1973. According to the terms of
the contract the sub-loan balances are adjusted on the basis of increases
in the cost-of-living index or the index of cattle prices, whichever is
the lower for each month, with interest charged at 6% per annum on adjusted
balance. Indices used are: (a) index of the cost-of-living in the federal
capital provided by the National Institute of Census and Statistics; and
(b) prices of cattle in the Market of Liniers. Therefore, the reference
index is a composite one and although cumulative is always less than either
of the two basic indices. The Balcarce project has had its share of prob-
lems. During the last few months there has been an increase in the prices
of finished steers without a commensurate increase in those of feeder steers
marketed by project beneficiaries. Even though this has had little imnact
on the adjustment factor, farmers are beginning to express reservations

regarding the use of indexation and there has been a decline in the applica-

tions for new loans.

44. The Argentinians have been experimenting with the indexation of
government bonds over a long period of time extending as far back as 1962,
when the National Recovery bonds bearing a nominal interest of 7% were used
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with the principal adjusted with reference to an index of gold prices.
Even earlier than this, in 1957, the State Petroleum Enterprise had
floated bonds with a twenty year maturity, linked to an index based
upon company productivity and changes in the salaries of company em-
ployees.

45. The government has continued to issue indexed bonds during the
seventies but it was only in March 1975 that indexing was used in the
banking sector, when the National Bank of Savings and Securities offered
its customers monetary.correction for deposits that are not transferable
for one year. Indexed credit has also become important in the area of
housing finance through the National Mortgage Bank and more recently
through the mortgage branches of commercial banks. The adiustment pro-
cedures are rather complicated. There Is some differentiation of terms
according to income class with only a portion of the principal being
subject to monetary correction. Furthermore, although the index is
based on construction costs the actual adjustment cannot exceed 80% of
the change in basic salaries of workers and officials in the industrial
sector. This is how the scheme exists on parer; however, the actual
experience of the mortgage bank indicates that indexing is not automatic.
The administration of indexing is highly flexible, with the authorities
deciding the tine and the extent of the adjustment.

46. Indexation has got off to a slow start in Argentina, with
experimentation proceeding on a small scale on many fronts. There still
appear to be many misgivings as to its application on a larger scale in
the financial sector.

Brazil

47. So far the Bank has made eight loans to Brazil which are subject
to indexation. They are the following:

Brazil Livestock (516-BR) signed September 23, 1967: Originally, sub-loans
were to be subject to monetary correction based on the index of cattle
prices or cattle/wool prices as published by the Getulio Vargas Foundation
(subject to a deduction of ten points from the price index for each year-
of the grace period). An interest rate of 14% was to be applied on the
nominal balance outstanding. These conditions appeared too onerous to
potential sub-borrowers and, in May 1970, agreement was reached whereby
sub-borrowers were offered the followin, alternatives: (a) under the
original indexing mechanism, a decrease in the nominal interest rate from
14% to 12%; or (b) an interest rate of6% on the principal fully indexed
by either the cattle or cattle/wool price index or the index of the Central
Bank official selling cruzeiro/dollar exchange rate. Later, in June 1971
the Bank and the Government agreed that whatever adjustment made in sub-
loan principal would not exceed the extent of inflation as measured by the
general price index for the period. Subsequently, in July 1972, another
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revision in sub-lending terms was agreed upon to simplify sub-lending
terms and correct certain problems which had emerged. All sub-loans
made after that date were subject to correction according to changes in
the US Dollar rate for cruzeiros, with interest on the adjusted prin-
cipal at 7-1/4%. It was also agreed that, if at any time the increase
in the general price index exceeded the rise in the ITS Dollar/cruzeiro
exchange rate by more than 7-1/47, the Bank and the borrower would agree
to a new indexing system in order to assure that the indexing system
would not result in negative real interest rates. The revised system
adopted in July 1972 also provided for the elimination of Ihe lags which
had existed in the previous systems in applying indexing during the early
part of the grace period; and for the correction of the previous practice
of calculating interest on the unadjusted, rather than the adjusted, prin-
cipal during the grace period.

Brazil Grain Storage (857-BR) signed September 27, 1972: The principal of
this loan was to be adjusted throughout the life of the loan in accordance
with variations in the US dollar selling rate for cruzeiros of the Central
Bank at 7-1/2% per annum. In September 1974 the Bank and the borrower
agreed to revise the indexing system so that the principal of loans made
after that date would be corrected according to the ORTN Index, with an
interest rate of 5% on the adjusted principal. This made the sub-lendirg
terms generally consistent with terms offered by official lending insti-
tutions for agro-industries and other indostries. However, in order to
spur what it felt was a serious lagging in the development of grain storage
facilities, the Government created in April 1975 a new grain storage credit
line. The new line offered -unindexed loans with nominal interest rates
ranging between 8% and 15%. Hence, demand for indexed credit declined
sharply and the uncommitted balance of the Bank loan (about 20%) was can-
celled in October 1975.

Brazil Tnterim Second Livestock (868-BR) signed December 19, 1972: Monetary
correction of the principal throughout the life of the loan was to be in
proportion to the changes in the PS dollar rate for cruzeiros of the Central
Bank with interest of 7-1/4% being charged on the adjusted principal. How-
ever, as the combined effect of internal and external inflation patterns
and the rate of change in the US dollar/cruzeiro exchange rate began to
cause the agreed indexing system to result in negative real interest rates,
the Bank proposed to the Brazilians the general adoption in the livestock
sector of a system which would result in more predictable int erest rates -
i.e., 5% interest after ORTN correction of principal. The Brazilians did
not agree, resulting in the Bank's withdrawal from active consideration of
a third livestock loan. Subsequently, the Government created with its own
funds a new livestock credit program with nominal interest rates of about
157, without ex post monetary correction of principal (terns which are
sinilar to other agricultural lending in Brazil). It also agreed to allow
prepayment, and refinancing at these new terms, of all the sub-loans made
from the proceeds of the two Bank loans. As a result, partial cancella-
tion of Loan 868-BR and accelerated repayment of both Bank loans are planned.
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Brazil Agro-Tndustries (924-BR) signed August 1, 1973: Under the initial
agreement sub-loans carry an interest rate of 5% plus adjustment based on
the National Treasury-Bond (ORTN) price. But in October 1975, in line with
the Government's desire to encourage investments in several of the relatively
less developed states participating in the project, the Bank and the Govern-
ment agreed to lower the interest rate to 3% (after ORTN correction of prin-
cipal) for beneficiaries in 4 states-, retaining the 5% rate for the others.

48. These loans were all in the agricultural sector, but during the

past year there have been a number of loans to other sectors: in the
industrial sector, Loan 1206-BR, (S85 million) of March 1, 1976, for the
BNDE (National Economic Development Bank) development banking project, pro--
vided for sub-lending to small- and medium-size industries, with the cruzeiro-
denominated sub-loans indexed according to the ORTN (National Treasury Bond)
price and with interest rates of 3% for beneficiaries in the less developed
North and Northeast regions, 5% in the Center-South and 6% in Sao Paulo.
These terms are standard for all of BNDE-financed small- and medium-size indus-
try operations channelled through state and regional development banks. Also,
the nutrition loan ($19 million) approved June 22, 1976 includes financing
for BNDE's special food processing loans to be extended with interest rates

of 3% after ORTN indexing of principal. In the transport sector, Loan 1207--BR

($55 million) of March 1, 1976, for the BNE secondarv and feeder road proiect
provided for sub-lending to states or to municipal consortia, with the cruzeiro-
denominated sub-loans indexed according to the ORTN price and with interest
rates varying from 4% to 7% depending on the state concerned (the lower rates
applying to relatively less developed areas). In the water supply and sewerage
sector, Loan 1009-BR ($36 million) of June 17, 1974, and a second loan (of $40
million) approved July 6, 1976 to help finance through the National Housing
Bank (BNH) sub-projects in the. Minas Gerais state water supply and sewerage
program provide for cruzeiro-denoninated sub-loans to the state water comonny
at a rate of interest of 4% (plus various fees amounting to about 2%) with
principal subject to full monetary correction according to changes in the
general price index. This is consistent with BNH's practice in all of its
water supply and sewerage lending to fully correct the principal of sub-loans
according to the general price index and then to charge interest rates ranging
from 2% to 7%, depending on the relative stage of development of the state
concerned,

49. A brief sketch of the Brazilian experience is useful. Indexing was

introduced in 1964 and applied initially to government bonds with maturities
ranging from 2 to 5 years. The principal was revalued quarterly with reference
to the Whole Sale Price Index and the interest was paid on the revalued sum.I/

Since then over a hundred laws and implementing decrees have extended the

1/ From December 1972 until March 1974 the index used combined a moving
average of inflation durting the previous three months with a forecast
of inflation expected during the next six. A 50 percent weight was

assigned to the two periods. In June 1976 a term for future inflation

was reintroduced into the wage indexation formula but the weights were
changed to 80 percent for past inflation and 20 percent for the expected
increase In prices.



system to embrace many other areas of the financial system and sectors
of the economy. Revaluation is widely applied to capital assets and
property values and incomes are readjusted for tax purposes. But index-
ing is constrained by other policy objectives and a simple 1007 link with
prices has not always been used. In fact, indexing as applied to wage
contracts has been distinctly regressive. The only visible positive
impact of indexing has been the growth in non-monetary financial assets.
Although even here it is difficult to isolate the net increase since there
has been a substitution of indexed financial assets -- such as bonds and
bank deposits -- for those not subject to monerary correctin. What makes
the Brazilian system so complex and from the purist's viewpoint a little
unsatisfactory is the coexistence of different procedures for indexing and
the absence of a universal coverage. For instance, the private sectcr has
strenuously resisted indexation because business firms are unprepared to
bear the risks and consequently financial intermediaries have been reluc-
tant to offer indexed deposits. Commercial banks which use monetary cor-
rection on time deposits practice a form of preindexing by tying their
adjustment to a projected rate of price increase which usually errs in the
direction of conservatism. From December 1972 until March 1974 and again
since June 1976 the correction offered on government bonds is also based
upon projections which systeiatically underestimate the true increase in
prices so as to control the rice in real incomes and thereby diminish
inflationary pressures. The WPI which remains the cornerstone of the
indexing system gives a low weight to houAing and expenditure on public
utilities, whose prices have been freed, and it neglects services that
account for approximately half the consumption expenditure of the popula-
tion. Thus, it is likely that the WPI grossly undcrestimates the true
magnitude of the price rise. Another example of the anomalies, which
abound within the system, is the treatment of mortgage loans. These were
subjected to monetary correction at an early stage, but government eschewed
full correction so as to encourage home ownership. However, the large
number of defaults persuaded the authorities to switch to the technique
of equal amortization as against the earlier procedure of equal total pay-
ment. Finally beginning in 1975 cash subsidies further alleviated the
burden of mortgage payments.

50. After 11 years of operation the indexation system in Brazil is
still in the throes of change and this affects the Bank loans that are sub-
ject to indexation. In May 1975, for instance, the ORTN and the ORTN cattle
price index which had served as the basis for adjustment for some time was
overshadowed by a system of ionetary correction based on changes in the
dollar-cruzeiro rate. According to the Brazilians, use of the MRTN index
made World Bank loans uncopetitive against funds available from the Euro-
dollar market and it became difficult to find borrowers who were prepared
to pay the high interest cost when loans with 5 to 6 year maturities could
be obtained from other sources at 10% interest.

51. The contours of the agreement, presently being worked out, can be
described in the following way. The cruzeiro is to be pegged to the actual
basket of currencies disbursed by the Bank and the nominal rate of interest
is to be fixed at 10%. Assuming rates of Inflation of the order of 25% per
annum in Brazil and 8% in the lending countries, along with continuous adjust-
ment of the cruzeiro to correct for the discrepancy, the nominal rate would
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be 27% while the real rate would be 27. This is a reduction from real

rates of 5% and 6% that were being recommended in the past. It appears

that both sides have moved further away from the goal of an optimal real
rate of interest towards a non-negative rate that is politically tolerable.
The Bank looks upon index linking as a device for restoring the vigor of
the market mechanism by offsetting the distributional and allocational
distortions which arise from unanticipated inflation. Secondlv, it wishes
to enhance the viability of financial intermediaries. This is also partly
the view of the Brazilian Government but the latter is also concerned with
the feedback effect of monetary coreecCion orn inflation and Lhe cost of .
long-term borrowing and therefore prefers to apply the system both flexibly
and selectively instead of instituting a procedure for automatic indexation
covering the entire economy.

52. Indexation is a part of the stabilization policy because it is
easier to apply than an outright price freeze. The most recent modifica-
tions to the indexation formula should soften the feedback effect. Once

again the objective is to prevent earnings regulated by indexed contracts

from growing in line with the inflation by modifying the price index so as
to exclude those increases which are due to accidental occurrences such as
the oil price hikes or the frost, that recently damaged the coffee crop.
Given the system's complexity, the frequent changes and the existence of
segments within the economy not subject to indexing, it is doubtful whether
monetary correction has helped the cause of efficient resource allocation
although it might conceivably have raised the level of investment.

53. Indexing is used more widely in Brazil than in any other country,
but the system still has many gaps. In Particular the lending to the agri--
cultural sector is not subject to monetary correction apart from the loans
made by the Bank. Discussions with the Brazilians spanning a period of
eight years indicate that they are unwilling to extend indcxing to the entire
sector and are anxious to dilute the indexing procedure applied to the Bank
loans so as to enlarge the subsidy element.

Urugua

54. The Bank has made five livestock loans to Uruguay of which the

first 245-UR was signed on December 30, 1959. The disbursement of the loans
is handled by the Livestock Fund which was established by the Central Bank
in 1958. The resources obtained from the Bank plus some contributions made

by the Covernment are made available to the farmers through the Bank of the

Republic (BROU) which is the only participating bank. The Central Bank's
loans to the BROU are made against documents for sub-loans to ranchers at
interest rates that permit BROU to get a spread of 2% over the indexed prin-
cipal to cover the administrative expenses. Of the subsequent loans - 698-UR,
816-UR, 940-UR and 1166-UR the most recently agreed terms for the latter three
are outlined below.
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Uruguay Fourth Livestock (816-PR) signed April 26,1972 (First Stage):
Sub-loan balances are subject to monetary correction not later than April
30 in each year on the average increase In the beef and wool ranch-gate
price index for the 12-month period ended on October 31 in the preceding
year, furnished by Banco Central; subject to the adjustment not exceeding
that which would have resulted had the monetary correction been based on
the increase in the cost--of-living index of the Ministerio de Economic Y
Finansas for the corresponding period. Loans made to farmers with hold-
ings of less than 400 hec-tares are adjusted by only 507 of the increase
in the applicable index. Interest is charged at 11% per annum on the
adjusted principal.

Uruguay Fourth Livestock (940-PM) signed October 25, 3.973 (Second Stage):
Sub-loan balances are subject to monetary correction in the same way as
First Stage sub-loans except that all sub-loans are subject to full.
indexing. Interest rates applicable to the corrected loan principils
are as follows: (a) 3% per annum in the case of sub-borrowers operating
holdings covering in the aggregate up to 250 hectares; (b) 6% per annum
for sub-borrowers operating holdings in excess of 250 hectares but not
exceeding 400 hectares and (c) 8% per annum for sub-borrowers onerating
holdings excetdiug 400 hectar-s.

Uruguay Fifth Livestock Project Loan No. 1166-UR signed October 15, 1975:
All sub-loans are subject to full indexing and the interest rates charged
are the same as in the Fourth Livestock Loan (Second Stage). The sub-
loans are adjusted on April TO of each year by applying an index con-
structed by adding to the value of the index at the end of the previous
year the lower of the percentage increase in (a) the average cost-of-
living index for the 12 months ending on October 31 of the immediately
preceding year compared with the average for the previous 12 months,
(b) the average price of 41.6% kg of live weight of beef and 5.2 kg of
wool during the 12 months ending on October 31 of the immediately pre-
ceding year as compared to the average for the previous 1.2 months. Re-
payment terms of sub-loans reflect the ability of the investment to
service the debt. Terms range from 5 to 10 years and include grace
periods of up to 5 years. If the indexing system (100% adjustment for
all, sub-loans) were applied to sub-loans made in 1969 with terms of
seven years including two years grace, the real interest rate obtained
would have ranged between -2% and -8%. It should be recognized that this
is not a bad performance compared to other Latin American countries, where
inflation has increased and medium and long-term agricultural credit has
not been adjusted.

55. Uruguay was beset by inflationary pressures throughout the six-
ties and this spurred discussion of the concept of indexation - discussion
which did not culminate in impImentation till very near the close of the
decade because of fears harbored by the government that the introduction
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of indexation would create destabilizing expectations on the nart of the
public. When in 1969 collaboration between Uruguay officials, UISATI) and
members of the Plan Agropecuario produced an acceptable scheme, it was
tried on a pilot scale in the livestock sector.

56. In 1970, it was decided that if beef and wool prices rose faster
than the Consumer Price index (CPI), the latter would be used to adjust
the loan. This involved an assymmetry in the treatment of borrowers and
lenders because no protection was offered to the commercial banks in the
reverse sitnrtinn in which the CPI rose faster than the composite index
of beef and wool. Hence-the private institutions were not prepared to
adopt the scheme for their lending operations.

57. In 1971 the graduation of adjustment according to the size of
the farm was altered, allowing 50% adjustment to all farms under 400
hectares. Tn 1973 the concession was withdrawn and farmers in all size
classes were required to adjust by the full amount. However, a harden-
ing of the terms in this area was balanced by subsidization elsewhere.
During 1973 the rate of inflation was 78%, but for the purposes of loan
adjustment it was calculated at 65% and as an additional sweetner, the
ranchers were returned a portion of their export taxes, which helped to
bring the adjustment down to a mere 32%.

58. The beef and wool price index rose less than the CPI in 1974
and the former index was reinstated in March 1975. To add to the con-
fusion it should be mentioned that the nominal interest rate was changed
a number of times and the index factor which is applied no later than
April 30 is based on price changes during a 12 month period ending in
the previous October. Depending on whether inflation is accelerating
or slowing down this has introduced its own biases. Tn common with many
other projects (Argentina and Bolivia), the Bank did not require the use
of "cumulative" indices where a choice was given. The effect of this
over the life of a sub-loan is probably that real positive interest rates
under high inflation ray not necessarily be achieved in practice. In
addition, the Uruguayans did not compound inflation rates in calculating
the index; they merely added them, and this further weakened the effec-
tiveness of indexation.

59. Both the effectiveness and the popularity of the indexing system
has been reduced by the government's inability to adhere to a single set
of rules. Private lending institutions have been scared off by government
actions which appear to be weighted against them and the farmers are un-
happy because of the uncertainties regarding their future obligations. If
indexing is retained they would prefer loans to be preindexed with a fixed
mark up.

60. The government recognizes the political advantages of subsidiz-
ing agricultural producers. This is supposed to lower the cost of food
to city dwellers. It is also apparent that merely indexing the livestock
loans extended by the World Bank, which comprise a very small percentage
of the total agricultural credit, may worsen the distortions present in
the market.
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61. The recent policy actions of the government suggest that the
supporters of indexation have prevailed. A new law his been passed
which calls for the indexation of all financial instruments where the
term exceeds two years. This should greatly expand the scope of in-
dexation within the financial sector which has so far been limited to
the National Institute of Colonization (INC) and the Mortgage Bank of
Uruguay. The INC, which serves as an intermediary on all land trans-
actions as well as financing land sales, makes long-term loans, where
the principal is linked to an index of agricultural products; the
nominal interest is 32. The Mortgage Bank uses a wage index co adjust
its loans as well as its savings since this index reflects the repay-
ment capacity of the borrower and the expectations of the savers.
During the period over which indexing has been anplied both these
institutions have had problems in inducing borrowers to observe the
terms of the original contract and eventually have yielded to pressure
and have settled for easier terms. The INC has allowed its borrowers
to defer payments while the Mortgage Bank scaled down the size of adjust-
ment on mortgage payments in 1973.

62. The Uruguay experience is not encouraging. It has run afoul of
the very same difficulties encountered by the Brazilians in the implementa-
tion of their own system. Excessive differentiation in order to deal with
all situations is only one of the problems. Perhaps more serious, is the
vacillation as regards terms and price indekes in the largely futile quest
for a scheme that is fair to both parties and at ~the same time embodies
the sectoral plans for the government. Through its willingness to bow to
pressure from borrowers the government does not lessen the uncertainties
inherent in an inflationary milieu, uncertainties which the indexing system
was designed to neutralize. Each one of the indexes which can be used has
its flaws and this remains an unavoidable weakness of the system. However,
it is likely that the lower rate of inflation, which is expected in the next
year or two, may make it easier to weed out the deficiencies in the system
of indexation.

Bolivia

Bolivia Livestock (261.-B0) signed June 25, 1971: Incorporates a trigger
mechanism which becomes operative when, at the time a sub-loan interest or
principal paynment becomes due, the average index of food prices established
by the Bolivian Nationa] Institute of Statistics and the average index of
meat prices established by the Bolivian Ministry of Industry and Commerce have
each increased by more than 3% compared with such average indices for the cor-
responding six months period of the preceding year. When both indices have
increased by more than 3% then the outstanding loan principal is to be in--
creased by the amount of the lower of the percentage increases of the two
indices less 3%. Interest is to be applied to the corrected principal at
9% per annum except that sub-borrowers of loans made prior to November 1,
1972 shall be permitted to opt to pay interest at 12% per annum on loan
balance without nonetarv correction. At present, two options are being,
offered on this livestock loan. One of them allows the farmers to make their
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payments in accordance with the above system of monetary correction. The
other option - known as the dollar exchange clause - passes the exchange risk
on to the farmer, i.e., the loan to the final borrower is denominated in
dollars.

63. There is a great deal of resistance to the indexing system in Bolivia
and It is unlikely that the foothold gained by the Bank in the livestock sec-
tor will lead to application on a larger scale. In fact, the recent experience
suggests that the Bolivians intend to bring the curtain down on this small scale
experiment.

Peru

Peru Aricultura) Credit Project (933-PF) signed September 12, 1973: Sub-loans
are not indexed until inflation is in excess of 9% for the fiscal year. Then,
upon notification thereof by the Bank, no further sub-loans shall be made until
the Bank and BPA have agreed on an increase of the minimm effective interest
rate to be charged.

64. Livestock loans made to Bolivia and Peru incorporate trigger clauses
which require some form of adjustment if the chosen price index rises above a
certain level during a specified period. Once again these are countries vhe) e
the rate of inflation is moderate; and the financial system has not been forCed
to seek recourse in indexation,

Paraguay

65. During 1973-75 the inflation rate in Paraguay averaged 1.7.5%. It
was therefore decided to apply indexation to the sub-loans made under the
Fourth Livestock_ Project (_037-PA)__signmed September 6, 1974. The indexation
clause stipulated the following conditions. A minimum real interest rate of
6% is to be charged and the princinal outstanding is to be adjusted annually
with reference to the cost-of-living index. Fondo Ganadero, the executing

agency, charges 10% interest on principle adjusted on the basis of the CPI.
However, in 1975, the change in the CPTI was 6.7%. FG adjusted the principle
on the basis of a 5% increase and the Bank, considering the high rate of
interest already applied, agreed to this action.

66. Indexation has not been widely applied in Paraguay. So far the only
other financial contracts subject to monetary correction are mortgage loans.
Since inflation is projected to decline over the next five years it is unlikely

that the system will be applied on a larger scale.

Other Countries

67. Many countries have used indexlng in one form or another during the
post war period and some have been led to abandon the concept after a long
period of trial. The Finns, who had applied indexing to wages since 1945,
found in 1967 that the system could not be made to work any longer and shifted
to an incomes policy. Colombia has adopted the crawling peg in order to regu-
late the price of its currency and some form of indexirg is applied to mortgage
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loans, the investment of social security reserves and saving deposits. In
the latter case the adjustment is limited to a maxiMum of 20% per annum. Tn
general, the Colombians have resisted indexation. The Bank has made one DFC
loan which includes a trigger mechanism but any agricultural loans made in
the near future are not likely to include an indexation clause. For a long
time both government and private sector bonds in Israel were linked to the
official dollar rate but the sharp devaluation of 1962 with the concomitant
jump in debtor obligations led to a discontinuation of linking with foreign
exchange and a selection of the CPI as the index to be used for monetary
cerrection.

68. One other feature as regards the application of indexing should
be mentioned. "Dirty" indexing seems to be the rule and not something pecu-
liar to the Latin American countries. Covernment usually exercise some form

of discretion in their implementation of indexing. For instance, in Norway,
the government decides the extent to which a price change will be compensated.
Similarly, the Austrian government can overrule the automatic indexing of pen-
sions and subsidies. Indirect taxes are used to regulate the index iii Norway,
Finland, Israel and the United Kingdom.

69. Even a brief survey of the experience with indexation leaves one
with doubts as to its workability and its usefulness as a policy instrument.
As the Economist pointed out,

No system of indexation can be substituted for tackling
the economic and social pressures which cause inflation.
On the contrary the-fewer the people who can lose because
of inflation the faster prices will rise to transfer com-
mand over real resources to those who are determined and
able to grab a larger share. But indexation, provided it

-begins in the right way, can shift the pair from inflation
to politically more sensitive areas and so force the govern-
ment to deal more promptly and effectively with the disease
at its very early stages.

It is not clear that countries which are using indexation as a part of their
stabilization program are aware of the larger problems that need to be tackled.
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Annex II: Statistical Tables

Table I Inflntion anrid Pelited Statirst-is for
Sixteen Latin AmericaN Countrics, 1950-69

Table II Countries With InflaLion in Excess of 10%
During 1(972--74

Table !IT Indicators of DumestIc Price Level Charn'gs;

Tble iV Estifrates of Inflation: 1975--80

Table V Total Le'dng by 1Pm and IFC to Hig-,h
Inflation Countries
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Table I - Inflation and Related Statistics for
SixteenLa etin Ancin Countrie, 1950-69*

Rate of Inflation
Mem n. .. *

Uruguay 
43.0 34.9

Bolivia 41.3 55.9

Brazil 
35.1 211.5

Chile 
28.2 14.6

Argentina 26.4 23.4

Pa raguay 
12.5 17.5

Colombia 9.2 3.2

pr 
8.5 5.8

Max l o 
5.3 5.3

Nicaragua 3. 1.

Ecua dor 
3.0 3.3

Honduras 
2.1 3.4

Costa Rica 
1.9 2.2

Guatemral a 1.1 2.8

Venezuela 
1-1 2.8

El Salvador 0.3 1.5

* Per cent per year.
** Standard Devintijon.
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Table II: Countries with Inflation in
Excess of 10Z durinp, 1972-74

1960-1971 197 2-1974

Argenti-n a 20.25 25. 71

Bolivia 4.94 28.96

Brazil 37.83 12.81

Chile 23.51 201.73

Colombia 10.03 14.99

Ghana 6.52 J3.10

India 5.36 14.33

Israel 5.67 18.97

Jamaics 3.96 14.80

Pakistan 3.47 16.28

Paraguay 3.08 11.95

Philippines 5.64 1.4.33

Uruguay 37.80 51.70

Yugo slavia 11.14 13. 44

Zaire 16.65 14.66

Turkey 8.00 15.00
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Table III: Ind ic.n ra of DoniesLic Price level Chan es

(Average Anntuanl Perceni.ng Change)

Source: Country 1 965-70 1970-73 1973--75 (Est it e)

Date of CTP 197>80

2/18/75 Afghanistan 11.1 -2.3 6.4 5.2 /

7/25/74 Argentina h/ 16.1 43.2 - -
10/16/74 Bangliadesh - 17.4 9.8

3/12/75 Bolivia - 10.7 35.9 12.1

11/74 Brazil c/ 26.5 17.6 31.0 g/ 20.0 h/

Chile 21.3 76.0 145.9*
Colombin 8.3 11.2 11.5 9.07

5/15/74 Congo - - 17.8 9.5

374 Egypt 3.9 6.? 6-7 f/
Ecndor f4.0 7.2 11.2*

7/15/74 Gbann - 12.0 --

7/22/74 Greece 2.4 3.0 - -
Cuatem~aia 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5

8/01/74 Guyana - 4.3 - -

4/22/74 Haiti 0.1 6.5 7.4 5.2

6/13/74 Honduras 1.9 3.7 10.0 7.5

6/06/-4 India 6.5 18.5 9.7 6.0

6/05/7!t Indonesia - 23.0 20.0 -

6/03/74 Iran 1. 9 8.1 7-4 4.7

12/27/74 Jamaica - 10.8 17.6 10.0

8/30/74 Jordan - 7.6 8.7 7.5

4/12/74 Korca 7.8 9.8 8.0 22.8 f/

11/29/74 Lebanon 2.0 -4.4 1A .0 9.5

10/07/7/. Malaui 3.6 5.1
3/21/75 Ila0-i 1s 3.0 6.2 29.5 30.4

5/10/74 Mexico - 3.4 6.7 17.7 7.2

5/17/74 Morocco d/ 0.6 8.3 21.0 3.5
Nicaragn 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5

6/28/74 Pakistan d/ 3.7 7.1 10.0 5.0

5/12/74 Parguay d/ 1.3 13.0 17.5 8.5

10/21/74 Peru d/ 11.1 8.7 15.0 15.0 0/

7/1-5/74 Philippines 5.6 17.0 25.0 8.8

8/21 /7/4 RonIIa - - 0.4 0.4 f/

6/26/74 Senegal - 5.2 9.9 8.6

4/15/74 Sri Lnlua 4.2 9.4 J2.5 7.9 f/

9/26//4 Syria 3.5 6.2 14.4 10.1

3/27/74 Tanzania - 5.1 6.0 5.9 f/

5/17//4 Thailand / 1.2 5.9 -

6/10/74 Trinidad & Tobago 3.8 8.5 9.1. 6.2 f/

Turkey 8.1 14.0 15.0 15.1

Uruguay 50.0 30.0

1/31/75 VcnezueIa 2.1 3.1 16.9 9.0

7/12/74 Yugoslavia 7.8 28.0 17.5 15.0

5/30/74 Zambia - 6.7 12.4 7.5 f/
Note: (Based on explanation in CIP Attanhmentsn)

.1973-74 only.

a/ General donestic price index not specified unless othlerwise not.d.

i/ Daesutic wholec-sale iidex.

c/ General price index - weighted average of wlolesl']c (60%), the cost of living

Indcx (30%), and tlho cost. of construct-ion index (10/).

d/ GDP deflator.
c/ 1.975-78.
A/ 1975-76,
./ Avera:ge for 11974-75.
h/ Coo i' I cy econ omis. 
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1/Table IV: Estimates of Inflation 1.975-80-

Less than 30% 10% or more
rate of inflation Percent rate of infi nt Ion Percent

Afghanistan 5.2 Argentina 2/ 350.0 ('75)
Bangl sh 9.8 ( '75-76) Bol i via 12.1
Congo 9.5 Erazil 20.0 5/
Egypt 6.7 ( 7&i-76) Chile' 3/ 336.0 ('75)
haiti 5.2

lIonduras 7.5
India 6.0 Jamaica 30.0
Iran 4.7 Korea 12.8
Jordan 7.5 Mauritius 10.4
Korea 8.2 ('76-76)
Lebanen 9.5 Peru 15.0 (' 75-718)
Mexico 7.2 Syria 10.1
Morocco 3.5 Turkey 15.1
pak 1istan 5.0 Uruguay 4/ 30.0 ('75-80)
Par gu y 8.5 Yugoslavia 15.0
Phil ipp>n Tes . 8
Romania 0.6 ('75-76)

S 8.6

Tania 5.9 ('75-76)
Trinidad & Tobago 6.2 ('76-76)
Venezuea ~ 9.0
Zambida 7.5 (76-76)

I / S ource: C11P Attachmfents SI, Average Annual Perentage Change based upon the
general domestic price index

2/ EstimaLted inflation for 1975 alone is 350 percent. Therefore, it is safe to
as;sume this country belongs to the over 10% category. There is some specul 1-

tion that tiis rate may decline in 1976.

3/ lMking pr1oj PJ cliens of Chilean infl.ation is extremely difficult pven thei 1r
volati lc record. In flat:1ion for 1975 alone is estim 1ed by Blink il ources to
be 356?. This i itself woul d be sufficient to plic Chilc in t he over 10%
category. It should be notd c ta I t t Ie government is pIrsuii ing dr con Ian
policies to control inflzat ion and the rate eon be expected to fall cons-iderably
in the, next few years.

4./ Inflation in 1975 is estimated at 50-60% and it is expected to decline steadily
to around 10% by 1979-80.

5/ Countrr Ecofonomist.
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Table V: Total Projeocted Leiding by IBRD aid
lFC to i111flati on Coutint ries /

FY1975-FYI 980
(142 mlill eons)

Country/ 2/ 3/
Sector Agiculture Industry- Transp L Util it ic's Ednen t i-- Urbn

Bolivia 150.6 88.5 84.0 31.5 40. -

Brazil 939.0 525.0 1,195.0 945.0 248.5 140.0

Chile 75.0 55.0 20.0 60.0

Colombia 425.5 400.5 145.0 392.0 110.0 100.0

Guatemala 20.0 60.0 146.0 40.0 15.0

Jamaica 59.0 - 71.0 57.0 15.0 20.0

rea 705.0 20.0 540.5 - 77.5 

mauritius 10.0 25.0 10.0 16.5 17.0

NicargJue 12.0 8.0 13.0 53.0 27.0 6.0

Peru 245.0 150.0 160.0 100.0 70.0 40.0

Syria 185.0 20.0 40.0 265.6 40.0

Turkey 575.0 148.0 130.0 336.0 - 40.0

Uruguay 112.0 35.0 - 30.0 -

Yugoslavia 540.0 - 453.0 380.0 -

Source: CPPs Actunl and Proposed Lendlug Program Through FY 80.

1/ Defined as having over 10% rates of inflation.

2/ Includes mining.

3/ Includes heallth and nutrition.
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To: Mr. V.V. hntt, Chief, Public Finince

From: Shahid Javed Burki

Suject: Tssues Paper on thPIneleation of Finka] Contracts

This is with reference to your memorandum accompanying the revised

draft of the Indexation Paper. I have discussed the substance of your

memorandum with Mr. Karaosmanoglu. We are of the view that the text to

be sent to the Management should reflect consensus within the Bank. It is

suggested that this difference in interpretation of the Brazilian experience

should be removed between your Division and that of Mr. Skillirgs. You

are urged to do this at your level, Please let me have the revised paper

before November 15.

Cleared with Mr. Karaosmancgln (draft attached)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. J. IBurki, EPPP DATE: October 7, 1W76

FROM: V. V. hatt, FCDPF.t

SUBJECT: Tssues Paper on the Indexation of Financial rontracts

We have discussed the Paper with liss Guerard, who is the
country econorist for Brazil. She s'urgested some minor changes which
we have made, she also felt that we ought to delete para. 13.
Niss Guerard feels that di scretionary (or partial) indexation is not
really indexati on at all and should be classified as some kind of wages
policy. Secondly, in her opinion, the paper should avoid making refe-
rences to indexing of anything other than financial contracts. Thirdly,
she believes that the wag7es policy of the Brazilian government had an
appreciable effect on the pace of inflation, whereas we have echoed
Fishlow' s contention that the slackening in inflation was a resualt of
fiscal-monetary actions and not the indexing rule followed in the
adjustment of wage contracts. There is so much collinearity here that
T am sure it would be extremely difficult to di sentable the effects of
individual policies; however, in the war of assertions, we prefer to
sids with Pishlow.

We think that it would not be terribly wise to adopt the
purists attitude on the sesantics of nonetary correction. Complete
and automati e indexation is a fairly rare phenoimenon. f we were to
strictly oburve Miss Goerard's distin tion, the empirical domain of
indcxat ion isould shrink almost to nothingness.

Finally, the odd reference to the indexing of wage contracts
is hardly reprehensible even in a paper dealing with financial transac-
t ons. Fr these reasorns we are against deleting psra, 13 and we feel
that something as innocuous as this does not warrant a further exchange
with Mr. Skilling'i s divisi on .
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This paper discuses the role that indexation of financial
contracts minh play in the mobilization anid allocatilon of savings
as well as in strengthening the viability of financial institutions
in a period of inflation. It also explores the justification for
indexation of Bank lending op a ations in agriculture and industry
and assesses the experience gained so far with regard to agricultural
loans made by the Bank during 1967-75 in the Latin American Region.
Questions of overall financial policy and the level and structure of
interest rates have been analyzed in a separate paper titled "World
Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues".

The broad conclusions of the paper are sumiarised briefly
below:

1. Indexation policy involves fairly high administrative costs
and may also strengthen inflationary expectations. Hence, it is not
an appropriate policy instrument for dealing with inflationary situa-
tions that are likely to be temporary or can be controlled by means
of monetary-fiscal policies or are such as to result in a low and
stable rate of inflation.

2. It is, however, a relevant policy instrument in countries
which are likely to experience higji and variable inflation. Here two
situations must be distinguished. The first is where indexation is a
part of a policy package for the elimination of inflationary pressures
which have persisted in chronic form over a protracted period mid which
are likely to be brought under control in phases over several years.
In this context, indexation has a distinctly subordinate role with
fiscal, monetary and other measures occupying the center.

3. The second situation is one in which there is no effective
anti-inflationary program, double-digit price rises arC expected to

continue and indexation is adopted to neutralise their impact on inan-
cial con tralcts. 1>re the pri inial contribut ion of indexatilon would he
in brin-ing about some conver:ence of exp etat ions of savers and c? : in-
vestors ; thus it can safeguard the savin-investment process, promote
the growth of mcd iou and longo-term fl inncial ins truments aid ensu i re the
viability of financial institutions.

4. The success of an indexation experiment crucially depends on
(a) Its acceptance by the government as a desirable policy instrument
for insul ating tec structuret of interest rateis, from tie impact of in-
flat ion , (b) its application to maiort oium and l og- term finn ci al
instrnumen tsa for sa vings moilintinn and credJit allocntion on the basis
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of a general price index relevant for each country, and (c) the adoptionof complimentary policies in the field of exchange rates and the taxsystem. It is unlikely to succeed in its main objective if only a fewinstruments of limited importance are indexed.

5. It is difficult to identify the group of countries which arelikely to experience serious inflationary pressures in the future. Thesituation during 1972-75 has been unusual and it would not be wise totaurapolate recent trends. However, it might be useful for the Bankto discuss the advantages of indexation with countries presently experi-encing double digit inflation.

6. (a) The Bank should emphasise the desirability of applying indexa-tion to all medium and long-term financial instruments. If, loever, acountry is unwilling to index all such instruments, but is persuaded toindex a sub-set of the medium and long-term loans (like the sub-loans ofthe Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptable second bestalternative and the Bank could then proceed with the indexation of Iftssub-loans. Such a policy would enhance the viability of DFCs and othercredit institutions associated with the Bank. Further, experience withsuch indexation may induce the govornmeit to adopt it on a wider basis.

(b) In the case of a country which canot be persuaded to adoptmonetary correction or other appropriate interest rate policies, itwould be counter-productive for the Bank to insist on the indexationof its sub-loans, particularly when the domestic financial intermedi-aries associated with the Bank do not occupy a dominant position in themedium and long-term credit market. Such insistence is unlikely toassist either in the wider diffusion of the technique or help the causeof economic efficiency. In such situations, when the response to theBank' s suggestions is entirely negative, it may become essential forthe Bank to review and reconsider the rationale of itls loan operationsand program in the country concerned.



I. Introduction

1. This paper has a narrow scope. It is not about overall finan-

cial policy or even about the level and structure of interest rates.

These important subjects have been studied recently in the paper entitled,

"World Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues",

January 30, 1976. The present paper on indexation elaborates on one of

many issues discussed in the above mentioned draft, namely how to in-

sulate interest rates from the impact, generally unintended, of high and

volatile rates of inflation. This issue would arise no matter what level

of real interest rates is considered appropriate. Clearly, the indexation
technique can make a more important contribution to developm ent- policy if

the real interest rate structure is appropriate than if it is not. But
even in the latter case, the role of indexation is not insignificant from

the points of vies of saving mobilization, allocation and the viability

of the financial structure.-1

2. The paper is a response to questions raised by staff in the

Latin American Regional Office about the indexation of 11 agricultural

loans made by the Bank during 1967-75. This experience is reviewed in

the annex and the main conclusions are reflected in the analysis and

recommendations presented in the main text. In addition, the paper

explores the relevance of indexation for Bank lending operations in

agriculture and industry. It does not discuss the application of in-

dexation in other areas such as wages and taxes. The purview is limited

to the area of financial contracts.

3. An active development policy trying to promote rapid growth in
a country is likely to generate inflationary pressures. This danger is

perceptibly greater in the LDCs partly because of the speed with which

supply bottlenecks are encountered and partly due to the expansionary

monetary-fiscal policies. The inflationary process in the LDCs, however,
has accelerated since 1970 because of a significant rise in the prices

of fertilizers and food, partly as a result of natural disasters and the

quantum jump in the oil prices since 1973. Many ,Cs are currently experx-

encing double digit inflation; and in some of them, this trend is likely

to continue until 1980 or so. . In this context, the application of the

indexation technique to financial contracts assumes particular significance.

4. High rates of inuflation pose a series of problems all of which

are rooted in the unanticipated redistrihution of resources betweCn co-

noi ic units involved in onetary transactinS. To avoid the possibility

of a resource loss durini; periods f h7 figh and var i abl e in flat ion , find i-

viduals become reluctant to enter into agreements which hind them for a

1/ For a rev or thCoreal l it era toreC and empiricAl oxprien c, ee
1d ind a n I ag of_ l a am a n Cont C Z I s: A S U rye V of LI f F '(-e f-o th f -Art s;,

World Bnk Stat-f Workig Paper No. 192, November 1974.
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long period of tl ime to finanial terms expressed in current prices. This
iith F r C wi I t d C evelc nti Of the F -incili L( r , es c ial Ily 7ith
the siuppl y of tcM loans becaue the n:t Ire of the commiiitmeit increases

the cbances of iicmurring a los. But die [rom tIs , there is a flight
from in'onetary trnnactions ad into various; forms of barter. Savers,
fearing an erosion in the value of money balances, prefer to hold real
estate, specie or even certain types of conmodities. Tn general, in-
flation interferes with the r'onetization of the economy; it retards the
financialization of savings and reduces the efficiency of the market
mechanism in the nobilization and the allocation of resources.

Policy_ptions

5. In the area of financial contracts, there are two possible ways
of coping with the problem of inflation. In each case, the idea is to
adjust the financial transaction so that it is more or less in step with

-the overall trend in prices.

6. One solution is a policy of variable interest rates. This-
would allow interest rates to vary with current and expected increase
in prices; in theory, it would protect both borrowers and lenders against
the consequences of changes in the rate of inflation. Variable rates are
a workable solution vhen the rate of price increase is fairly stable or
predictable and the market has the freedom to generate a rational interest

structure in the light of past experience and future expectations. How-
ever, available information indicates that Latin American countries with
high rates of inflation also tend to experience farly sharp fluctuations
in the annual rate of increase of prices and this variance would very
likely interfere with the markets' ability to arrive at a rational rate
structure.

7. Where inflation is high and variable, a second solution, i.e.
indexation, seems to be appropriate. Indexation preserves the real value
of contractual obligations by tying them to a price index, and it thereby
helps to avoid the anomalous situation, often found in LDCs, when real
interest rates go Covn in times of inflation and up in times of a price

dec inc. Such movements in real rates cannot he justified either in
terms of a demand management policy or as an allocntive mesure.

8. Since indexation reduces the riskiness of financial transactions
by safeguardi ng the indiiiu transac ter against losses due to uiforeseen
chane; in the pice level, it can have two ben eficiai reults. 1i rstl y,

fin:meil itcrmdraries can offer sLable post ive real interest rates on
savisn1thoih svailble evdence on th i8 roint }s lek. Tndcxation may

CLIecourage the f neEli:ation of sav- in s presently invested in renl assets
and the reby Cohlm' the efficJeency of reoniuce alloc ation. Theret Cm arC soime
indicttions o tuch a ift in Brzil., KOre and 1 rrin following the change
in interest rate policies , alithough the available evidence is far from bein,
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concl usive.

9. A secoind advantage of monetary correction is its impnet on
long term lending. At present, there is a marked paucity of on gterm
funds in the financial markets of the LDCs due to the traditional pref-
erences of lenders and the riskiness of lending long. This is especially
marked in the agricultural sector as has been pointed out in the Policy
Paper on Agricultural Credit (p. 16). For example, 757 of institutional
loans in Latin America and Africa are for two years or less while for
Asia, the figure is around 6 5%. Such squeezing of the maturity spectrum
nay have an adverse effect on those projects that are subject to long
gestation lags. If entrepreneurs have access only to short-tern loans,
the uncertainty of being able to roll over their loans may dampen their
willingness to undertake long-term investment. As long as financial
intermediaries are unable to cover themselves against the risks involved
in making term loans, and as long as they are constrained from charging

- an interest on their long-term commitnents, which is significantly dif-
ferent from that levied on short funds, they are unlikely to pursue
long-term lending with much enthusiasm. Indexation could help activate
this segment of the market by rationalizing the rate structure and pro-
tecting intermediaries from the so called decapitalization problem,
which is the erosion of the lenders capital base during times of rapidly
rising prices.

Country Experience with Indexation

10. A number of countries have experimented with monetary correc-
tion during the last thirty years, with Finland being among the earliest
to apply the concept. (See Table on page 7.) In most cases, a beginning
seems to have been made with the indexation of wage contracts and long-
term government bonds, the coverage being extended at a later stage to
social security benefits, private lending and recently to taxes.

11. Concentrating on the financial sector, it appears that the
2initiitive to index has usually been taken by the government and in
each cnse it has been motivated by the desire to increase the rate of
say ing in forms amendable to policy reuolation. A secondary and related
object i've has been to protect: the interest of small savers from lower
incoec groups ho normally lack inflation proof outlets for their saving.
Israel is one of the cou ntries which has used monetary correclti on by
1iui nilexed rv ernment brands frot-i as early asa 1948. Brazil adopted
this device in 1964. Since then Indexation has been extended to some
savins tistittio ns in both Brazil and Col (libii.

1/ L.L. Ness, Jr. , Financial Marketa Innovato Sen as a Devel ptent Strategy:
Init ial Result from th le Brazilian Experinice, FcOnti Devement 2md

Cturl__CI e,) Volu me 22, Nos . 3, April '1974. See Appn I I section
on Brazil Seeo also Ronnld I. McJiinon, Mone-ynmd Caitarl r IronoiC

Dera orm 1t Brookings 1971 for Korea ;nd. D. Lakdaval , inancia
'A t n Utrnt;f. 10) it Sui oi Sa 's for li at~
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12. What emer'es from the experience with the use of indexa tion as
a policy instrument is the following:

(a) Indexation has been used selectively for a limited range
of transactions to promote equity, resource moilization
by the government or resource mobilization and allocation
by financial institutions;

(b) Where indexation has been used for price stabilization, it
has been part of a package consisting of deflationary credit
and fiscal policies, price and wage controls and even direct

physical controls;

(c) Indexation rules have served multiple policy objectives.
The approach has been what may be called "discretionary
indexation," analogous to "dirty" floating of exchange
rates.

13. In the area of wage contracts, the government followed a rule of
adjusting nominal wages with reference to an estimate of future inflation.
In effect, this meant that wages were not indexed at all, and the wage
increase which waT granted depended more on government policy rather than
actual inflation.- This phase lasted from 1965 to 1968 at which point
the rule was changed permitting nominal ages to track the rate of price
increases more closely, but there was a return to discretionary indexation
as inflation accelerated in the early '70s. In the field of financial
contracts discretionary changes have tended to favour the borrower at the
cost of the lender. By only permitting a partial adjustment of the prin-
cipal or the interest rate the governmoent has engineered a transfer of
resources from one party to the other. It is doubtful whether discretionary
ind exation of wage contracts has made an appreciable impression on the pace
of inflation and until more eviderce is available it is impossible to assess
its impact on resource allocation.

1-/ The mechanics of Brazilian indexation are discussed at length by Albert
Fishlow. (Indexing Brazilian SLyle: Inflation without terrs? Brookcings
Papers on Econonics, No.l., 1974). le points out that "Brazilian wage
pol icy has proven virtually conltel y discret Tona ... as so hns most
of the Iest C f the syst em11 of monutary correctLion. Indexing was an
element of intervention and as such iwas subts tituted for other policies".



Summary of Countries' Exrerience of I(a)

I n v e s t m a n t
Social Security Benefits Govt. Private Other

Wage Pensions Other transfer Bonds Bonds Mortgazes Loans Rents Taxes

Argentina 1962- 1959-

Brazil 1964- 1964- 1964 1964- 1964- 1964-

Canada 1972- 1965- 1973- 1974

m Chile 1960s 1952

Colombia 1972-

Finland 1945-67 1957- 1956-67 1945-67 1953-67 1952-67 1952-67

Israel 1961- 1948- 1951- 1950s

(a) Table covers period up to end of 1974.

Source: National Institute Economic Review, 1975.
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Rationale for Indexation of Financial Contracts

14. Indexation is not costless. The manaeiient and accountilng of

contracts with a changing nomeraire har administra tive cots t, both for

individuals and for Institutions. However, these administrative problems

are not large and the additional expense seems like an insignificant price

to pay for a substantial expansion in the breadth and scope of the finan-

cial market. Since indexation is likely to be limited to the long end of .

the market, the cost of supporting the system would be relatively small.

15. A more important problem is the difficulty of persuatdi'g the

government. The indexing of financial transactions not only -increases

the burden of financing the national debt, but it also reduces the sub-

sidy long enjoyed by businesses with access to institutional loans subject

to fixed interest rate ceilings. The government is usually under pressure

from these businesses to continue with the subsidy but at the sane time it

cannot ignore the distortions arising from inflation and its own arbitrary

pricing policies. If inflation cannot be controlled, indexation may be

an attractive way of injecting a degree of rationality into the pricing

system. There is very little reason to believe that indexation will

interfere with the governent's ability to subsidize particular groups.

Even if a number of transactions within the economy are subject to in-

dexation, the government can still channel resources wherever desired

through tax and subsidy devices.

16. Of course, the more moderate the rate of inflation and the more

flexible the financial system --- implying both variability of interest

rates and institutional diversity -- the less will be the attraction of,

or the need for indexation. But those countries experiencing high rates

of inflation in a milieu of pegged nominal interest rates and fragTmented

financial institutions, indexation of contracts may help to revive the

financial sector.

17. Can indexing succeed if it is adopted by, say, longterm

financial institutions but net by those engaged in short-term trans-

act ionsa? Such a regime would be created if, for example, th government

decreed that deposits rnd loans abve a certain maturity be idexed. A

parallel system of indexed long-term nrcd nou-indecxed short-terr Fnancial

contracts would come into Cxstence. Sneh a systems liokely to prove

beneficial to the economy. The error an forecast iing inflation over the

short period is small; the short dur t reduces its impact so that

the cosL and nuiiisace of indexa tion m''ay exceed the beicf its. To the

extent savers forego indexeo long-tern uneatrNentN u f-or of greater

liqiuidity acoipanied by uneative returns, this \il J hi the reiult of

conulejos choice rather than the unzil a1 ity of :iP Cd in in

And on the bor rowers' side, rhe opt ion wou ld ie to p t 1 on"- i m i in3n nc i ng

at a ct abl cost oCi go Lhreec the uncev La in t es of oinr e'r short-

term lonolls at : var: ible c t thce: e is to Inin the >acks have

aniunetn tive to borprow short and ln! ci. , Th i; ia d by (le-

posicors vho iave- no better altoerat an 1 bE a i do nt

mind tbe shmutness of r so ls as rest i ;nt ernest rna t-s are
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negat i . By eIItmi;: t, t he idexed ant F, a f r (I1Oh'l W nidt I
encourn ' e banks to di ffer ent ite hbeten soliert and 1 on g-ter e rkets in
finan cial resources; aind this would contribute to econolmic development.

18. The next question is whether or not indexing can succeed if
it is adopted only by some long--term financial institutions but not by
others. If the institution which adopts indexing is already dominant
in the long-term market for iTdustrial or agricultural funds, the chances
are tb-it the new policy will be a success, unless the government lends
its support to nIm-indexed coiiet itor institutions . Assuming that the
government accepts indexaLion as a part of its policy framework, the
"indexing institution" will he able to expand its loanable funds, unless
statutory restrictions on institutional savers prevent them from purchasing

the newly created financial instrument. Existing borrowers of the "in-
dexing institution" are unlikely to switch to rival long-term sources to
any large extent. By definition, rival banks are small in size and can-
not accomodate many new clients. Also, indexing does not raise real
interest charges; it simply prevents borrowers from reaping a windfall
gain. The "indexing institution! will pick up those new borrowers who
are attracted by the availability of long-maturity funds at real interest

rates which remain lower than expected rates of return on their invest-
ments.

19. Partial indexing in the long-term market can succeed but there
is nothing inevitable about this outcome. If the "indexing institution"

does not have a large share of the market, if government does not accept
it as a policy instrument or if there is co llusion between rival banks
and key businessmen, the introduction of monetary correction may not
survive for long.

Evaluation of Present World Bank Policy

20. From the stand point of the overall economy of the borrower
country, all World Bank Crou lans and credits are in fact indexed to
the extent that changes in the rate of exchange are a proxy for the rate
of inflation. This follows from[ the World Bank Group policy of denominat-
ing its loans in terms of foreign currencies. In other words, either the
goernient or the in termeda inst itl ion or the sub-borrowers bear the
cost -- in terms of local currency --- of any oxchang e rate devaluation

vis a vis the forei an cur rency in which 1 the World B;nh bas provided the
loan.

21. As ren; rdsa the on-1]''in o1 rtions of the World Bank through
financial, lust ito ,,i oIs, two types of index in practice can e di s tin-

guishcd :

(a) Loan to sub-borrowers are denominated in foreign
exchange. This applies to a substantial segnen of
DFC loans and credits.

(b) Ex-;'lie it tindexaI ion oF th- riincipal olf th;e sub--ms,
Jind'1 te to: the pric: of rpocifi& commod ties or
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some price midices, the exchnge rate or a colbinl-
ti on of the three. This applies to 16 of the act ive
agrIcultural project 7oans in the Latin Amterica and
the Caribbean Region. (Details are given in the
Appendix.)

1/
22. In the case of on-] ending through the DF1 exchange risks
were assumed by the sub--borrowers in 15 of the 50 cases. In the rest,
the risk was assumed by the government (17), bv the Central Bank (5) or
shared by the governments and the sub-borrower (13). This contrasts
with on-lending in agriculture, where except for the 11 projects in
Latin America which included explicit indexation formulae, the exchange
risks have always been assumed by the government or public agencies. In
terms of the volume of commitments, the indexed agricultural l6ans amount
to $217 million as compared to the total WBG agricultural credit opera--
tions of 516 billion by the end of June 1975.

23. Although the assumption of the exchange risk by the sub-borrowers
from the DFCs is a form of indexation, the major concerns which led to the
evolution of this practice were not so much to make allowance for the effect
of inflation on financial contracts; rather, the principle of keeping the
financial intermediary immune from the risks of exchange rate alignments
was the dominant factor. This meant that the exchange risk had to fall
either on the sub-borrower or on the government (or Central tank). With
lending rates of DfCs being pegged in many countries, the sub--borrowers
were usually in a position to cover such risks. Furthermore, as a prac-
tical matter, governments have frequently been prepared to accept the
transfer of the foreign exchange risk to the ultimate borreer, even when
they were reluctant to accept reasonable approximation1  to market rates
of interest on term loans payable in local currencies.--

24. Sixteen loans made by the Bank include indexation clauses as
mentioned above. Nine of these loans are for livestock and two are for
agro-industries and the ccnstruction of grain facil ities. During the
first half of 1976 five Iri nd eed loans were made to Brazil - one each for
the inistrial sector, tbc t ransport sect or, two for the constrIuction of
rater supply and sewasge fc I ities and one for niutri-ion. All the loans
have been made in the Latin America and Caribbean Reg ion. Indexing in
these operations his been of an expcrincntal nature. An explicit policy

1/ On-lending through the DC, was $2.8 billion by the end of June 1975,
representing ahout 50% of total WBG lending to the is ial Sector.

2/ A table presented in tiiePI-C po] -paper Ann ex 6 idit:s that there
iS no apparent co0rl .;n between the proceduc\re- used for allocating
e xc1 ge riskl and the average rate of inflation dring the previous
five years.
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with reapec t to the circumstane r::nder which e indeve t lon wil be a;ppl ied
and the types of in(Iera tion to idot has not -vet evolved. The praimat ic
;pproach adopted in LIe case of the agr ci u ltural loant has been to press
for indexation if at the time of the apprai.sal or negotiation the animal
rate of inflation was set at 8 percent or above. Two loans have been
indexed through a "trigger mechanism" which requires that loans be indexed
if and when a specified inflation rate is reached. In all cases;, index-
ing is applied to the principal with the interest payments ca-Icilated at
adjusted values of the principal. The price indices used were various
combinations of beef and wool prices, cost of living indices and the
exchange rate. (See Appendix I for details.)

25. Whereas the assiumption of the devaluation risk by the sub--
borrowers from the DFCs was conceived originally as making economic and
admimistrative sense in the environment of low interest policies for
term lending, the introduction of indexation in Bank agricultural leans
has been prompted from the start by an overall policy objective to ensure
that all sub-loans of Bank/IDA funds carry a meaningful interest rate in
an inflationary environment. This is probably why indices other than
the foreign exchange rate have been experimented with in these agri-
cultural loans. The difference in the rationale behind the exchange
risk provisions in on-lending by TFCs and the indexed aigricultural. loans
is also reflected in the fact that whereas only the foreign financed
component of DFC lonns was linked to exchange rates, in the case of the
agricultural. projects the objective was to index the total project lend-
ing ineluding use of own resources by the financial institutions - although
this objective was not always accomplished.

26. The Bank's experience in the impl]ementation of indexed loans over
the past eight years is not easy to assess. Because of frequent changes
in the terms of indexed loans, their impact has varied and it is doubtful
whether it can be measured without a very large research effort. Of the

six countries which have received indexed loans, only three appear to be
seriously committed to the system, these being Uruguay, Argentina and
Brazil. Each of them;; has experienced double digit inflation in the recent

past and the trend is expected to continue during the next few 'ears.
Brazil has the additlonal incntive of having developed the inderation
system to a point where it is idely accepted, and to a degree understood.
The th ee rema i ning: countries - livia, Peru, Paragyin - are putting their
faith on anti-ilo ionary fical and monetary policifes.

27. There is a striki fn;omity in both the res onses of borrower s
to the indexation of loans and in te c'arts of government try i to
achievc a workable compromle. In every case where :indexa tier lhas been
incorporate0d Jr ito the loan igres the adjumt is determined by the
iovemenmts5 in on e of the o rfrce ndices, us-u.ly, tie Contsumer Price
Index and a composite id Con'trueted io beef and wool prices. 11e
Index :hich i s actuialy used i t he one which- register; a lower rate of
price nrs Through this and oftir d '('0s governmets hnve sought
to csC the tern' Kfired to the final borr1wer and i the poer-ts have
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reduced the e fe;cts of in d exaiLi on on t ie inte orrest rnte and ther ebv II e
bencFit r aS itccri ;n t I t in e. n c'y' TiC' . Th!ese menures hive 11n i
re spouse to he strenuouis opposi tior th i Andexnt ion hns ar;ed .ong

farmers who are ised to subs idized lonus, exccr:sIvely cnscious of the
uncertainty which monetary correction introduces as regards the repay-
ment of the loan, and powerful enough to force the government to soften
the conditions of the loan.

A Frame for Future Bank Policy

8. While the experience of the Baink, as far as indexed loans are
concerned, indicates the need for continuing study and evaluation, in-
dexation does seem to be an appropriate policy instrument for countries
which have to live with inflation and at tie same time implement a
broadly based policy of economic development.

29. Which countries: For the large category of countries with
low and relatively stable rates of price increase, the need for indexa-
tion is limited, perhaps, to social security payments. A second cate-
gory would include countries such as Brazil where inflation has averaged
around 30% over the last two years. The government is determined to
bring dom the rate of price increase and in the meantime provide some
measure of protection for income shares and the saving investment pro-
cess. In these countries, indexation would serve a dual purpose: as
a surrogate incomes policy and as a means of rationalizing the financial
sector while inflation is being brought under control. For the third
group of countries which have a long history of high and variable rates
of inflation and where the government is disinclined to take the harsh
measures needed to dampen infla tionary pressures, indexation can serve
a useful function in safeguarding the saving-investment process.

30. However, it is difficult to identify countries in the second
and third groups. Recent experience (1 973-75) is hardly any guide; for
practically every country in the world wan caiirght in the throes of double
digit inflation. One cannot extrapolate recent price trends into the
future and thereby separate couiitr ies into those in wh ilh inflation is
expected to be scr ions and the rest. The 1project ions contained in the
recent CPls for a l arge Tenuber of countr ies in:diS cate hat in flat ion is
likely to he a problcm'r in some countrfiec -- Argont inna, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
Syria, Yugoslavia, Urunuay, Turkey and Kfore. (See 'Tabl e IV, Annex I,
for information on tih p oted rate of inflation; and Table V, Annex II,
on proposed Bank 1nding tIo these countries over the next five rears.)
Several of these c r1 1is hmv- r-roduced indexation slohee andl re in
a posit ion to c-xtcid the scope of thos: msures siould the need ;'rise.
So far, Yuyos1nvia, Syria, Turkey and Kor ea ina ve not exijeriented ith
indextion cbut they (an, perhaps, he cura1ed to cns1id4 er its tpl ica-
tion in the future.

31- Which Intdcc: Not on] have rul-lo ans throti1h the D7Cs been
linlkd to the foref exebme into, but the foregn exchange rate has
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als0 1ee tW 1d0 as [an JIndex forY adjuistii t he principal on a Few gi'ii-
cul tural I onns' Use of the exch:re rate has the distinct
advantaugo of providiug a firm niu erical 1 h;is for ad justitent. lowever
the link between domesst ic inrliation and exchange rate may he weak <hte
to various reasons such as capital movements and the lack of congruence
between the prices of traded goods and the price level in general. On
the other hand, exchange rate would be affected by changes in the pur--
chasing power of other currencies as well as by changes in purchasing
power of the domestic currency. Even with these qualifications, the
exchange rate can he a good proxy for price inflation, particul arly
where rate changes take place frequently.

32. However, when exchange rate adjustments are infrequent in an
economy experiencing high rates of inflation, the timing of large adjust-
ments introduces uncertainty into investment decisions. As prices rise,
the over--valuation of the country's currency gets larger whil e the prob-
ability of devaluation increases. The reaction of the borrowers to these
two uncertainties -- the timing of the devaluation and the trend of 'in-
flation _- will affect the timing of their investments. Further, sudden
large adjustment creates a cash squeeze -- an abrupt increase in the
liabilities of the businesses. For these reasons, in such a context the
foreign exchange rate should not be used as a basis for indexation.

33. If it can be assumed that the various countries which apply the
concept of monetary correction will adhere to a system of floating rates
over the foreseeable future, the exchange rate can be used to index all
transactions; this practice would have the additional advantage of cffec-
tively passing on the exchange risk to the sub-borrowers. However, if
the assumption is invalid, it would be preferable to treat at least local
currency transactions; separately so as to avoid the problems arising from
large, discrete exchange rate adjustments. Probtly the optimal procedure
in such a situation would0 be to index all loans with respect to a ceneral
domestic price indcx and deal separately with the cxchmnge risk. Exchange
risk in this case would disappear or at least be !smaller than what it would
he wit hout indexatVion of _all loans, and it Piay become possible for the
gcvenment or the Centlral Bank to bear it by charging a small fcc to the
sub-borrowers

34 . A genural prniice indexc with a wi doecoverage may be tihe ons t appro-
priate bai wUth '''ch Ao nh th princ pal of finac I i a contracts. lt
is not appjropriate to u e 1' specific commodiy or sectoral price indices
because the mi 'n purpos e of "-netahry~ correc tion isC to 'neut ralise the ever-
a]_] im o' ion ( n fn'anca 1 ent rIcts, inthout mntererinr' with
relativpric o n et r y1 1 correcti o b on sp ecif i cof-mmo] iti esn ou 7l
tend to tor itetIi UtcturCs, aInd thus to 'iSallocate re-
sources.

35. T I ac re cole a rr se r t howeve-, relatre to the technisally
'e-fe ctiv'ye na~turen of mral pr! ( C indices, mnd due to th( fears that these
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indices can be tairmpered with for political reasons, Whore there are
s(ver)1 indices, the choi cc be.t weei them Il so pre sent a prob em. If
the principle that indexing Ohold be hasod on the general price index
is accepted, the quest ion of which index quali tfies for this role be-
comes an empirical one and has to be studied in the country context.
In most circumstances, it may he useful to smooth the curve of price
changes as reflected by price indices so that the year to year fluctua-
tions are limited in favor of a wore lon1¶7 teri trend.

36. In the case of more open economies which are vulnerab le to
price shocks emanating from abroad, it may be necessary to adopt a dis-
cretionary approach a la Brazil where the index is adjusted so as to
net out sudden changes in the prices of traded commodities due to un-
foreseen circumstances in the world economy or natural calamities.

37. Since the idea is to take account of a resource loss experi-
enced by the economy, it might be preferable to use a wage index where
one is available, which may reflect more closely the changes in real
purchasing power, rather than a CPI that has to be arbitrarily adjusted

whenever the situation demands.

38. Modality of Negotiation: The question of indexation should be
discussed by the Bank with member governments at the macro and sectoral
levels before it is taken up in the context of individual projects.
Chances of success are much greater if indexation is applied across the
board In the long-term credit market than if it is applied pieemeal in
the cont ext of specific projects or specific institutions. it nust be
recognized that the Bank is likely to be the only international financier
urging in dexation. Unless there is genuine understanding on the part of
the borrower about: the virtues of monetary correction, there Js not much
prospect for the application of this technique. The borrower by be ahl e

to switch to othei internatiooal lenders if the Bank applies pressure on
this issue. (The conditions -or the success of partial indexnt ion are
discussed on pp. 9-10.)

39. In its di ;;Alogue wit h countries likely to experience double
digit iiflation, the Bank shou1 d ephasiso dhe desirabill ty of applying
indexation t all md ium arid long-r t e f inancial instrumnts for ving
rmoilization ats ell as allocation, In addition, the Bank, is interested
in Ihe vi11ility of the DFCs and other institutions that di-burse Bank
Joans. From a lor --terml pint f view, the succe.ss of 1th Bank ' policy
towards these in.titions muot b judoO from tho pon of vice oF the
l atteors enpacity to funetion of ectivl oeven whlen the Bamnk'sv nupport
Is e thdrm at noe ru. turther, their dominance in I ara of

medium nd lontorm cret t a large n;rThLr of countr'ies makos it more
lihely that the isle:xation exprimenit i! succeed. Vinally, if those
instt uo inns lin one try co rrIctin to a oeneraTl price _idex a11 or a
greater part Iof theo change ri sIh would be hoorine by i t s borroers
a separnate irvis on or exchange risk VoId therefore nt I ni cessary.
(See 0 Isc-usz;n On p. -1 2.)
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10. If the governt! are peritaded to accept such policy masures,

they aure likely to adopt t em al forT) ot0h e a n l ]oo-t em fa nciAl

instrumentls like satvin deposits nd 'overnmett londs as; a resutlt of either

their dialogue wiLh the Bank or the doemonstrat ion effect of the experiment

with indexation carried out by the long-term credit insti itut ions.

41. If a country is unwilling to index all financial instruments of-

long-term credit institutions associated with the Lank, but is nersuaded

to ind1 ex a sub-set of the medium and long-term 1oans (like tie sub-loans

of the Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptable second best

alternative and the Bank could then proceed with the indexatuon of its

sub-loans.

42. If, however, a country cannot be persuaded to adopt monetary

correction or other appropriate interest rate policies even at a sectoral

or sub-sectoral level, it would be counter-productive for the Bank to

insist on the indexation of its sub-loans; such insistence is unlikely

to assist either in the wider diffusion of the technique or help the

cause of economic efficiency. Tn such situations, when the response to

the Bank's suggestions is entirely negative, it may become essential for

the Bank to review and reconsider its loan operations and program in the

country concerned.

Annex 1: World Bank loans Sbie ct to IndHeation and Country
Experience viti Indexstaion

43. Argentina has received only a single agricultural loan from the

LBank which contains an index-ing clause. This has beci for the Balcarce

Livecstock Projoect (505-AR) aind was signed on July 31 , 1967 but the first

indexed sub-1oan was made c in September, 1973. According to the terms of

the contrict the sub--loin balances ore adjusted on the basis of increases

in the cost-ol- iving index or the index of catt a prices, whichever is

the l ower for each mouth, with interecst charged at 6% per annuil on adjusted

blance. Idi res used ore: (a) index of the cost-of-living in the federal

capi tal provi - byn the 1r iRonal Inst itute of Ce-s-nsus and Stitist ics; and

(b) prices of cattle in tihe M1arket of Liniers. Therefore, the reference

i ndl ex i s a mosite one and althougi cumlantive is always es than eitlher

of the two basic nAics. Tie Balcarce project ha s had i shar of prob--

le-i-s. During 'heb last few months there has been i ni rncreas - n the prs
of finished steers vitout a contiserato increane in those of feeder stAeri

rk'teod by preCt benciai . c Evei tlhough tis ht had little im-act

oni the adjutit factor, Ifrmers are beg in nin to cxpress rservaltion

regarding 1he ue of 1nea1tion1 nd er-e his been a decline :II ti 11)pl 1ca-

t ion s fr new oS.

4.e ArentTirs have been exnpcriinnt:ng with i-he indexation of

go'';) enent baud; over' a lon periodI of ti r-e extening ac far back as 1962,

sen tht,e 'Nat it] ]cccery handc hcers ae non interest of 7% were used
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with the pr-incipa l adjusted with reference to an index of gold prices.

Even earlier than this, in 1957, the State Petroleum Enterpriso had

floated bonds with a twenty year aturity, linked to an index based

upon company productivity and changes in the salaries of company em-

ployees.

45. The governtient has continued to issue indexed bonds dun the

sce-nties but it was only in March 1975 that indexing was used in the

banking sector, when the National Bank of Savings and Securities offered

its customers monetary correction for deposits that are not transferable

for one year. Indexed credit has also become important in the area of

housing finance through the National Mortgage Bank and more recently

throug.h the mortgage branches of conmercial hanks. The adjustment pro-

cedures are rather complicated. There is some differentiation of terms

according to income clans with only a portion of the principal being

subject to monetary correction. Furthermore, although the index is

based on construction costs the actual adjustment cannot exceed 80% of

the change in basic salaries of workers and officials in the industrial

sector. This is how the scheme exists on paper; however, the actual

experience of the mortgage bank indicates that indexing is not automatic.

The administration of indexing is highly flexible, with the authorities

deciding the time and the extent of the adjustment.

46. Indexation has gotten off to a slow start in Argentina, with

experimentation proceeding on a small scale on many fronts. There still

appear to be many misgivings as to its application on a larger scale in

the financial sector.

Brazail

47. So far the Bank has made eight loans to Brazil which are subject

to indexation. They are the following:

Brazillivstock_(516-Im) igned Sent emweor_ 23 19(67 r6-iin ally, sunb-loans

we to be subecot to noetary correcCtion based on the de x of cot t e

prices or cal.Ltb/wool prices as ptblished by tho Cetilino Vargas Foundati on

(subj ect to a deduction of ten p oints from the price index for each year

of the grace period). An intcrest rate of 14% was to ho applied on the

norSinal halnce ottAdig Ths conditions appeared to) onerous to

potent]ia subal -borrow anid, in 7y -1 970, agreemit was .es ched1 whereby
sub--borrower were r ee the fol owlig al t e t ves (E ) under It he

original ii ndig e L e n , :1 decrea se i 0 tlie fDoiO 1nTOeTest rate from

14% to 122; or (b) an intoerest of 6% on I he principaL fully i e;ed

by either tie cat t.le or c( teI.1 price inde1 o the index of the Cent-ral

llank official selling eiro/dolar exchan e rote. Tater, in mTun 7 19/1

tie Baik and the CoverInnsenita areed that whatwer ajt; en t ade in ub-

loan princIpal wouil not exceed I he extent of Snflati on a. ieasureri hy the

general pre in dx fo the periot.. Sobsequtly, in du i 972, another
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revision in sub-]Iending term1s was a greed upon to ;implify sb-ending
term s and correct certain prob]lems ih; ichl had c-it emred. All sub-loans
made after that date were subject to correction according to changes in
the IS Dollar rate for cruzeiros, witli interest on the adj usted prin--
cipal at 7-1/4%. Tt was also agreed that, if at any time the increase
in the general price index exceeded the rise in the US Dollar/cruzeiro
exchange rate by more than 7-1/4%,- the Bank and the borrower would agree
to a new indexing system in order to assure that the indexing system
would not result in negative real interest rates. The revised system
adopted in July 1.972 also provided for the elimination of the lags which
had existed in the previous systems in applying indexing during the early
part of the grace period; and for the correction of the previous practice
of calculating interest on the unadjusted, rather than the adjusted, prin-
cipal during the grace period.

Brazil Grain Storage_ (857--BR) signed_September 27, 1972: The principal of
this Jean was to be adjusted throughout the life of the loan in accordance
with variations in the US dollar selling rate for cruzeiros of the Central
Bank at 7-1/2% per annum. In September 1974 the Bank and the borrower
agreed to revise the indexing system so that the principal of loans made
after that date w old be corrected according to the ORTN index, with an
interest rate of 5% on the adjusted principal. This made the sub-lending
teris generally consistent with terms offered by official lending inst i-
tutions for agro-industries and other industries. However, in order to
spur what it felt was a serious lagging in the deve]opment of grain storage
facilities, the Government created in April. 1975 a naw grain starage credit
line. The new line offered unindexed loans with nominal i.ntere rate
ranging between 8% and 15%. Hence, de imind for indexed credit d eclined
sharply and the uncormitted balance of the Bank loan (about 20%) was can-
celIle in October 1975.

Brazi -nt erirl Second Livestock (868-BR) signed Docme 19, 1972: Monetr y
correct-ion of the princip throughout the life of th loan was to be iii
prop ortion to the changes in the US dollar rate for cruzeiros of the Cential
Bank th1- interest of 7-1/11 being charsed on the adjusqted principal. How-
ever, as t he combined effect of internal and exterinal inflaticii patterns
and the rate of cango in the US dollar/cruzeiro xcha (e rate began to
c aus thlie ared indexing system to result in negatitive retl interest rates,
the Bauk proposod to the Braz il. ians the geer al adption in the livestock
sector of a syst which woiiuld result in ore prodi Actab intcr ct rates --
i.e., 5% interest, aftcor OMN correction of principcl. The Br-zilians did
not agree, resulting in the lank's withdraw1 from active consider-tion of
a thirdC litioc loan. Subsequently, toe Coerot created ith1 its own
funds a new II its tC7 crodi .t program it L noin 1 in t r ate e about
15%, withouliu t ox tosat monetairy c-orrection of nrincipal (terms viich are
sin r to other aricultur1l l g An il). It also agreed to aL lo
pcr1p nnt, and iancing Ct t hes nOew ems, nof a]i the sub-ltn; maide
fromt ih procced; o- the two Ba nk loan-. At; a result, part ial cancelli-
tion oF Loan 868-i and accelerated repayment ot bti iak loni; are planned
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Br __A;'ro-Tns ist ri es ff_ ) si nel Ansf: A1 197: Under ihe tnitin1

agreant sub-loIns carry ;-, intcrest rate of 5% pl us ndjustimient based on

the National Trensury-Bond (OFTN) price. But in October 1975, in line
with the Government's desire to encourage investments in several of the

relatively less developed states participating in the project, the Banl

and the Governmlent agreed to lower the interest rate to 3% (after ORTN

correction of principal) for beneficiaries in 4 states, retaining the
5% rate for the others.

48. These loans were all in the agricultural sector, but during the
past year there have been a number of loans to other sectors: in the
industrial sector, Loan 1206-iR, ($85 million) of March 1, 1976, for the
BNDE (National Economic Develonment Bank) development banking project,
provided for sub-londing to small- and medium-size industries, with the
c-ruzeiro-denominated sub-loans indexed according to the ORTN (National
Treasury Bond) price and with interest rates of 3% for beneficiaries in
the less develog ed North and Northeast regions, 5% in the Center-South
and 6% in Sao Paulo. These terms are standard for all of BNDE-financed
small- and medium-size industry operations channelled through state and
regional development banks. Also, the nutrition loan ($19 million)
approved June 22, 1976 includes financing for BNDE's special food pro-
cessing loans to be extended with interest rates of 3Z after ORTN in-
dexing of principal. In the transport sector, Loan 1207-BR ($55 million)
of March 1, 1976, for the BrIDE secondary and feeder road project provided
for sub-lending to states or to Tim-unicinal consortia, with the cruzeiro-
denominated sub-loans indexed according to the ORTN price and with interest
rates varying from 4% to 7% depending on the state concerned (the lower
rates applying to relatively less developed areas). In the water supply
and sewerage sector, Loan 1009-BR ($36 million) of June 17, 1974, and a
second loan (of $40 million) approved July 6, 1976 to help finance through
the National Hoiusing Bank (ENI) sub-projects in the Tinas Gernis state
water supply and sewerage program provide for cruzeiro-denominated sub-
loans to the state water company at a rate-s of interest of 4%. (plus various

foes amountig t to about 2%) with principal subject to full monetary cor--
rection to changes in the general price index. This is consis-
tent with BNH's practice in all of its water sli J' and severage lending
to fully correct the principal of sub-loans accordin g to the general price

index nd then to charge in terest rates' ringing from 2% to 7%, depending

on the relative stage of Cevelopment of the state concerned.

49. A i eF sketch of 11h razilian experiece :is useful. Tnde xin 
was -introduced iii 1'64 and aplied liti1v to tovemt bond a witi
maturi ties ranging from 2 to 5 years. Th principal was revvlned quarter ly
with reference to t he Whole Cale Price Tndv16ex; ani1d the 0rest a paid on
the revalued sum. Since then Over a hndred lau and irapIle1entinn dce:s

1_/ From Deceiibc 1972 utilMarch 1974 te index used coi ea movin'g
aiveraige of inflait ion durn' Vte previous three Months; with aforecast

of inflation e-pec Id ding the n'ixt x A :9 per e it weht wast
ssi gned to tll- two ped. In Mairch 1976 the Iights ere chianewod

to 80 per: (c't for past inlflation ;nd?2 per cent pr thbe oxpectled

inceii ~in prices.
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have extended the system to embrace many orher areas of the finnuicial svst cm and
sectors of the econony. Revaluant'lon is widely applied to capita] assets and
property values and incomes are readjusted for tax purposes. But indexing i; con-
strained by other policy objectives and a simile 1.00% link with prices has not
always been used. In fact, indexing as appl ted to wage contracts has been dis-
tinctly regressive and has had little direct effect on the rate of inflation.1/
A decline in the latter during the early '70s was more the result of an active
fiscal and monetary policy. Tn fact, the only visibleo positive iat of indexing:
has been the growth in non-monet ary financial assets. Although even here it is
fifficul t to isolate tie net increase since there has been a subet itition of in-
dexed financial assots -- such as bonds and bank drposits -- for those unt sub' ct
to monetary correction. What makes the Brazilian system so complex and from the
purist's viewpoint a little unsatisfactory is the coexi stence of different pro-
cedures for indexing and the absence of a universal coveragle. For instance, the
private sector has strenuously resisted indexation because business firms are un-
prepared to bear the risks and consequently financial intermediaries have been
reluctant to offer indexed deposits. Commercial banks which use monetary correction
on time deposits practice a form of preindexing by tying their adjustment to a pro-
jected rate of price increase which usuallv errs in the direction of conservatism.
From December 1972 until March 1.974 and atain since Jue 1976 the correction offered
on government bonds is also based upon projections which systematically underestinate
the true Increase in prices so as to control the rise in real incones and thercbv
diminish inflationary pressures. The VIM which remains the cornerstone of the in-
dexing system gives a low weight to housing and expenditure on public utilities,
whose prices have been freed, and it neglects services that account for apnroxitiately
half the consumption expenditure of the population. Thus, it is 1 ikelv that the WPI
grossly underestimates the true imatgnitude of the price rise. Another examioe of the
anomalies, which abound within the system, is tie treatment of mortgae loans. 'hese
were subjected to monetary correction at an early stage, but government eseed full
correction so as to encourage home oviersh:p". fowever, the large number of dfarul ts

persuaded the authorities to switch to the technique of equal amortization as against
the earlier procedure of equal total. payment . Finally beginning in 1975 cash sub-
sidies further alleviated the burden of mortgage payments.

50. After 11 years of operation the indexation systbm in Brazil is still in the
throes of change and this affects the Bank loans that arc: subject to indexation. In

May 1975, for instance, the ORT1 and the IoTN cattle price index which had served as
the basis for adjustment for soe time weas overshadowed b a svst em of monetary cor-
rection based on changes in the doliar-cruzeio rate. According to the Brazilians
use of the ORTN inderlcx made World Bank loans urneompretitive against funds available
from the Eiurn--ol lIar market and it became diff (1 iCult to find horroet'rs who weire ore-
pared to pay thill hieh interest cost when lonans with 5 t o 6 vear marturities coul d be
ohtaiied from oti rirces at I07 i-rt

51. The contoirs of the agireement, presently be.i ng worked out, caln he dencied
in the folowing w;y. The cru1zeirno is to b 'egged to the actna 1 asket of currenci ers
disbur. e'd by tie _u , end tme nominl rate of int aeest is to be f ixed at 107.
rates o -iAnflation of' tCe ordr of 25% per annm im Brnazl and 8' in tho le-ndii no coin.-
tries, along with continuous wdstnmnt of the c ruzeir n t correct for the discreinanc,

1/ See Fnil ow, op. cii'.
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t I no Tin r:t w bi( o,- 27% will tie real rate would be 27. This i a re-
dict in from real rates of 5% and 6% that were being recommended in the past.

~'t n1¼ 5 tho bUih enf have moved furthor away from the goal of an ontimal
r en1 r.aTe : in it totr ' a non-nerative rate that is politically tolerable.

TIh a Ik l iuon indesx linking as a device for restoring the vigor of the
narket mechanism by offsetting the distributional and allocational distortions
which arise from unanticipated inflation. Secondly, it wishes to enhance the
viability of financial intermediaries. This is also partly the vi> of the
Brazilian Government but the latter is also concerned with the feedhnek effect
of monetary correction on inflation and the cost of government borrowing and
therefore prefers to apply the system both flexibly and selectively instead of
instituting a procedure for automatic indexation covering the entire economy.

52. Indexation is a part of the stabilization policy because it is easier
to apply than an outright price freeze. TI-e most recent modifications should
soften the feedback effect and reduce the cost of government borrowing. Once
again the objective is to prevent earnings regulated by indexed contracts from
growing in line with the inflation by modifying the price index so as to exclude
those increases which are due to accidental occurrences such as the oil price
hikes or the frost, that recently damaged the coffee crop. Given the system's
complexity, the frequent changes and the existence of segments within the economy
not subject to indexing, it is doubtful whether monetary correction has helped
the cause of efficient resource allocation although it might conceivably have
raised the level of investment.

53. Indexing is used more widely in Brazil than in any other country, but
the system still has many gaps. In particular the lending to the agricultural
sector is not subject to monetary correction apart from the loans made by the
Bank. Discussions with the Brazilians spanning a period of eight years indicate
that they are unwilling, to extend indexing to the entire sector and are anxious
to dilute the indexing procedure applied to the Bank loans so as to enlarge the
subsidy element.

Urnuguay

54. The Bank has made five livestock loans to TrguaY of which the first
245-UJR was signed on Deceiber 30, 1959. The disbursemcnt of the loans is
handled by the Livestock Fund whlich was estaboished by the Central Bank in
1958. The resources obtainecd from the hank plus some con tribut ions made by
the Government are made nnilable to the farmers tbrough the Bank of the Re-

public (BRDU) which is the only participatino hank. The Central Ban] 's ioans
to the BROU are made a1aist docurents for sub--ioans to ranchers at interest

rates that pe1it U1 to get a srread of 27 over the indl exed principal to
COvCr the ad(1itrative expenses. Of the subsequent loans - 69-UR, 81-6-1R,
940-1R and ill66-TR tie most er-ecent 1y agreed t erIs for the latter three are
outlined below.
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Uruguay Fourth Livestock (816-UP) signed April 26, 1972 (First Stago):
Sub-loan balances are subject to monetary correction not later than April
30 in each year on the average increase in the beef and wool ranch-gate
price index for the J2-month period ended on October 31 in the preceding
year, furnished by Banco Central; subject to the adjustment not exceeding
that which would have resulted had the monetary correction been based on
the increase in the cost-of-i'ing index of the Ministerio de Econoic Y
Finansas for the corresponding period. Loans made to farmers with hold-
ings of Jess than 400 hectares are adjusted by only 50% of the increase
in the applicable index. Interest is charged at 11% per annuron the
adjusted principal.

Uruguay Fourth Livestock 940-UR signed October 25, 1973 (Second Stage)
Sub-loan balances are subject to monetary correction in the same way as
First Stage sub-loans except that all sub-loans are subject to full.
indexing. Interest rates applicable to the corrected loan principals
are as follows: (a) 3% per annum in the case of sub-borrowers operating
holdings covering in the aggregate up to 250 hectares; (b) 6% per annum
for sub--borrowers operating holdings in excess of 250 hectares but not
exceeding 400 hectares and (c) 8% per annum for sub-borrowers operating
holdings exceeding 400 hectares.

Uruguay Fifth Livestock Project Loan No. 1166-UR sigrned Octber 15, 1975:
All sub-loans are subject to full indexing and the interest rates charged
are the same as in the Fourth Livestock Loan (Second Stage). The sub-
loans are adjusted on April 30 of each year by applying an index con-
structed by adding to the value of the index at the end of the previous
year the lo-er of the percentage increase in (a) the average cost-of-
living index for the 12 months ending on October 31 of the immediately
preceding year compared with the average for the previous 12 months,
(b) the average price of 41.6% ikg of live weight of beef and 5.2 kg of
wool during tia 1.2 months ending on October 21 of the immediatel pre-
ceding yea: as conpared to the aver-age for the previous 12 months. Re--
payment terms of sub--loans reflect the ability of the inv estment to
service the dobL. Terms range from 5 to 10 years and include grace
periods of up to 5 years. If the indexing system (100% adjustwent for
all sub--onus) were applied to sub-](o'ann made in 1969 wlLh terms of
seven years including' two years race, the real interc-:t rate obtr-ine d
would hiave raned btueen -2' and -8%. It should becognized tiwt this
is not a bad performnce compared to other Ta V in Amer i can countrir, tihore
infflation has increased and mediun- and longtern agricoltural cred it has
not been ad -justed.

55. Uruguay was beset by in f] a tiona ry yressures throughout the six-
ties a1d tis spurred discussion of t he concenpt of indexation - discussion
which d-id not c:ulminate in impieentation till very near the close of tie
decacd because of feats harbour ed by tLhe goernmnt thit th- Jn iroduct jon
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of ind era tion would create 0 estabilijing expectations on the part of the
pl) ic. Whnoi n 1%9 col] aborati on betuocn Vruguay: nof tic 121!s, VIT D

and me)beis of the P.an AgeropeciarJo produced an acceptable scheme, it

was tried on a pilot scale in the livestock sector.

56. In 1970, it was decided that if beef and wool prices rose faster

than the Consumer Price Index (CPT), the latter would be used to adjust
the loan. Th-is involved an a ssyometry in the treatment of borrowers and

lenders because no protection was offered to the commercial banks in the
reverse situation in which the CPI rose faster than the composite index
of beef and wool. Hence the private institutions were not pie pared to

adopt the scheme for their lending operations.

57. In 1971 the graduation of adjustment according to the size of

the farm was altered, allowing 50% adjustment to all farms under 400
hectares. In 1973 the concession was withdrawn and farmers in all size
classes were required to adjust by the full amount. However, a harden-

ing of the terms in this area was balanced by subsidization elsewhere.
During 1973 the rate of inflation was 78%, but for the purposes of loan
adjustment it was calculated at 65% and as an additional sweetner, the
ranchers were returned a portion of their export taxes, which helped to
bring the adjustment down to a mere 32%.

58. The beef and wool price index rose less than the CPT in 1974
and the former index was reinstated in March 1975. To add to the con-
fusion it should he mentioned that the nominal interest rate was changed
a number of times and the index factor which is appl-cld no later than
April 30 is based on price changes during a 12 month period ending in

the previous October. Denending on whether inflation is accelerating
or slowing don this has introduced its ovn biases. In common with many
other pro-jects (Argentina and Bolivia), thc- Lank did not requcre the use

of "etumulative" indices where a choice w.-- given. The effect of this
over the life of a sub-loan is probably that real pos-itive interest rates

under high inflation may not necessarily he achieved in practice. In
addition, the Urugayans did not compound infla tion rates in calculating
the index; they Ieroly added them, and this further Neakened -the effec-
tivene ss of indexa t ion.

59. Both the effectiveness and the popularity of the indcxlIng system

has been reduced by the governent's inab lity to ah rc to a single set

of rule;. Private anding initutin hae been scared off 1y o

actions which appet to he w hed against teLm and rhe farmer; me un

happy beaus-nce of t he nertities egarn their fature obl iai ons. if
indeoxin is retained they would i rfer no ns to be preindered with a fixed

markup

60. The :ovrnenot resconiz' the political advantages of s iiz

ing agr ietu-ral podu'ers . This is srposed to lower the cost of food
to city- hel s1 C . ( t is a.;lso aopirent that erel y indoxing the iv estock
loansa en:ended hy theC Wor 0ld Rem U<iich co7prise a veryJ anal per1centage

of the total agricuilrral cred ii, -ay worsen the distortIons present in

themarket
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61. The recent policy actions of the or t suoest that the
supporters of indexa tion have preva ilcd. A now Iaw Itis been ssed

wic h call!- for the inderation of all financial instruments where the

term exceeds two years. This shou]d greatly expand the scope of in-

dexation within the financial sector which has so far been limited to

the National Institute of Colonization (INC) and the Mortgage Rank of

Uruguay. The INC, which serves as an intermediary on all lard trans-

actions as well as financing land sales, makes long-term loans, where

the principal is linked to an index of agricultural products; tihe

nominal interest is 3%. The Mortgage Bank uses a wage index to adjust

its loans as well as its savings since this index reflects the repay-

ment capacity of the borrower and the expectations of the savers.

During the period over which indexing. has been applied both these

institutions have had problems in inducing borrowers to observe the

terms of the original contract and eventually have yielded to pressure

-and have settled for easier terms. The INC has allowed its borrowers

to defer payments while the Mortgage B-nk scaled down the size of adjust-

ment on mortgage payments in 1973.

62. The Uruguayan experience is not encouraging. It has run afoul.

of the very same difficulties encountered by the Erazilians in the imple--

mentation of their own system. Excessive differentiation in order to

deal with all situations is oaly one of the problems. Perhaps more serious,

is the vacillation as regards terms and price indexes in the largely futile

quest for a scheme that is fair to both parties and at the Satne time em-

bodies the sectoral plans for the government. Through its wi 1lingness to

bow to pressure from borrowers the government does not lessen the incer-

tainties inherent in an inflationary milieu, uncertainties which the

indexing system was designed to neutralize. Each one of the indexes T eh

can be used has its flaws and this remains an unavoidable wakness of the

system. However, it is likely that the lower rate of inflation, which 4i,

expected in the next year or two, may make it easier to weed out the de-

ficiencies in the system of indexation.

Bolivia

BoA Lvestock (261B-10) sined June 2, 1971: Incorporates a trigger

e chatn isM whh becoes operative -hn, at the time a sub--loan interest

or principal rymient becoms due, th verage. index of food prices estah-

iihe Ii by tte B;olivian Natonlusttte of Srtistics anId tie averae
index of meat prices established bythe Bolivian liinis try of Inrtdus:try and

Coerucc have eah 11incree y hr mtoh than 3% compa red u ith such averago

indiets for1he co respotnjingsix roths period of the precding rear.
IWhc ith itndice hive in: sd y mor' thtan .37 then the outstanding
lOS pricip;l is to 1ohe in'ced 17 th tmotnitut of ever of the per-

cent re ' incrca of the to e s 3%. IteresL is to beo applied

to th' corrected pri ncpal por annum except thit .borrowers of

loan made pior7 to November 1 2 / hall bepermitted to opt: to pay

tintertst at 1.2 par tnmm oi lomi 1nce' ithoti iontary correction.

At present , teo o1tions art btit' of red oil tis ivestock loan. One
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of them allows the farmers to make their payments in accordance with the
above sstem oF nie tary correct icrm. The other opt ion -- ku n n as the
dollar exchange clause -- passes the exchan;' e ri sk on to the farmer, i.e.,

the Joan to the final borrower is denominated in dollars.

63. There is a great deal of resistance to the indexing system in

Bolivia and it is unlikely that the foothold gained by the Bank in the

livestock sector will lead to appliation on a ]arger scale. In fact,
the recent experience suggests that the Bolivians intend to bring the
curtain down on this small scale experiment.

Peru

Peru Aricuiltural Credit Project (933-Pt) signed Sentember 12, 1973:
Sub-loans are not indexed until inflation is in excess of 9% for the
fiscal year. Then, upon notification thereof by the Bank, no further
sub-loans shall be made until the Bank and BFA have agreed on an in-
crease of the minimum effective interest rate to be charged.

64. Livestock loans made to Bolivia and Peru incorporates trigger
clauses which require some form of adjustment if the chosen price index
rises above a certain levol during a specified period. Once again these
are countries where the rate of inflation is moderate; and the financial
system has not been forced to seek recourse in indexation.

Pa ragy' aV

65. During 1973-75 the inflatIon rate in Paraguay averaged 17.5%.
It was therefore decided to apply indexation to the sub-loans made under

the i'ourth Liv rock Project _Q37 ~L in e-.d _Seatmber 6, 1974. The
indexation cl-) e stipulated the folowin g conditions. A vinim'im real
interest rate cf 6% is to be charged and the principal out standing is to
be adjusted annually with reference to thne cost--of-Iiviag index. Fondo
Ganadero, the executing ageincy, charges 10% interest on princip le adjIsted

on the basis of the Cpl. However, in 1975, the chaine in the CPI was
6.7%. FC adjusted the principle on thasis oF a 5% increa se and the
Bank, considering¶' the hLig rate of iiteirest alrendy applied, agreed to

this action.

66. Intdexation has not been wiidelv applied in Parag;av. So far the

only other f1uancial contracts subject to monetary cotrction r rort-

gage loans Since infl 1Ion is. proje cted to declIne over the next five

year s it is 11nl ikely thait. the syst c il 1be app lied on a larger scale.

Other Countries

67. Maniiy countries8 have used Cindexi n in one foirm.s or a.'Tnofler dturing1
the post war pe-:i od and tome have becn led to abandon the con-;cept after

a lonq period ( of trial. TheC inns, VIo had anplied inde t1o wares

since 19 5, f otnid in 1967 h1a.1t tHe0 sVrst could Iot he made to work any
lon'er andi ;hi(tc to t :income: poLicv. ColomI h opil ed tie cra'lin-

peg ill ordeor to r-wa the pr ice0 of its currec y rind some ra of ind in
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ls app- lied to mort':je lons the invest rient o f social SI(-r i t I eserves2

C~~ Bi J) 1

n i built any aC l t ur loans made in the near future are not likely
to include an indexation clause. For a long time both government and
private sector bonds in Israel were J inked to the official dollar rate
but the sharp devaluation of 1962 with the concomitant jump in debtor
obligations led to a discontinuation of linking with foreign exchange
and a noeclection of the CPI as the index to lie used for monetary correetion.

68 One other feature as regards the application of indexinc should
be mentioned. "Dirty" indexing seems to be the rul e and not something
peculiar to the Latin American countries. Government usualy exercise
some form of discretion in their implementation of indexing. For instance,
in Norway, the government decides the extent to which a price change will.
be compensated. Similarly the Austrian government can overrule the auto-
matic indexing of pensions and subsidies. Indirect taxes are used to
regulate the index in Norway, Finland, Israel and the United Kingdom.

69. Even a brief survey of the experience with indexation leaves
one with doubts as to its workability and its usefulness as a policy
instrument. As the Economist pointed out,

No system of indexation can be substituted for tack lig
the economic and social pressures which cause infla-
Lion. On the contrary the fewer the people who can

- lose because of inflation the faster prices will rise
to transfer command over real resources to those who
are determined and able to grab a larger share. But
indexation, provided it begins in the right way, can
shift the pain froi inflation to politically more
sensitive areas and so force the government to deal
more promptly and effectively with the disease at its
very early stages.

It is not clear that countries which are using indl exation as a part of
their stabilIation program are aware of the larger problems tI1hit need
to be tackled.
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Annex II: Statistical Tables

Table I Inflation and Related Statistics for
Sixteen Latin AmericaN Countries, 1950-69

Table II Countries With Inflation in Excess of 10%
During 1972-74

Table III Indicators of Domestic Price Level Changes

Table IV Estimates of Inflation: 1975-80

Table V Total Lending by IBRD and IFC to High
Inflation Countries
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Table I - Infatlion and Related Statistics for
Sixteen Latin American Countries, 1950-69*

Rate of Inflation
Mean S.D.

Uruguay 43.0 34.9

Bolivia 41.3 55.9

Brazil 35.1 21.5

Chile 28.2 14.6

Argentina 26.4 23.4

Paraguay 12.5 17.5

Colombia 9.2 3.2

Peru 8.5 5.8

Mexico 5.3 5.3

Nicaragua 3.4 6.1

Ecuador 3.0 3.3

Honduras 2.1 3.4

Costa Rica 1.9 2.2

Guntemila 1.1 2.8

Venezuela 1.1 2.8

El Salvador 0.3 1.5

* Per cent per Vemyn
* Stn 15:d DeviA in
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Table TI: Couintri es vi t h Inflat on in
Excess ].0% dun i ._72-74

1960-1971 1972--974

Argnt ina 20.25 25.71

Bolivia 4.94 28.96

Brazil 37.83 12.81

Chile 23.51 201.73

Colombia 10.03 14.99

Ghaa 6.52 11.10

India 5.36 1C , 33

Israel 5.67 12.97

Jamaics 3.96 11.80

Pakistan 3.47 16.28

Paraguay 3.08 11.95

Phil ippines 5.64 14. 33

Uruguay 37.80 51.70

Yugnos via 1i.14 13. 4i

Zaire 16.65 14.66

Tui-kev 8.00 11.00
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Tab]le III: Indicators_of ie t PMrie lael Cane
(Average Annual 1 Percen tagea Chainge)

Source- Country 1965-70 1970-73 1973--75 (Estimat e)

Date of CPP 197.--8

2/18/75 Afghanistan 11.1 -2.3 6.4 5.2 e/

7/25/74 Argentina b/ 16.1 43.2 -

10/16/74 Bangladesh -- 17.4 9.8

3/12/75 Bolivia - 10.7 35.9 12.1

11/74 Brazil c/ 26.5 17.6 31.0 g/ 20.0 h/

Chile 21.3 76.0 145.9*

Colombia 8.3 11.2 11.5* 9.07

5/15/74 Congo - 17.8 9.5

3/74 Egypt 3.9 6.2 6.7 f/

Ecuador 4.0 7.2 11.2*

7/15/74 Ghana - 12.0 -

7/22/74 Greece 2.4 3.0 -

Guatamala 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5

8/01/74 Guyana - 4.3 -

4/22/74 Haiti 0.1 6.5 7.4 5.2

6/13/74 Honduras 1.9 3.7 10.0 7.5

6/06/74 India 6.5 18.5 9.7 6.0

6/05/74 Indonesia - 23.0 20.0 -

6/03/74 Iran 1.9 8.1 7.4 4.7

12/27/74 Jamaica 10.8 17.6 10.0

8/30/74 Jordan - 7.6 8.7 7.5

4/12/74 Korea 7.8 9.8 8.0 12.8 f/

11/29/74 Lebanon 2.0 4.4 14.0 9.5

10/07/714 Mlawi 3.6 5.1 - -

3/21/75 Mauritiu 3.0 6.2 29.5 10.4

5/10/74 Mexico 3.4 6.7 17.7 7.2

5/17/74 Morocco d/ 0.6 8.3 21.0 3.5

Nicaragua 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5

6/28/71 Pakistan d/ 3.7 7.1 10.0 5.0

5/12/74 Paraguay 4/ 1.3 13.0 17.5 8.5

10/21/74 Pert d/ 11.1 8.7 15.0 15.0 e/

7/15/7/i Phil ippines 5.6 17.0 25.0 8.8

8/21/7 Roman7:a 0 4 0.4 f/

6/26/7/j Senegal - 5.2 9.9 8.6

4/35/74 Sri -nnka 4.2 9.4 12.5 7.9 f/

9/26/74 Syri 3.5 6.2 14.4 10.1

3/27/74 Tan r ia - 5.1 6.0 5.9 f/

5/17/74 Thild d/i' 1.2 5.9 -

6/10/74 Trini V0 Tobago 3.8 8.5 9.1 6.2 _/

Turry 8.1 14.0 15.0 15.1

UllruPuy 50.0 30.0

1/31 /75 Vene"zucla 2.1 3.1- 16. 9 9.0

7/12/74 Yugosl avia 7.8 18.0 17. 5 15.0

3 0/7 4 ZXi1 "la 6.7 12. 7.5 f/

Note: (Based n explannation in CPP Attchments)
*973-7'4 only.

a/ nral domes 1cti price nd: tnt sped' fed uam ot1hernin noted.

1)D etie who] tonie ind
S/ C r] pr Inc index --- wiihted ver'e ofI wh o - (60%), the cost of living

/ tlh den.r .C I on
o cm0

cf/ 1,)Y5 6
f/~ 9 /
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Tabl e IV: E¶!-i can __ ] n ion, _975e

Less than 10% 10% or more
rate of inflation Percent rate of inflation Percent

Afghanistan 5.2 Argentina _2/ 350.0 ('75)
BalglaCesh 9.8 ('75-76) BoliviLa 12.1
Congo 9.5 Brail 20.0 5/
Egypt 6.7 ('75-76) Chile 3/ 336.0 ('75)
Haiti 5.2
B1onduras 7.5
India 6.0 Jamaica 10.0
Iran 4.7 Korea 12.8
Jordan 7.5 Mauritius 10.4
Korea 8.2 ('76-76)
Lebanon 9.5 Peru 15.0 ('75-78)
Mexico 7.2 Syria 10.1
Morocco 3.5 Turkey 15.1
Pakistan 5.0 Uruguay 4/ 30.0 ('75-80)
Pa raguay 8. 5 Yugosl via 15.0
Philippines 8.8
Romania 0.4 ('75-76)
Senegal 8.6
Sri Lanka 7.9 ('76-76)
Tanzania 5.9 ( '75-76)
Trinidad & Tobago 6.2 ('76-76)
Venczuela 9.0
Zambia 7.5 ('76-76)

1/ Source: CPP Attachments SI, Averw'ae Annual Percentage Change based upon the
general domestic prIcc i ndex.

2/ Estimated inflation for 139 alone is 350 percent. Therefoi e, it is safe toassume this country helons o th over 10% cat egory. Thre is some specula-
tion that tliLs rate iay dec ine -n' 1976.

3/ Making projectNC ions of Chie in F]ation is extremelv diFficult Fiven theirvolatile record. fmn fltin 1fo alo1 1 e nt Imaed Is a c)utces to
be 336/. This in i t o 1 ve u I b I e ruf fii en. to place Chi in the over 10%cat eory. ft should be noted that the oerrent is persuing dreo a
policies to control in l nton nnd the rt! c bihe xpected to fill considerably

mn the next few yer

/I-/ In fiati on in 197.5 l - t ated at. 50--60% and it is expectcd to decline st ed iyto arounc 10% by 1979-480.

5/ Coun try Econeit .
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IFC l h Tn I I o l 4e t tri
iY] 9)7)- VFY1 980

(S$ mf ii ions)

Iry/ 2/ 3/T Agriculture Tndustr Trzmnsport UtI i t es Educa tiorn Urbln

1 ivifa 150.6 88.5 84.0 31.5 40.0

Btra;zll 939.0 525.0 1,195.0 945.0 248.5 140.0

cI IIc 75.0 55.0 20.0 60.0

I:olbifa 425.5 400.5 145.0 392.0 110.0 100.0

(uH fmaia 20.0 - 60.0 146.0 40.0 15.0

1iven 59.0 - 71.0 57.0 15.0 20.0

Korm 705.0 20.0 540.5 - 77.5 -

Mor.iius 10.0 25.0 10.0 16.5 17.0 -

12.0 8.0 13.0 53.0 27.0 6.0

245.0 150.0 160.0 100.0 70.0 40.0

Syr a 185.0 20.0 40.0 265.6 40.0 -

Tuney 575.0 1418.0 130.0 336.0 - 40.0

ur iy 112.0 35.0 - 30.0 -

YI 1'lavia 540.0 - 453.0 380.0 -

:44?~4: (111's, Ac-t 14111 al PYCi c ; ]'o Loini115 iogai'11io gl 80.

Iwed as 1m~vi' nover 10% rat(' c:inflatio.

r/ I[ l4ide 113 4 tII 811( lint-I I.
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STMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses the role that indexation of financial
contracts might play in the mobilization and allocation of savings
as well as in strengthening the viability of financial institutions
in a period of inflation. It also explores the justification for
indexation of Bank lending operations in agriculture and industry
and assesses the experience gained so far with regard to agricultural
loans made by the Bank during 1967-75 in the Lat in American Legion.
Questions of overall financial policy and the level and structure of
interest rates have been analyzed in a separatc paper titled "World
Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues".

The broad cone]usions of the paper are summarised briefly
bel ow:

1. Indexation policy involves fairly high adnministrative costs
and -my also strengcthen inflationary expectations. Hence, it is nOt

an appropriatc policy instrumoent for dealing with inflationary situla-
tions that are likely to be tcmporary or can be controlled by means
ef r-onetary-iscal policies or are such as to isult in a low and

2. It is, however, a relevant policy instrument in countries
which are likely to experiJence high and variable inflat ion. Here two
situations must be distinguished. The first is where indcexa tion is a
part of a policy package for the elimination of inflationary pressures
which Shave persist-d in chronic form over a protrac ted period aid which
are lk:7 kely to be brought unidr control in phases over csevera yars.
In tiIs context, indexation has i distinctly subordinate role with
fiseal, monetary and other Tea sures occupying the center.

3. The second s ituation is one in which there is no effective
anti --i nflatioary program, doub] --digit price r Pise arc expected to
contiiuc and indxcrcion is adopted to ncutralise tbeir inpact on fionm-
cia] contracts, liere- the princ ipa l col rib1 ut ion o F indexition woul d be
in brin;in aboIt some conve rgencee of expectations of savers Ild( in-

vestor!; th us it cen sateard -the savinri -- nvestrant proces, irmwo;te
the groth of ieiuim a nd lon t s t r inanial instru mnts and cure the
riabil ity\ of financial inst ituti os.

1The succes; of ani indoy-ti.n cxermet r ial id v nds on

(a) its acccptance by, the gvernm1t as a depol 1 rv- i'c y instrument

for : unsulatin' the :tructurr of ini cret rat is from I the im:t of in-

ill ation, (b) iLs. apl icatin in major mem and lo--tn Minnia i 1

instrments for sax'ings meob]lizatin arc] credit alloaatin en tich's
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of a general price index relevant for each country, and (c) the adoption
of complimentary policies in the field of exchange rates and the tax
system. It is un ikely to succeed in its main objective if only a few
instruments of limited importance are indexed.

5. It is difficult to identify the group of countries which are
likely to experience serious inflationary pressures in the future. The
situation during 1972-75 has been unusual and it would not be wise to
extrapoite recent trends. However, it might be useful for the bank
to discuss the advantages of indexation with countries presently experi-
encing double digi.t inflation.

6. (a) The Bank should emphasise the desirability of applying indexa-
tion to all medium and long-term financial instruments. Tf, however, a
country is unwiling to index all such instruments, but is persuaded to
index a sub-set of the medium and long- term loans (1 lkr the sub-?oars of
the Bank) on a trial basis, this should be an acceptabflle second best
alternative and the Bank could then proceed witi te indeation of its
sub-loans . Such a policy would enhance the viability of DFts and ether
credit institutions associated with the hank. Further, experiCnce with
such indexation may induce the government to adopt :5t on a wider Ias is

(b) In the case of a country which cannot he persuidoed to aopt
moneta ry correction)fl c terr ap7-opr2iate iterest rat piiet

would b3 counter-productive for the Bank to insist on the indexaIon
of its sub-loans, particularly when the domestic financial in di-
aries associated with the Bank do not occupy a dominant posit ion in the
medium ant long-ter credit market. Such insistence is unlik1e ly to
assist either in the wider diffusAion of the technique or hiel p the cause

of economiSc efficiency. In such situations, when the response to the
Bank's suggePstions is entirely' negative, it may becOmeIn es stiialT for

the Bank to review and reconsi d er the rationale of its loan operat.ions

and pro gran in the country concerned.



I. Introduction

1. This paper has a narrow scope. It is not about overall finan-

cial pI] jcy or even about the level and structure of interest rates.

These important subijects have been studied recently in the paper entitled,
"World Bank's Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues
January 30, 1976. The present paper on indexation elaborates on one of
many issues discussed in the above rentitoned draft, namely how to in-
sulate interest rates from the impact , generally unin tended, of high and
volatile rates of inflation. This issue would arise no mat ter hat level
of real interest rates is considered appropriate. Clearly, the indoxation
techniqur can make a more important contribution to dc-velopment policy if
the real interest rate structure is appropriate than if it is not. But
even in the latter case, the role of indexition is not insignificant from
the points of view of saving mobi-lizatior, allocation and the viabi lity
of the financial structurel.

2. The paper is a response to questions raised by staff in the

Latin Amer ican Re'ional Office shout the inodexa' ti on of 11 agric culturial

loans mid by th B an i duriniiig 1967-75. Ti'] expereCae s re ed in
the annex nid the an ronclusions are reflected in the analysi anid
recommaend at:o(ns prescntcd' in the main text. In addit onthe paper

cxlores the ance o indexation for Lad l ndn eer -7t on in

dexation in other areis' such as wages and taxe. The p urviw is limited
to the area of financial con tracts.

3. An active? development policy trVinag to proio rpid grmwth in

a country Isl to generate inflationary pressures. This daimer is

perceptibly greater 02in the LDCs pa8rtly because of the spo w(1ith ich
supply hot t leneckEs aren encount ced and par tly due to the eains lom

ronetury-fiseal policies;. The am iflationary process :iu the LCs, hoever,
has accelerated sillce 1970 because of a significa rise in the prices

of fortilizers and fond , partly c; a rei-ult_ of natural dissters aid the

quantum jump in the oil prices since 1973. Miv LC a urrently exNr -

eningi37 domuble digit inflation: and in some( o th, this tread As likly

to continue unotil 1980 or so. In this conte th-e appin tio of the

indexation tecimnlque, to finanieicidi contract, assumes particl sin ifiicanc

4 . Hii gl rates of inflatinon pose series oF problem' all of wjhilAi

are rooted in the innnaiimpat-ed rediAstrib ionio resourer beten <(o-

nom-ic mJts involve,,d Jin ;oneta-ryvrnatos To -Void theodhlt
of a remCeiO loss duming perin o(If hih anmd vairiAbl]e A ntion, indi-

via Sb((omAne reinjictnnrut to enter linto agrImrs ib bind t or a

If/ or a rrvi of thCor3tica] litrature aid emiriel experience, Ice

Tndnhimin c Vram:Ani Crit ets: A urve of the Stat --cf--A AT
WorlA Laai 1 1rhi-t >u aperui Io. 192, Novembei~r 19/h
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long period of time to finan ci-al terms expressed in current prices. Tl is
interferes wit I i the d evelopnmeit of the f in antc ial sec tor, espec ia I v wit h
the supply of term loans because the nature of the comitment increase's

the chances of incurring a loss. But asiJ-de from this, there is a fliighit
from monetary transiactions and into various forms of barter. Savers,
fearing an erosion in the value of money ba] ances, prefer to hold real
estate, specie or even certain types of conaedities. In general, in-

flation interferes with the monetization of the economy; it retards the
financialization of savings andlCi reduces the efficiency of the market
mechani s in the mobilization and the allocation of resources.

Policy Ortions

5. In the area of financin1 contracts, there are two possibLe wcy
of copinu with the problem of infIcation. Tn each case, the idea s to

adjust the financial transaction so that -it is more or lsc;- in 5: tep wiLh

the overall trend in prices.

6. One solutinc is a policy of varialle interest rates. This
would allow interest rates to vary with current and expected increccse

in prices; in theory, it would protect hoth borrowers and 1cnderr aca:t

the conscqueic'nces of charges in I he rate 011-of 1i at ion. Variable rati- art
a w e solution whe] n the ratL of price il ncroeso isa fairy stabe oi

pred i c tah e aod the rairlket has the fr eed-ilom to generate a ralt ioc: 1ntere-nt
structure in the li ght of past experieonce and future expectations. es-

ever, available inS foirt Lion indicates that Latin Americaln co untr 'c t-
hig raren or iar atso tend to experi-nce i n1rr I Lny J, U

in the ajniimial rcite of iitcreise oF prices and ti1s var incc would 'eyV
likely interfere with the markcts' ability to arrive at a rati rnte
structure.

7. Where infla tion is high and vrilable, a second solit ion, i..
indexation, seems to be appropriate. Indexation preerver the real vs 1

of conttractual obligeations by ty'in', then to a price index, and i threm
helps to avoid the marlous siLuation, oftcn founl in iTs, when rol

interest ritis go down in times of infIlAon ic an1d up in tims of I i C- e
decline. Such movcment iin real ratcs ccnnot be justite either !i

terms of a dcmrand minagmnt poli cv or as an allocative asre.

8. Since inex-atcmsn radu;cs the rkine of fin:-inial tanaiuL ioa

by rcafet'uakrdiing thc' njdirvidoal t-rcsacitor acit lce' duo to u for -rnc-

changepc's ini th price cv-l , it ccan have two eneficial neul '. jidsly,
financial intersii'diarir can of fer stablC penitive rel1 e ntes rat rm

ingits a]lihoug ave]:' c'vidct on this point is sak. IId'(xt in ca'

Cncourag th' Jinanc ilion of ;s'in pr.ently inv'sted in rccl 1tLs

and tereby e Ca' te i-f iicnc of r u c :locat'ioen. 'Teire ar- stt C
inicen'cto of su'h a sh] It in lIrci l, zoa d ni IOl liIinv tte cha!iWe

it intcst rtc polcies-a, calthouh the nailble evidenre is far Ifroi hen
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conelus Ive.-/

9. A second advantage of monetary correction is its impact on
long term lending. At present, there is a marked paucity of long-term
funds in the financial markets of the LIJCs duo to the traditlna1 pref-
erences of lenders and the riskiness of lend ing long. This is especially
marked in the agricultural sector as has been pointed out in the Policy
Paper on Agriciltural Credit (p. 16). For exaimple, 75% of institutional
loans in Latiin Amrint ca and Africa are for two years or less while for
Asia, the fi is aroui ind 65%. Such squeezing of the va turity spectruii
may have an adverse effct on those. projects tha t are subject to long
gestation lag;. If entrepreneurs have access only to short-term loanv,
the urcetainty of being able to roll over theitr Joan; nay dampen their
wi liingnes s to undertakhe long-term investmsent . As long as financial

it ermeditaries arc unible to cover themselves agia inst the risks involved
in making t erc loans, aind as lon g Cas chey are constrained from charing :
an interest on their Jong-term commintmonts, whicii is si1nif iC ant V d if-
foreit f romi that levied on short funds, they are unlikel to pursue
longtem letding with much enthusism. Tndexation could hel 1 civate
this se, ent of the market hy rationalizing the rato structure and pr-
tectingm in teredinaries, from the so called dcapjtalization prolem,

hicl is the arosion of the ]enderr capita] base dring times of rapidlN
rising prices.

Countr Exnerience with lnle-ation

30. A nuiwber of commtrieo have oxnerir'oned -'ih me,'' 1 
7 y

ionl duri la ( iast thirty years , th P in and hein among the earl lest
to apply thi concopt. (See Table on pa go 7.) In mos t ras a b)i e )in

S eems to have been ri~ade with the inet-1on of ma e con tra cts inlon
term -overneent bonds, the cover-gc Ine-ri' extonaed It a lt er sae to
Social seclrity beneitt , private lore ndn and recently to taxes.

1]. Concenitrating "-" the fin;nIal sector, it appears that the
ini t intve t Io index h usully- been I a Ik by te overna-t ad ' a
each case i_ - b-en iotivated by th e desire to increaise terate of

savi'n''s ini Si ''' for sndable to policy rultion A -econdary ad relate
objc tive hasben - to protctL th it rt tofi s1 1 vs from loter

ince- grups U ih'o norit-ally lack inat proof outlets, fi Lhe irsvin

IPraCl ione lie cou' ries wh ich 11 usedtu 1 r 1 e try c in
isuin idtxd 'overnmeni tatbond froi ry a 1911. Br/zil ed

tills dtvice to 1%. Since thin IndxtioI n has been extende to somt

savings id litons: in hot IiBzi I d Coloml)na

1/ W.Lt. Ness, Jr. , inocial Mar -a invat ion as a Deeopment Sirat n-:

linitiSal Re:lwi froman LiIhJe U ricem Ex-perieoa-- Jg'tioiiv' Devx (tiomei nrO

Cu tr:l Ch , Volme 22, tilT. 3, Apil n7<.ie Appodi I oai ion_

un ra . e e ll d I1. MJ 1'inn ion , c y 'nd i l I in Eecnon ie
De-vol op1 en Brookiny' 1971, for Korca and 1 I.J. adaIl:, 1-i nniI

Assets _j ),'Pt Er Mob -"i ii1 ionl of 'a 1it
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12. What emerges from the experience with the use of indexation as
a policy instrument is the following:

(a) Indexation has been used selectively for a limited range
of transacti ons to promote equJity, resource moboilization
by the government or resource mobilization and allocation
by financial institutions;

(b) Where indexation has been used for price stabilizationi, -en t
has been part of a package consisting of deflationary credit
and fiscal polici es, price and wage controls and even direvct
physical conLrols;

(c) lIdndexation rules have served multipie policy objectives.
The approach has been hiat may be called "discr et ionacry
indexation," analogous to "dirty" float ing of exchange
rates.

1-3. In the area of wage contracts, the government fallorad a rile o
adjusting nominal wage with reference to an enstimate of futre iii f 1 ato
In effect, this meant that wages were not indcxed2 at ali, -nd the t e
ncrease which was granted dependcd more on government po1 a' rat ti h m

actual inflation. This phase l ant ed from 1 96' to 1968 at hic h o in
the rule vs eha ned perm ittig nominal wages to tracl the rie of 11r ic
ineca cc a' amo ciscly, but them wsas a retur to di scret71iona inZ,*

contracts dincretionary changes have tended to fnvour the borroier at
cost of the lender. hy only permittinv a parial adjustmeit of t he ri-

cipal or the interest rate the goverrCnnt has nineeed a rnfe
resources from ore party to the other. It is dob'u wh14-ethir cretionmy
indexatiOn of age Scontracts has made an apprec i "Ile impression on the h ce
of inflation and until rore evidence is avaiale it is mossi to se
its iTact on resource alloration.

1/ The mechanics of tresi] ian indexation are diiessed at lnrth< by jl-ot
Fis-hlow . (lInde::ing Erailian Style : Infl' ato withou))C 01t terr - Book. ins

Papers on Econoimicse,., 197). lIe points out that "Brat it V1ri

policy ha, pr0oe vru rally cril t ely distcret iona r. . . cT ; hl uit
of thle rest o the syte of montary correction. ... Tndrn wtatls ;m
element of int ervent.ieon and an such ;-as subc t ituted for other polic ".



(a)
Summary of Countries? Exoerience of Indexing

I n v e s z m e n t
Social Securitv Benefits rovt. Private Other

Wage Pensions Other transfer Bjo Bonds Mort.aes Loans Rents Taxes

Argentina 1962- 1959-

Brazil 1964- 1§6i- 1964- 1964- 9

Canada 1972- 1965- 1973- 1974

Chile 1960s 1952

Colombia 1972-

Finland 1945-67 1957- 1956-67 1945-67 1953-67 1952-967 1952-67

Israel 1961- 1948- 1951- 1950s

(a) Table covers period up to end of 1974.

Source: National Institute Economic Review, 1975.
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Rationale for Indexation of Financial Contracts

14. Indexation is not costless. The management and accounting of
contracts with a changing numervaire has administrative costs both for
individual s and for institutions. However, these administrative problems
are not large and, the additional expense seems like an insignificant price
to pay for a substantial expansion in the breadth and scope oF the finan-
cial market, Since indexation is likely to be limited to the long end of
the market, the cost of supporting the system would be relatively smil.

15. A more important problem is the difficulty of persuading the
government. The indcxin of financial transactions not only increases
the burden of financ-ing the national debt, but it also reduces the sub-
sidy long cjeyed by businesses with access to institution;] loans suhect
to ixed Wai rest rate ceilings. The governmcnt is usually under presmer-
from these businesses to continue with the subsidy but at the same time :it
cannot ignrie the distortions arising from inflation and its own arbiLray
pricing policies. If inflation cEnont be controlled, indenation may he
an attractive way of injecting a degree of rationality into the pric:in
system. Therv is very little reason to believe tht indeotion will
interfere with the guvenCInert's abiliY to subsidize particular groups.
Even if a ituriber of trasnsations within the economy 'ire st u ct to in-
dexation, th government can still channel resourcec wherever desired
through tax and subsidy devices.

16. Of course, the more moderato the rate of itniord rhe more
f1lo-re Me linccial ywLem -- Mplyir both vaillty o j iteres
rates and institut ional diversity -- the less wi ehe ::t atracction of,
or the need Tor indexation. But those contri's caperiencing high rate
of inflation in a milieu of pegg(d nerinal interest rates and fragnent'!
financial institutions, indexation of contracts may help to revive the
fianmcial sector,

17. Can indexing suceed if it is adopted by, say, lonp'' rm
financial institutions but not hy thost engaged in shor--term tran'-
actiorn? iuc a regir'e wold he rey"ed if, or exnple, the government
decreed that deprcits ad ]oans above a certain ''urity b 1nxed. A,
par'llel syst m of 0in dd o r ml- o pre non-indreed sh r e mK' " f iancia
contract iould come ito rxistenc . Such a Y 's ln 'i'ly Lo PTOv(

beneficl '1 cl economy. The erToT in 4 rciastin infia Ilun over th ]
short Period is small; the short dur 'ion reduc its impact so tht
the cosn and nI nce of :i"deratin a exceed the bencfits. To the
exwotn savert f oreo dexd A I oni-re ii - nvic sti nt in Favoy iF VrelaV

liqu:i:ity ro n Wd by inuntive reur, his w ill bo 11t rUilt of
conscioun coi rather 1han the unavapilability Vr inednetrumentp.
And on Qe horrowers' side, the oyt inn woula be to get Jonnm financin-
at a sWabl runt or go throul h, n Unnrtintier of rolling or short-
term ioans Nt a variable cost. If there is no !n xnr, the banks have
an incenvive to borrow shoi t an WAn shorl. yhir :it accepted by de--
posivors who have no better alternatives and bV hoirc-rc: wh do not
mind the shorYtns 'I illaturiti's So 1oot as real i-ntiest rate are
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negative. By contrast, the indexed system, a a described above, wou ld
encourage banms to differentiate between short and long-tenm markets in
financial resources and this would contribute to economic development.

138. The neyt question is whet her or not iexing can sueerd if
it is adopted only by some long-term financial] institutions but not by
others. If the institution whic) adopts indexing is already ci dmin lar:nt
in the long- term market for industr-ial or arfunds, thLrehances

are that the new policy will be a success, unless the government lends

its support to non--ind xd conIet itocr institt i ons. Assomin, t(hat the

government accepts ind exation as a part of its policy framwork, the
"indexin 11 institution" wiTl be I)le to expnnd its onnuble fund'- unles

statutory res;t rict ionis on inst it ut ional savers prevcnt the f'rom nrchasin

the newly crc ted fnancial instrucnt. Existin' borirero oF tih "

dexing int- uti u nI rc Iilikely' to sw.itch to rival longt sour5

any large ctciit. By definition, rival- banks are matl iT size id1 ce:

not accomod m c'any neu client s. Aso, indi-ng does not 1 rea1

interest cimr es; it sJiply prevet borrowerS f-rom reapin a wihdf al I
ain. The "iundcxin institution" will pick up those new orrwer who

are attrctO by the availabi l of Jon--aturity fund' at re 1into- t

rates w-.'hmcli remain I ower than expected rates of return en i iu1nve-st

mnuts.

19. Part ia liexing in the Ion-term :rnet can1 succee C ut ter
is nothing -inevitable aiout: this outcore. T the '"indexing intt

it as a poliec y instruicnt or if ere is collusJion leteien1 irai valabo
and key hus-insmen, t > inrdcion of monetary c orrect J n may not

s irive for- 3ong.

E1vo ictin of_ r Wnt__Word _ _loli 'v

20. Fo'm the stand point C the overal 1conomy oI the borior

coiunt ry, a1 iborlcd Blnk G'roup ioi - and crit arie i ci iexerd t

the etcent tIIh chanies in the r T eixcian i c roxi y for- h-N irate

of iTTyi n. This '0'ot from the or nt iroup 1o0 ii cy cfdeoTl'

in; 'i lotams c inii're oF ori n cuorrenICie. ' in other u'ds ithe T,1I

govern'etl Co thc inte 'edlary ins1tittio or h' sub-hior'rw'rs hbr h

cost - i te'U oft 1cal1 currecy- ofi anyi enhc
1
2nge rir denv liat ii

v a'vi tie forein currency in wich Ii the W-r ld Bni h-ps proided ii I

21. As regazrdr; the1 on:-leninar- I U rat1io n: of (lie World ' Bank 1 thirou

finanal insct'titutins, two I-pmi- f i. ndex~iing ;'racttic' cani ba cP'tin-

(a) loans to 'sub-boirrco'crs are delnjuioted inT Frin
ex:cihani i. This appcui en in a subst5 niai l 3;~somnt of

Dl C loEa andic c redit.

(b) Expiit i.IndFexat ion of t he princi .pal ofI the nub-I3cans,
c u " t toc

21 ic;!; i C (1,-1 t ?O (qi ( I )>OU t t'ncr'i Oi.ii10
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sope price indices, the exchange rate or a com b-ina-
tion of the three. This app]I ios to 16 of the active
agricultural project loans in the Latin America and

the Caribbean Region. (Detail s are given in the

Appendix.)

22. In the case of on-lending through the PDFC- exchange risks
were assuqlped by the sub-borrowers in 15 of the 50 cases. In the rest,

the ri sk was smedby the governmeint (17), by the Central Bmmk (5) or

shared by the governmentis and the sub-borrower (12). This contrasts

with on-lendinmg in agriculture, where except for the 11 pro4jects in

Lat.in Amcrica which included explicit indexation formulae, the exchange
risiks have alwas-c been ;sumed IV the governmnt or public agenis. T

terms of- the volume of comri itmento, the indexed algricult urn Joans anOnt

to $217 million as com-cpa red to the total WBG a ricultural- cred it oper-

tions of 516 billion bys the end of June 1975.

23. Al thoue.lh the assumtion of the exehange risk hy the sob-horma s

flor thc PFCs i a form of ind ex ation, the major concerns which 1 -d to

evolut ion of thi rracti c were not so much to nak alloLn for the effect

of inflaitioln on financi.l contracts; rather, the principle ob eep ing

fina'ial intermedary yi nune from the risks of exciange ra'Ite ign'ent

was the dominmit Ifac This meant that 1 e11'Chne ri ' 111 to 1

eiher on the sub-borror or on the government (or(rtm- Centrl m mk) Wi

lending L res of DUCs rbein pegged in many countr;ies thc sub-horrw er'
were uiul ly in tosition to cover sch risks. !urtherme, 1u; a ( Pr

tical matter1 t overmtt ihave frp N bt v1 ii Zmed to aceptL t he

transfer of t 1 ore ipe a rCi-)- to the il] te horrower, vntA n

thuy ereo reu tirnt to 'I c repon 1 lr prcrm t ion to rk'et rat

of o t r term loans payable in local currenc-les.-

24. Sitenloans rna'de bye Bank inciue indexat-ion Alnuses or

ment 'Ion above. Nine of dcthese 1oans aro for livtork ind two are

agroi- Iinsries and-m the constru-ctioni of gri'-nfciit 1ies.c 11 Duir the
firs t ha- fof 19^/6 five in>e'ed loans werc miad' to Braz - one e Ior

thei ~indu.trni sctor the' transport sector, two forli th cns'-tructio 10'r

watert C upply I and0' s g fc ilIds an emj e for rm1trii Alu l t 1 or

te en mae Ji th Ltin Amrc an<] Caribbrn R erion. n in in

these opera tion has been of an xpermental n tire. An c-lic'it pol 7

1J On- I l din- trough L TWC, was $2.3 billio 1 by t nI d i June /
re'pr nting about ¼0 of total 10C cndn'' to Lihe Tnu, ral Setiori

2/ A tahnc pr-sented in c' PC polic p'per Annex 6 india that bn

is no apparent correltio -tween ri procure otd for lc rat.n

exeban0e rik and the avera'e rat' of inf Iatlan duing the pr1v iJu

if 'Vi'ye
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with respect to the circumstances under which indexation will he applied
and the types of indexation to adopt has not yet evolved. The prapmnatic
approach adopted in the case of the agricultural loans has been to press
for indexation if at the time of the appraisal or negotiation the annunl-
rate of inflation was set at 8 percent or above. Two loans have been
indexed through a "trigger mechanism" which requires that loans be indexed
if and when a specified inflation rate is reached. In all cases, index-
ing is applied to the principal with the interest payments calculated at
adjusted values of the principal. The price indices used were vario3ts
combinations of beef and wool prices, cost of living indices and the
exchange rate. (See Appendix I for details.)

25. Whereas the assumption of the devaluation risk by the sub-
borrowers from the DFCs was conceived originAlly :s mak- n eoQnomic an
admimirativ sense in Lh environment of low interest policies for
term lending, the introductien of indexation in Bank arriculural oarn-
has been prompted from the start by an overall policy objective to enure
that a]] sub-looas of Bank/IDA funds carry P renirpful. interest rte n
an inflatinary environent. This is probably why indices other thri
the forei i exchange rat have been experimented with in these li-
cultural ons. The dif erennc in the rationale behind the exchange
risk provisions in on nding by Mr and the indexed apricitural loans;
is also reilcted in th1 fact th t whereas only the foreign financed
cowimonnt oK D loans was linked to exchan e rates, in the case of the
agricultual pro ' jects the objective was to itnd the totw pro e i 1 n
iS iN N u:c of ov iesoun b by the fi i i linsdi nuioL - A 1 ugh
tU ob ective was not alvays arcrlished.

26. The Bank's experience in the implementation of iayed o pns over
the past eight years is not eny to assess. Because of frcquent eri es
in the terms of inde'ed lons, their i pact ha: varied and it is dOMhtIul
whether it Cn be , Lcrurd ' 7ithout a Very leargP roesyeacl ei . th M.
six countri ich hv2 receiY indeed lonos, only three nppear to W
seriou'ly committed to Cho systes, these bing Uruuay, Artentin mod
Brazil. Ech'o1 them h q eperienaCd double di ft inlation in the lrent
pnst and the 1rend 0s eytd to rotioue udn th" nLext Few =em5.
1rzi hI s K th dii o ndl incentive d havink &Ievlped the V\ ix 222;

system to a poin wher iR is widelv accepted, nd Vo a dipree under:od.
Ie 1 ie reinin1' Countries - o]i\AY, Peru, Unra..yn -- ;Ie putt .021
faith on anti-inflationary fiscal and 1onetary policies.

27. There is a strikipr nifnrdt in 1Oth the resnoices of houncwyee
to the jid r'' on of loi ind in 1i, tI PrCs of 0nOwn! s trL'y'1 to
ach ieve a nMAble eC01ramise. Tn every cane where indexaion has been1

norpoted no the loan agremen, the canea-cen is ie n 1V Inr ,
OV:;ni ' n or P We re' trOwe indices, utu' Cly, '1lc Consuer P' fide

lildx a d a COin!oSite jMlld C constIMePO Qrfli I: r Gri U00] prjf erS. n (
IndCn UllCh is actuwM a usi is 1he one W-~iN rugisers a 1 Utyr rate ",
price incre -e. Thro. th is and ocior dec, novernrent:s havp nou)ht
to eane tie terns offcred to the fin:l brroer :md in the procers hnl
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reduced the effects of indexation oin the interest rate and thereby the
benef its accruing to the lendineg ag ; en cy. These mnsures have be en in
response to the streniuous opposition that inde at Ion has aroused arongr
farmers who are used to subsidized loans, excessivel conscious of the
uncertainty which monetary correction introduceis as regards the repa-
ment of the loan and powerful enough to force the government to soften
the conditions of the loan.

A Frame for Future Bank Pol i cy

28. While the expcriencc of the Bank, a, far as indexed loans are
concerned, idicates the need for continiugv;n c StIdy and evaluat ion , i-
dexa tion does scem to lie an appropriat policy instrurent for cointrios
which have to live with inflation and at the sme tine :implret a
broadly eased policy of economic d evelopicti.

29. Which (coutres : For the Ja rge catcory of coitrieos vithl
low and relativel[y rtble rates of pir ice increase, the need for indea

tion is liited , perhaps, to socil scIurity paments. A second c2to-
gory would nc- lIde countic-ries such as Brazi where in f Ia hIc as n e irer
around 30% over tie last two ye; rc s. The oveirniment i- dot eind to
bring down the rate of price incrsie and in thc m.t ean I p : Ir
ria--ec of protecti on for incrc- share ad tI- an inve et

ces In t count r1ies, indexattoii ulnd cServe a dulI pu -a
a sur rog ae i oe poli c and an mas of ra in lC ah' iI (CIm e1
sector wi-le in- li (s1beino b "ht undrl contr. F the S eM Jn

4r-up of untries whi h ave a loig- historyi of hi an" va b e1 rate:
of inflation and where the governent is di s incl ine t tae the harsh

meaures nc-ede- to d-no-en inflationary p r' , idex Lon can serrvc-
a1 useful fimetO 1ion in safeguIa rdinr t ,-h savin- inv'stmenti p r, c eS

0. Holwever, it i.s difficult to identifyv c ountis in the second
and third groups. Recnt experienc (1973-7!) 3 i h any ruido >r

pract icd1 every country in the world 1a fcauht in tihe h-r-- ofr doi
diit inflatio-C. One cannot cetraponte rcn Irice trcnds' i'to the

future and -hereby septirate couritoicret thr i wh a 'ich liniin i
expect ed to b) 'er;ou and the rest 1 he proj Icion' 'ontnind ini t]
r ect CPPs or a I a rg e -no-umer of coun tie it c iht inm1 on 4 s

lilyi to b prolem(: in some cointries -A A -in-, B , C 1, m
Syria, Yugosavia, UrPiu-y,- T'urk-y C-nd Koren. C ( Tab T Annx TT
for informT i on th pr(jicCted Vat of infla'jn; n Tabli V, Li,
on propose IBink ni i to1c these countr ove- i nt vv .

-vervc 1 of these --c-rn IC hav- ] oc-cc ind win sches i C J C'- afn

a poi ion to C xtendU the scope ii or -ithese measures- ho-ni II e ned1r

i inxt ion but thIeyx can, p-ehaps, he encc'ioura-e to- comiider c' it :2appii--

3lk WIt C I 1 f ic-n Not orI ate ,1 i1- b the 1 fr- ra1t! haC--,
110h d t thU f V4 JC51 I(LW tiao, b t I- c ori' n e -s;i iIt: c
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also been used as o index for adjusting the principal on a few agri-
cultural loans. Use of the exchange rate has the distinct
advantage of providing a firm numerical basis for adjustment. However,
the link between domestic inflation and exchange rate may be weak due
to various reasons such as capital movements and the lack of congruence
between the prices of traded goods and the price level in general. On
the other hand, exchange rate would be affected by changes in the pur-
chasing power of other currencies as well as by changes in purchasing
power of the domestic currency. Ever with these qualifications, the
exchange rate cn be a good proxy for price inflation, particularly
where rate changes take place frequently.

32. - However, when exchange rate adjustments are infrequent in an
economy experiencing high rates of inflation, the timing of large adjust-
ments introduces uncertainty into investment decinsions. As prices risa,
the over-valuation of the country s currency gets larger while the proh-
ability of devaluation increases. The reaction of the horro'ers to thoce
two uncertainties -- the timing of the devalunat ion and the trend of in-
flation -- will] affect the timing of their investments. urther, sudden
large adjustment creates a cash squeeze - an abrupt increne in the
liabilities of the businesses. For these reasons, in such a context the

foreign exchange rate should not be used as a basis for ind ation.

33. If it can he assured that the various countries which npply the
concept of monetarV co-rection will dhore to a system of floating rate
over the foreseeb le future, the xh-n" C Pe Ypr Up- on WvA -9

transations; this practice would have the additional advantae of effee-
tively passing on the exchange risk to the sub-horrwers. lmever, if
the assumption is invalid, it would 1e preferable to treat at least loca
currency transactions separately so as to avoid the problems arising froi
large, discrete exchange rate adjustments. Probaly the optimal proceduy
in such a situation would be to index al loans with respect to a general
domestic price index and deal seprately with the exchange rist Exchai'
ris: in this case would disappear or at least he smaller than what it would
be without indexction of all loans, and it may become possible for the
government or the CeMtral hauk to bear it by charging a s=n11 fee to t he
sub--borrowers.

34. A genral price index with a wide coverna my ho iht most appro-
priate basis with which to link the p incipal of Financil conutrcs. It
is it P propriat to use sp'cific comeodity or sectoral price iidices
because the main purpose of monetary correction in fn neutr i e the <vtq
all Dvpact of infl ation on finmc-il Contrai r, wi ii Intirfin Ul 01;
reaive prices. Nonetary curr ctin a sed on spc ii rcrm i t s wIu
tend Lo distort Telative price structur s and thus in mirallorale re-
soures.

35. T'hem are smp ieervation , hoevcr, reIli on to the techni ly
defective natur- of geniral price indices, and du to vie fears that thMsp
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indices can be tnmpered with for political reasons, Where there are
several Indices, the choice between them also present a problem. If
the principlC that indexing should be ba sod on the general price index
is accepted, the. question of which index qualifies for this role be-
comes an empirical one and has to be studied in the country context.
In most circumstn'ces, it may be useful to smuoth the curve of price
changes as reflected by price indices so that the year to year fluctua-
tions are limited in favor of a more long-term trend.

36. In the case of more open economies ihtich are vulnerable to
price shocks emanaltins from abroad, it may be necessary to adept a dis-
cretionery approach a la Brazil where the index is adljusted so as to
net out suidd en changes in the prices of traded commod Itc-is due to un-
foreseen circurstances in the world economy or naturel calaities.

37. Since the idea is to take account of a resouir-ce loss experi-
enccc ry the economy, it might he prefcrabe' to use a Weer index where
one is availb]e , whic may reflect more clo Isely the chnsiges in real
pur chas ing rover, rather than a CPI that ha; to be arbitrarily adusoted
wihnever the situati demdand,

38. Modali of Negotint-n: yhe quest ion of indeation sou1mld be
discussed by the Eank i member govermeit it the i-o and sect oral
levels before it is takenf up in the context of in dividIulT rieo'cts.
Chances of success - are mutch groe]tC if indt- -i'on iS 1 c
board in thec- len"[err' credit pr- thrn"f3 ) I a

Vt- contex of-o p cfi cijCts or specfi istitut icm- It cst be
recognizcd that the kn] is cily to he the ol inteI tion " incier
urgrni mexuii on. Un]e thereCC is5 reuuinelundertanding" on the rart a1
tLhe borr e ibot thle virt ue-s oF moietrv correction, there i's not mich
prospeCt oT theo apliItio n of this tchfni, Fle- yit .rT1 1oer i he e
to switch t J ther inte rnationai tendersi i th mn a-lies pressur- o
this isour (lie conditions for the succcs fprtiI ind ion a'
discussed on pp. 9-10

3In is di1ore vith contries likel 'v to experine don I
dig? sit inflat ou, the ]rn should eph asie thr desi 1i v
iJndr::Mtm to a!I mtdiun nd ICn1 trm' '-in -ili n"Vrt-rm ii

voh: Izai a well a . llocat Jon Tn tith-n, j '
mn the--'1 v ihil ry f the i)ts and other Anti-' 'ion ti 1i ~ 1,loanm. Fru In' tem point e 'vow the s: 11 n iv J 1 1]
tonri thm: Intili I ut he nel o U' ,of tl]],
i ' h~ t' he' indst i' m, i' n'
1t I i"F C 1501 ! '' T bt-'' ,- -I:, 1 C fl (( ii I ' i i.t

im ta n lin son o crrectiv,' to V( T re 1

( yc n i ca, Pi en pp, I
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40. If the governmients are persuaded to accept such policy leasures,they are likely to adopt them also for other medjium and long-term fi ;ein1
instruments like saving deposits and government bonds as a result of either
their dialogue with the Bank or the demonstrat ion effect- of the experiment
with indexat ion carried out by the long-term credit inst itutions.

41. If a country is unwilling to index all financial instruments of
long-tern credit institutions associated with the Bank, but is ersuaded
to index a sub-set of the medium and long-term loan s (like the sub-locnn;
of the Bank) on a trial basis, this chould be an acceptable second best
alterrative and the Bank could then proceed with the indexa tion of its
sub-loans.

42. If, however, a country cannot he persuded to adopt mToetary'
correction or other appropriato int crest rate policies even at n sector:
or sub-sectoral J evel, it would he counter-productve for the Bank to
illsisL on the indcxation cf its sub-loans; such insistence un ]iikcly
to assist eith er in the wi;der diffusm of the tcohni que or he-!p the
cause of eccroiic efficiency. In such situnatins when the response to
the Bank s suggestions is entirely ne'ative, it my bece essetii ri
the Bank to review and reco nider Its lon operatinrc snd proa in(! t]
country concelrned-.

Annex_ 1:lorn_ Panl]: Loan OXubiec(t to Indexnvio n'i : Countr
Txperc'neX th indni op

13- Argentina has eeved orly a singl ]u;i I I
Bnnk which centn-ns an indexi; c u Tis hI J liein o t Se P"] c
Livestock ProjecI- (505-AR) :md v-a- c i'o on Ji 1 I - 1 A- te
index ; u]10;-]on was mande in Septrhr, j7oc8- t1 o t
the contract the sb-lonim h'ocnf
in the cost-of- jiix'11 inox or tihe n , c 0 e. t13 leev-
thle fo o or el ci 11h, ii mtc oc clha rgeld zit 67 P i aS.il 01]I 1

ba Ind o are ) o th 1c c I
capt prvJde hv the bnlie: b t (If T11' t 4 c I"

(h) prces of citr in the Mr C4 1 I ' J r or e1
mude m 0 co ~sto one and n"lhough en'dative Is'vi't''['

of the t-no hi : dice' ''he Baie -' pic n t a]i i
Du'8 liai.tli IL1 t c'' m '''crlt 71 1i rl f 'a' i is i '

ar edby, project fcnefi iariTj 1n hou h ! s u h, :
othl' Cd :n'10ed 'onof, m Exr b tn cp'e, t n

tieon (n 1 .

iwhen the Patinl Re ] <coivery'li hands hear ::' a noInd:; inoterest if 77 were
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with the principal adjuscted with reference to an index of gold prices.

Even earlier than this, in 1957, the State Petroleum Enterprise had

fitl ld bonds with a tvenLy year maLturity, linked to an inde!x biased

upon company productivity and changes in the salaries of compnnv cm-

ployees.

45. The rovernmen has continuted to issue inldexed bonds durin t-h

seventies but it was only in March 1975 that indeying was used in the

tanki ~~sector, vhen the National Eank of Savir a and Securities offered

its custoer - onaetary correction for ccposits tiat ar not tirnsferahe

for one yenr. Tndecxed credit has also b ecome ipori-tant in te ar"t o!

housing finance through the Na tjonal ort e B in and Tor2 recentit*

through the mortgage branches of cocreain1 bnis. The ad.justetunt prc-
cedures are ather complicLated. Tlhe is sei t ierentintcn of terms

according to income csi a wit h only a ortion f the pin 'Vcipa I 1lai

Sject tO EOneittlt" iA c ec~ ione Fin er-loro

based on construction costs the actual (dl iLLustien antnot ccedC 80% of

the change in basic salaries of waricr n neo icin-s in th in-u-trial

sector. This is hoy the scheme ex'isits Cn ner; oever, the ta

experience of thlc tgage bank indnt t'ot i n i aot inLori,: tic.

The adrinisQtratinon of lucdexin' cis highlw 'M1xa e, t ith the authorit ies

deciding the tioe and the ext of thl sjustrent.

46. TIdexation has otte off ton a slow art in Arsen tinat. v111

appear to be any Iisgivings a to its applicat ion on a latter vole in

the financial rector.

47. So r tie Bank as madce eicht 30an-s te frmnzil wh']ci are suliect

to indralt ion 'They arC t lIe follon:

Br-ail I ivtoc (rio nmi ed 2 r 23, 3 %7: Oricinn1 'mbl- loans

prce or catt/iool pr ,r '0p 1r-ri 6 byt the r ctun 1. H V ras I oni1at i

(sul-ct to cd edIc ion of tC po1nt 1r1m tie 'rice ideFr t ach 1 r
of the grtCl pea). Av, l im t r1te c I/I wa I. be :15]' I on I

pot1nti l uboO rs + en '1Cdl intM0 1 0, 'adloin I I r t ci'

Oclt01; tt;tlJb; 1*,c () t I1 n 1 T1c' -I,(, a t- in 1 Ct0~ t - i
suhp orros r it t/edc i loa i t nd lt 1m

tite ~n~ .i~a t(' (¾ Tilt " 1 1 flot qlj.xt$-i- Owcsatit-a

orgnlinun ichoi, dcen N the naf in-1def

10 to 12; or (b neetrt f 6comO rndd f

leby ithrtc-e i1a I t ort 'rc t Vtl i/ o ei ct ro tt iin te Ct

geiieat pric c:c g or the u erm 1 - ebanate. T (e 7 T Ju{ t1
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revision in sub-ending terms was agreed upon to simplify sub--lcndin'
terms and correct certain problems which had emcr;ed. All sub-Ioans
made af ter that date were subject to correction accordi to hanges in
the US Dollar rate for cruzeiros, with interest on the adjusted prin-
cipal at 7-1/47. It was also agreed that, if at any time the increase
in the general price index exceeded the rise in the US Dollai/ciuzviro

exchalnpe rate by more than 7-1/4%, the Bnk and the borrower would agree
to a new indexing system in order to assure that the indexing system
would Pot result in negative real interest rates. The revised system
adopted in July 1972 also provided for the eliminntion of the lags whicl
had existed in the previous systems in applying indexIng during the early
part of the yrare period; and for the correction of the previous pract-ice
of calculating interest on the unadjusted, rather than the ad usted, prin
cipal duing the grace period.

Braz _l -ain Stnor-0e_ (857-L) nired r her 27, 1972: The principal of
tis an n wa to he :ad st ntn in cbroorurchn
with variation in the US dollr cllin r re for cruntrot or 0 r 'entral
Bank at 7--32% per annum. ]n Setember 1974 the tonK and the huaronr
agrcd to rvise IN1 indeiing system so t-hat the prini-l of 1of ;p rar
ate t ihat date woild he nrrtcted nccod in to tim OM ipm, with o
nterems- rate of V2 On the atmisid princl, This -a t suh>.Wc.

terms geeraly conistent with ters oVreri by of cJl lend icc
tut-ions fur arro ipustrins Pr other indust-ies, i'cvcer, i orp to
spur whit it t2t Vas a s'rinus la cing in the de] c. :nt of "-0 Ftoraye

ioct1'- :, the ycemaCnt crvatal in April 1975 a Puy 'a i- VrM'0 CTcA4

rangin- Mteen and 1 ien-e, dcc foC i ~nr s. /uct iI
sharply and the uncor.utted hatce of tho iank loan hiit 201) w can-
culled in Ocber 1975

co rrec -- -- - --o l

p-ropoe- 1, K5t '--I '0'- in tihe IS tolla iate Kr a- c os of IV 1cent>vBank wth ';:cvC,£ 07 I/J Wing 5101''' on tie aoto cv mow-

ever, c the cobien 1ccert of nrcro ar d e10 ' c I F ct- ir -''1 Iand iV nenor change un the US dollarru~nu an vb-nW
cause En ed in< ' ' ' '' c to r'tul t i 1 'lv rater

ttcsh- F, Ii "ao to th Mz.9-'itc- the fui c-t "' ndocc tin Lh :4oxfb-
sector system whi ' chiC:pit in uote I-cc un-Ic-- jnVc I o;-
i.e., 5 ccrept Mar 'i corr'' -ioe Q n ' c'al TO 1 1 id
not a gir0, u-c' ll in jj e Bank' t dc vi fji (1 c crc,, ht WK

sivilicj) (I. Ic rc''LU'r 'icc'rudt prry Mc hi in 1) int :I'c 'i'm P"I Acnon.
15%, -p---' Plc I on -1,Q'}r 0''' V n of pri~c 'incipal term 'ni h B" c'c'

Iioc r . Il , ['('' cu 'roc&i-c n I1 'rt ic1 K- S oI f al hcI Q E n MAt Nc-i

1 i ! op o t o S Hneg Nan.Ia eutpn lruc n

tin F aoMBhan ac~uatd enym F oh uhQP4ar panN
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Brazil Agro-_ILdustrien (_ 9 24-BR) si nedAugust ] 1 973_: Under the initial

agreement sub-lons carry an interes t rate of 5: plus dilstlent based on

the National Treasury-Bond (ORTN) price. But in October 1975, in line

with the Coverranent's deirne to encoura ge investments in several of the

relatively less dolopeod staten participatirg in the project, the Bank
and the Government agreed to lowra the interest rate to 3% (after OWTN
correction of principal) for beneficiaries in I states, retaining the
5% rate for the others.

48. These loans yern all in the agricultural sectoy, but during the

past year there have ben a number of loans to other sectors: in the

indeustrial_ sector, Loan 1206-BR, (085 tillion) of March 1, 1976, for the

BNDE (Nat icmia] Economic Development hank) develuprent bankin project,
provided for sub-lending to small- and mediurmsize industries, With the
cruzeiro-ch'orinated sub-loans indend accordinp to the D'TN (nitional

Treasury Bond) price and with interest rates of 37 for ben'ficinrieC in>

the Jess developed North and Northeast regions, 5 in the Center-Snuth
and 6% in Sao Paulo. These terns are siandard for all of N11Minace
srnl 1- and u edi-siZe industry opcrati ons ch'nnel led throuh s'l a nc
reginal devopient ianks. A]so, the nutrition loan (019 E1 ilin)
apnroved June 22, 1976 includes financing for IEi sScli(' fond piT -
cessir Joans to be extundcd with interest rate of 32 aur IT l

Wexing of principal . in the transport sector, Tan 1207-M (45 millm)

of March 1, 1976, for the 1E secondary and feedr Cond nmIect rro

for sub--nIcit to states or to numicipal con ri, with the cruz'-

denodi''ted sui-lonis Wind d aeordin to tle P11 priCp : 10
rateu vnryin' onm 4' to 77 (epnitp' the n r enre1 (n-' Im Jo

rates applyin to relariveiy less developed areas), in thW WOVer EUPO

aond ewrae ctor, ILan 1009-BR ($36 ill1) of une J7, 91 in c i U

th N'ional ounsing Bank (111) sub-projects in tim i Geri sna ne 1

watei snupply vand sewerage proranm provi for c-mirdno 'e Iu

loans to the state water colpany at a rate of interest of /% (p l us v' ou'

fWc rouintin to about 2') with principal suject to full onietay Cor-

rection ecordin to chanes in tih' pcnral pie index. Tlit is cow Q

tent Wth 'c practice in all of its roter supply nO sem1yn' IC'nin
to fully crt Cl the principal of su on ac Ccording to VIh ' Cneral pric

index nim then to ch'rpe intrest ratce rn''in ferm 2' to 7W, dependin

on thi relati\ stage of V:lopmoit of the 'tte cemcerne .

4 9. A. brie1 stetch P: lhe 1nli. m 1 erpt e<ce -is ue iL. Wexin''
was :Itrodumcd in 19M4 and applitJ in0011y to neoarnment bqen WO~

maturt les ranin' ir 2 to S yriw. The PriC''I Unn m'' lPKe qurt

wit refrenc' to the Whole Sale rie T udex W Oh inters Po paid "n

th" rev:lued sur0 Since then overy " hundred Was anidntn WdPme

1/ Since 1972 a chme witch rla]s 1 Iain bewnm' Pre- and ]1tiidexat

hru' been ustd. The i-ixing coeffirient lCed to crtdit to t

are c culated on a five month hads - Lh Ywving averaie of nfUin

during the previous Klr.m months plus an ofrjra] estiuoe of the nrAt
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have extended the system to embrace many other areas of the f inncia]
system and sectors of the economy. Revnalt ation is widely applied to
capital assets and property values and incomes are rcadi justed for tax
purposes. But indexing is tied to other po]licy bjec tives and a simpile
100% link with prices has rarely been us-ed. Tn fact, indexing as applied
to wage contracts liar been distinctly repressive nd has had litt Je direct
effect on the rate 'of inflati(o A dcine in the latter ding the
early '70s was more the result of an active fiscaL and monetary policy.
In fact, the only vis-ible positive impact of indexing has been the growth
in non-mionetary fin ncial ascets. Although even here it is difficult to
isolate the net ireose since there has been n substitution of Tindex %ed
financial assets -- such as hond] s and hank deposits -- for those not
subject to ronetary correction. What mnk'ess the Brazilian system so cor--
plex anx - f-om1 the ist's vipoint a lit t e unisa i fa ctory i: the cO-
exi stcfce of difflerent procedures for indn &King and the absence of a
in iversalI coveragr. For instnmce, the private sect or has strously
resiste indexation because barrcrers are nofte-n unprepared to rar the
risk and c;insequien 1tly have Ibeen rCeluctant Io offer indr-ed d epsits
Commercial binks w-i-i use imonstary corre1-Tion oTn f i-e Usit- pcic

a form of preindex - by tcn tir smet to a projecd ratT of

price incrase whlich usualy ersT in the dir -cion of cosevta'.
Since D-eember 1972, the correediion offerid on £ornment bonds is also
baseCd upon 1rojc tis ich 'stdatically underest:I-C' the re Jn-
crea'S I: Ti s 0CC as to COoto the riseC ill ) in Tea-'i incomeand thI i'se'
dimiishT inflatioi- prenn's The VP1 whih reins the crnei s1tCne

of the inc-ing syi civeco 1 eight to housing1 aa and ex' dt on'' f7

1ohl t i 4hoT r r ' TI r 1 r;

ti-a p proi"tely hn the coisnstiiion xpcTd (i i f the

populatio n. Thus, It i: likely tmt the IT gro-sb 01 unee'mtces the

true m'gni tide of the price r1ie. Anther exmia'ple of ith looms] ies,
lb1)11c'h at'uncl within t he sys.t c, i toe trIeatmlin o iort'i loss.
These wre s-ject- to mrone'tary cc'rrections ' ut early P taI'ge, bit

oveIrnmenT t esSI r ' ill rT cv so r' s to rnCoutsi ;OT O nersip)

IXo-7verC, ti C' large ''usber of de(faTult persuTaded0CC thse authriti:es t orvise

lThef p-roceumC so1 that mort get p-vients are all]ed toi dcl ines ini reaC
thermsis ov §r tiI r>0

50. AM t er 11 ve Cn oontien die voindxat-ion sm -inl Bril is
still in th' throc of cn t nd this ffcc-Is th Bnn1. iis lit are

subj''c t to Tii no.Ini Iy lS , fo' r-ns-mc- the Ct}''T na's le (IL7 '-'I L

CaZttl e price-' ' 1 sco-d a' the bas rr s (Im i sei fIor soe

tne lam. ous':hol' cr1 a oystm o o cctio h rt d on lbI-ns
in th i T lC-r ra (5t, crinI to th 1i fmb I' oi t hI

f rom' ;T I oC ohu:a 're anI d ii b-cjTCe diicul I to ]i-hd Irrmovs ,1o

wr- u pre: rl to pay th hih i St (Cost hV-1i li, wIt 'I to y ye(r

mC5tur-5 itJo 1: coulds i' i be a nc ifra- otheri :ars Cit :! 0/ intered.

denwe u r be I) ' c 'I vO uye

-A.)is uiiic' ' 1-1 C ' t T'T CT C C, ST010 11t. -,I or'''s -ci nc -C (T

I/'etus] hT ot% of cleci' diu-sed bi. th tnk Csm th noial S Cit of'

] / lsee' 1' I cs-, opi. eisr~
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interest is to be fixed at 10%. Assuming rates of inflation of the order
of 25% per annum in Brazil and 8Z in the Iending countrius, along with
continuous adjustment of the cruzeiro to correct for the discrepancythe
nominal rate would be 27% while the real rate would be 2%. This is a
reduction from real rtea of 5% and 67 that were being recommended in the
past. It appears that both sides have moved further away from the goal
of an optimal real 'rate of interest towards a non-negative rate that is
politically tolerable. The Bank loows upon index linking as a device for
restoring the vigor of the market mechanism hy offsetting the distribu-
tMon&l and allocationl di:tortions which ariae from unanticipated in-
flation. Secondly, it wishes to enhance the viabil ity oF financial inter-
mediaries. This is also partly te view of the Brazillan oveanment hut
the latter has also used monctary correction as an instrumnt of st1abii-
zation (and at:i-rinflatioN) policy and "refers to apply the system both
flexibly and selectively instead of instituting a procedure for autonat i
indexation coverinfg the entiie econoiy.

52. Indexation is a part of the atLilization policv because it a
easier to apply than i outright price freeze and could be fairly effue-
tive device for restraining the groth of incoies. The no recent me i-
firations may coUnce its saitability for the 'nti-inflPtion role. One
again the objecLive is to prevent earoinqs regulnatd by iideXed conrct
frm growing in line with the infiation hy modifyin the irice index so
as to excludc thos increraes which cre duc to acidenta'l occurences
such as the oil price h-ikes or the frost, that recently dm ied the cnffo-
crop. The goverr;ent honc that tiM i i-nsu' 1I j-ro I-n 'dtio'
from 30% to n iore scCrtabe 1s -l- c(-n th r--orP'" po -sia- y, I-
frequoit hail.es neU toe cistence of segents within the economy not
subjrect to indexing, it is doubtful xhether monetary correctioP ha helpdn(
thu cause of efficient renource c]]o-e-oi althounh it might cmicei'iivoah)
have raised the leve of investment.

53. Indexing is used more widely in Brazil tic in can other counL
but the system M:N hps reny gape. in paricular ter enc' to the ra
cultu-ral sector is not rubject to monetary correcio uipat from he l 
made by the hm'. ]iscurions with the bra iian! P;ing a p-riod of
eight years indicate that they are umnlling to exted ' icxa to ti
entire sertm n re an ius to dilute ind - i procedurv p aped t
the Boo Io i s n" to c-l;-:e the subidy eltn.

5. The m has mlidkO f iv livestock loans to 11 ug of 'ich - E
firs 245-Ua ts sine on PPe nher 1i, 1959. yhc dOT eit of tofh-
oann is hanled bv t hicl fiv o :h un Mhc was vstal Med by the ('nt-

Bank in 195. The resource LM&otnn- r - he Bsi']: plus -none ibuion
madi I 1 o i en'n1 t n T I aAc cm;~ :l hie to thy- Isr5r tin;-:; h Li1W
of Ohw Rpubl iC (tEIb n v! is te on y ps ticit'in' Not. The Contr- l
Bank's on to 1 ]A0 L 1 mil a5nin:t dcumnt or uh- 1Ja; to ran
chr' at interest ratus h- permit UK - net a sprwed of 7 over the
index(d principal to cover the cdi intrLtive ox-cnses. Of the snsOnuti
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loans - 69 8 -Ur, 81 6--IR 940-UR and 1166-UP the miost recently agreed terms
for the latter three are outlined b I elo.

aFourth Livestock (01 6-u) sined Aril 26 197 i
Su-loan balance are subjoct to monetary corrertion not later than April
30 in each year on the averape incr rease in the beel and wool ranch-gate
price index for the 12-month period ended on October 31 in the preced-inp
year, furnished hy Banco Centiral,; subject to the adjus tmt not exceed wi
that which would have result-rd had the coetary correction b eei based on
the increase inl the cost-of-living index of the !!-iirterio de Economie Y
Finansa s for the correspondin period. Loans madea to farmers nith hovd-
ings of Jess thin 400 hectaCrs are aduisted by Ion 50% of it incre-soe
in the app]icali e inodex. infteretst i s cha'rged it 1IZ per anml on the
adjusted principal.

rua'ourth iJji- cOCl: -V i ne Detor 25 197 acond C'e)
Suih-lbo:r. balancr ar si. _ iilenut corrcct 1cr'.i- -- -
First Stas'e suborlo e- o that Lill tI lon are suoh to fll
ind exing. nterest r te s arml1 icabJ e to t: he corrl-r I c,d lI on p rin c ia
are as folo: (n) 37 pCT 1nnoill in the ao. ofs -
hold inpr coverin in the a-gro-te up to 2.50 hctrieees; (b) 6 !e T1nn1
for subhoroweortin ldin i cxe of -iof
exceed ti 400 l-t1ie a () 3 per annoi for suh b Ojait

idldins exceedin1 400 heict ret;.

A1_l ut suiect oc ui inde n ind the inte--e rt c
are the s s- as in the Fourith ivesck an (Seco Staie). The sib-
1 l ae diusted on April 30 of each \ear 1by pplying an r U om-
structe0d by ding o the releC of the -ixa- he en! of d prev Lot
year th flc ower of the percentape incase in () the 'averae cot-iof

ling -ex for the 12 month en din on Ocnteber 31 of the i o areBC
preced ir a r comparedio ith the I vre -mo for the ivioucs 127 5
(b) the average price of 41 0 o 1, i -t C, al II of
wool Ourcing7 tile 12 mon'ths cn-n on 04to i of mIre

cedimy yer as comparecd to the iverpa i for the 12Re-
pay-went terms' of suhb-o nsi relec the -hi' 1 of li newri 1
sei:t-e de' b Ur(1)t. TI-Ifris r n irom 5 to 11) y 1nid n
peno of up to 5 yor. Iv te r i i (
all sub -I'oa) wore lp! lied o u- n ja t

iod n Ice -e-' en -- iTd vr-Si ' ' h i ir h rec c! i f- disCj not I 'ad perLolnc codae 1o otI n 1'.n

infl.tion ha Ynm e and Iao d1
not beenI ad justed' .

5 i5 Urhuuay wa st 1 infat ion:;;" p
tics a thi sp- d ein i c I (-x (m J -k I
whciich ct ''d not Tiie n '-!ewnttion il

decode bemeof fer hrudbyte oermnt a teinrduw
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of indexation would create destabilizing expectations on the part of the
public. When in 1969 coilaboration between Uruguayan officials, USATI
and members of the Plan Agropecuario produced an neceptable cheme, i t
was tried on a pilot scale in the livestock sector.

56. In 1970, it was decided that if beef and wool prices rose faster
than the Consumer l'rice index (CPTI), the latter would be used to ad just
the loan. This involved an assy'metry in the Freatment of borrowers and
lenders because no protection was offered to the cornercial hanw in the
reverse situation in which the CPIT rose faster thn the compos-ite index
of beef and wool. Hence the private institutions ere not prcpared to
adopt the schiewe for their lending operatLions.

57. In 1971 the graduation of adjunstrent aeccoring to the size of
the farm was altered, allowing 50% adju-tment to nll farms under 400
hectares. In 1973 the concession was withdraw- ,nn and Forrier in all size
classes were required to adjust by the full amiount. However, n halre-
inn of the ter':s in this area was balanc&l h7' subidzni-i'n e ''iere.
During 1973 the rate of inflation was 7, but for h e purps cF Joan
adjurtent it ups calculated at 65% and as an addit onal meetnr, the
rnnchers -ere returned a porion of their export 'ns, which h'ped to
brin; trh dusL't nt down to a

58. The beef and wool prie index rose Jess than the CPI In 197
and che forme i dex ws reinstated in March 1975. To add to the con-
fun it shou be K 'entioned that the nc'i nal int 1 er(t rtLe Ywa Chno(d

- L .1 .V1 I .| . A

April Dt iS au'd on price chauges duri , a 17 ronth "eriod end in in
the preious- October. Deenodinc On whether inFltinn in -I t Pcc mirt
or sloing donm this has iintrocced its cIn biases. ln co' l thI mn
other projuts (Arentin and h! hivia), Lih Iine San diAU no r ou ' the usc
of "cuulnIive" indicts oere a choice , - 'iven. The efect of thS
over the life of a subo--an in pr'obaly tiht real pcsitive intreLt rate-s
under hig' inflati :ay nut n'cessariy bp achinvc' in nractice. in
additicn, to Urupuns did no. compouod inflatio rat-' in enclantm'
the inde; they merely ad(ed Lthan, and tlsM further 'eukned tie cee-
tiveness of indexation

59. Both the ufect ivenog - nd the poyuirity o the inic .' nt-l
has been reduced b) the ovrcnen'sin-i L ity to ned-n to P vjn'e ntt
of ruls'. privat- i i ns'h-itn onIles- lov- becn scuad olf i Iovilnn 

actionn hib ( nt tc-to be :i'vted aIcirn then V' the m1'> arc Un-
hapy eenseof Q0 uncertainties rerardly their Wuarp oblinat oa.

n i retained thCy Wou1& prefer Imm- to be pr PYinded ' V114 i 'ye-.

60. The Ic vrnmcntl recorn the POliti cal''t s s siI
ing npric-ultural producevrE. Th -U n ": Cre tU l-r thO ctt of Food
to ci1y daell fs. it r Eaimanreat Ch:f ol/ 'Vexinn LAI NIUatCk
loans O ndedr bV the i orld Hcmk, - Vii " c ;se- a V '*-I l If I Cet ago
of the Local nriclllral :crdit, nay r'a the dionr c- cl 14'-ot iK
the iot.
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61. The recent policy actions of the government sugest that the
supporters of indexation have prevailed. A new law has been passed
which calls for the indexation of all financia] instruments where the
term exceeds tWo years. This should grenatly exnnd the scope of in--
dexation within the financial sector which has so far Leon limited to
the National Tnstitute of Colonization (TN) and the Mortnago ank of
Uruguay. The INC, which nervces as an intermediary on all land trans-
actions as well as financing land sales, males long-ter loans, where
the principal iv linked to an index of agricultuYal products: te
nominal interest is 3%. The Mortgage ank uses a wae ndeo r io adjust
its loans as well as its savings since this index reflects the renay--
ment capacity of the borrower and the expetatfonr of the snvers.
During the period over itch indexing has been niplied both these
instttutions have had prolblems in inducing borroi 'r to observe tLie
terms of the or-uinal contract: and evontuallv have vi old te preasure
and have settled for caster terms. The 1 hIs -all owel it5 horr-eo r
to deWer payment! while the Nrtgagc Bank sealed 0 en the sizp o ad usl
ment on rt gape payments in 1973.

62. Te Uru "unan expurience is not encour inV. It u ran a&
of the very name f'iculi t e encountered by th E in M toVi
mentation of the ir n syst"ti Excessivc di eroen' -at n order t 

deal Yith all ituations 0-11 one Of t ix 1)) 01 I 0011 1
is he cilljte i regad' terms o nrice 'T1'W C in tlo fu Icn

fnest jor a ScC' that is fair to Lo r and aL the Var t'0
o> the se 1to plans for the enr-t nug 1 w 'loeqn W

indexi systm- no do nod Lo neutratixe' F" me 0 t tie W
can he un-d hi a it Maws' this imn a " K We i le of
syst'' 1 Ileove i. i i el'y that the IE nEir r'l -Ta [ ion ich
expected in th nci year or to, may it vanlcr to :Ced nuE the b 0
ficic in1 - t 's of inTurx ant

P3OP V Q

WHlO Y ' (TNO 1 in PC'c 25 3971t: ' P Tneorpnrntrv t<y~u

nor~ 1  o pynla pn nes O'''>' M, dirt 't~~v inde I' rood prcsI

lishut by 1 o 1, ~ ia i7c An! WI RuI of Swt'~c Or th ¼, '1 1 (11-

(c'TC 0t onY~ U' I V h P 4 V 00 r 1 C WP1n'

- 1

1 Ii 1 } lb,'2  U -tI 3 '1 !

At pre it , two tpt t P
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of them allows the farmers to make their payments in accordance with the
above system of monetary correction. The other option - known as the
doliar exchange clause - passes the exchan'e risk on to the farmer, i.e.

the loan to the final borrower is denominated in dollars.

63. There is a great deal of resistance to the indexing system in

Bolivia and it is'unlikely that the foothold gained by the Bank in the
livestock sector will lead to application on a larger scale. In fact,
the recent experience sugposts that the bolivians intend to bring the

curtain down on this small scale experiment.

Peru

Peru A'ricultural Credit Proiect (9V-PT) siPd Septerbher 12. 1973:

Sub-loans are not ind cxed til inflt i on i in excees o' 9 0o th) C

fiscal year. Then, upon notification thereol by the inni, no further

sub-loans shall be made until the Bank and EA have aprepd on an in-

crease of the minimum effective interest rAte to he charqed.

64. Livestock lorms mie to Bolivia and Peu incorpirtes tWdiee

clauses which require scme form of adjurtient if LI irchsn piCe 4 Oit

risen ahove a certain lWvel dUrinn a SpeCified period. O(ie ina nthIo
arC countries whicr the rate of int 'ntion i roderto; Om the financj&

systcn has not been forced to neck recourse in indexatci.

65. During 1973-7 Lth inflation rate in varau:y averned 17.0.

it was tlherefr docid to apply indexation to the i u' loan made un

the ourt h li v.t ack PrC' ect (10'7, in ted Sc ember 617X Th 
imieTatio clh stplated the-w folowing cond1,"ithms. Aen _ i T Tm i

ot erest rate o 6/ to be chirn' '' thc princia out rs
he adjuste annuilly it ferce to te tos -- 'flivim index. Iondo

GMuero, the executinr "ency, charres I0% intrest tn principle '0i

on e Iasi of t e (01. Of w( T, in I M, the channe in IP CPT xc;
6.7%. PC adjusted the pini- e o the bais of a 9 inrtro cnd the

bok, considering the hi-h rate or interest already op!id, aecd tw

this actioun.

66. InAXtion has not been ridly - i p in P'rntHt' So Fay thi'.

only other financial contri ts sunject tO otartt'y corettrin r:e 'oir

,gm loans. tine ati o rd:dnol n oi t -C ' to 0. &vi i ihli iiZL f@'

years it in unlikely that the cyEm Vill be applied on a I-i-r oCal.

Othey CVynt es

67. Ma ny councries ! re ow W ndeling in ove fmr" tor mothny eu
the post Wm peio ano toe hnve bten led 1o b the L er aii rni
a ion-, prio or triin1. :e 'ine, who had appled' indBeinu e x es'-"
sirnc 194, foun in 1967 that the ntei could no hn tidi o it  ok an

Pontor and sHifted to rm ino-s policy. ColomhI Us adoptid the n wlin-
pen in order to regulate the price of KLs currenry and see fm-n of den
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is aPpied to mortgage loans, the investment of social Security reserves
and saving deposits. In the Utter case the adiuswent is 1 itiLd to a

maximum of 20% Per annum. In general, the Coloians have rSIS t I in-
dexation. The Bank has made one DFC loan hich includes a trijyer eo -
anism but any rgricultural loans made in the nar future are not likely
to include an indexation clause. For a long ti bo[ goven'ten and
private sector bonds in Israel were linked to the official dollay rate
but the sharp dUvaluation of 1962 with the conoiat jump in debtor
obligations led to a discontinuaLion of linkin' with foreign cylanee
and a selection of the CPT as the index to he used for monet[a correct

68. One other feature as regarc- the application of indexing shon c'
be mentioned. "Dirty" inde:ing scems to be the siT] and 12t 'erwthini

peculnar to the Ta! American countrie. Coveini usual1v my risc'
sre for of discretinn in their iperei at-ion of indin. For in tna-,1n Nomwey, the po'm-ent rlecides the extoi to Iicb a price elye will

be compensated. Sjtlarly the Austrian giverntecpt ctn overi: the iite-
mati 0doI:-hxitn of iC-Tslops and s'ubsidim-. indirect l-ayps are nscd to
regulate the inde: In Norwa Tinl and, Taiel and Iw' Un e ini(nii.

69. Even a brief survey of the exPriMce Wh it ndht {o av1s''
one with doubts as to its woral]it and its slitl-25 as a 1 ow
instrument. As the Econcr. st pointed out,

No syst in catc on can he subt m yi C tci 1
the economic Ond social pres-suret whib ch s c in ' aY
tion. On the contracy the toe'r the I p- on ri
JCC Y of fla t faLter prices M rm
to trr.m;r- coran ovcer real resources to those vi'
are dt-erin- d nd Ml e to rcai a larr utr, BM
indet-n, provided it begits in the i t toy i a
shift Uh pain from ialation o polit ii
sensitiva -reas and ' force the Roverniment Lo dual
Pore prO ilyL and ej fectigu-dr Wt tat '''-0--a its;
very epr 1 stg's.

It is not cler ~t counrie which are uning indeI sion Ps a pr1t of
thoir SUnbiliation plogr= are are of the ci pro1e3 [M ied
to be tackled.
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Annex II: StatisticIl Talle-s

Ta bl - I inflatiou and Related StatFotics For
Si- t . eon Lat:In AmeoricaN Count rtis, 19"0-69

Table II Cntries WithT Inflan in Excess of 10%
During 1972-74

Talie TITT IndicA of Domstic Price Level Cha ae os

Tab] c TV EsL ir tes of Inflatian: 1 97>-80

Tabl V To La Ifend in y I BD and TC to HI
II F a t J on Count rcs
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Table 1 -, nlatio and peinted Staistics hr
?i nen_~t n American Countrie;, 950--6Q*

Rate of Inflation
Meian s. J)

Uruguay 
403. 34.9

Bolivia 43.3 55.9

Braz] 
35.1 21. 5

ChU 28.2 14.6

Argent1' 1. irm 26.4 23./

Parauy12.

Cal ci, a 9.2 2.2
Te L 

-5 5.2

Mexi co 5. 35.3

Nir V 6.1

S~lks I3.0 3.3

u ,2.1 3/
Costa 2a

Coats 11] 28

2.1 2,8

*21 PCr, pe non.

C I .
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Table IT: Countries vith Inflation in
Excess of 10/ durinc 1977-74

1960-1971- 197 2 -1974

Argentina 20.25 25.71

Bolivia 4.94 28.96

Brazil 37.83 12.81

Ci1 23. 5] 201.73

Colo ibia 10.03 14.99

Ghan 6.52 11.10

Ind 5.36 14.32

I sral 5.67 18.9?

J coie 3.96 14.80

Pakitim 3.47 16.28

Par'auay 3.02 11.95

Prj37 . SO 51 . 70

Yu g V'i a 11 .14 144

Zrk 18.0 14.0

TurlI e y 8. 00 -1) .01
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a /Table IT: Indicators of Domestic Price Level Change
(Average Annuail Percentage Chan ge)

Source: Comtry 1965-70 1970-73 1973-75 (Estiaat c)
Date of CPP 197 80

2/18/75 Afghanistan 11.1 -2.3 6.4 5.2 e/
7/25/74 Argentina h/ 16.1 43.2 - -

10/16/74 Bangladesh - 17.4 9.8
3/12/75 Bolivia - 10.7 35.9 12.1

11/74 Brazil c/ 26.5 17.6 31.0 g/ 20.0 h/
Chile 21.3 76.0 145.9*
Colombia 8.3 11.2 11. 5* 9.07

5/15/74 Congo - - 17.8 9.5
3/74 Egypt - 3.9 6.2 6.1 f/

Ecuador 4.0 7.2 11.2*
7/15/74 Ghana - 12.0 - -
7/22/74 Greece 2.4 3.0 -

Guatamala 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5
8/01/74 Guyana -4.3
4/22/74 Haiti 0.1 6.5 7.4 5.4
6/13/74 Uonduras 1. 9 ^t 7 1 0. 0 7. 3
6/06/74 iiid ia 6.5 18.5 9.7 6.0
6/05/7a Indonesia - 23.0 20.0 -
6/03/74 Iran 1.9 P,] 7.4 -.7

12/27/76 Tartalica 10.8 17.6 10."
8/30/7z: Jordan - 7.6 8.7 7.-
4/12/74 Korea 7.8 9.8 8.0

11/29/74 Lebanon 2.0 4.4 14.0 9.
10/07/7/. aIlaul 3.6 5.1

3/2-1 /75 TraiS 20 ('9 2 1.
5/10/74 exico 3.4 6.7 17.7 7.2
5/17/74 Moroeco d/ 0.6 8.3 21.0 3.5

Nicaragua 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5
6/28/74 Pakistan 6/ 3.7 7.1 10.0 5.0
5/32/74 Paraguay 6/ 1.3 13.0 17.5 8.5

10/2]1/74 Peru d/ 11.1 8.7 15.0 15.0 &/
7/15/74 Philippines 5.6 17.0 25.0 8.8
8/21/7 4 o mIa- - - 0.f 1./ f/
6/26/74 Secgal 5.2 9.9 8.6
4/1 /74 Sri Lanka 4.2 9.4 12.5 7.9 f/
9/26/74 S1y 3.5 6.2 14.4 10.1
3/27/74 T-nin - 5.1 6.0 5.9 f/
5/17/74 T Imilai / 1.2 5.9
6/30/74 Trin 1icd N To baio 3.8 8. 5 9.1 6.2 f/

T Iru'r 8.1 14.0 15.0 15.
1j~ umiy50.0 33.3

31 /73 \niela 2.1 3.1 16.9 9.0
7/12/71 Y1 n v:: -1 7.8 18.0 17.15 1 e0

nm a: 6.7 12.4 7 f/
Note: (; Sti on tplnitIon Tn CI P PY At].mnt:)

a/ Cmal '' i ri' indr' not pecitr, aI.:sr7 otac'ni.; ct
b / Dyre tm c It eni i ldsX

C/ C' i .] p(1 na - ci Med ;Ue-n$'3e' of I o -oe (6C0`), I lh cCc of ain
in : (30 ) fr4J t(14 cointd of co)f ructiin I. 02),

di/ I')' de ] .1 IOr,

i/ 19 7 -6
{/ LAvre r'( 97--7.

i/ lilty econaise.
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Table TV: Estimates of _Inflation,1975-r-

Less than 10% 10% or more
rate of inflation Preent rate of inflation Percent

Afghanistan 5.2 Argentina 2/ 350.0 ('75)
BangliaerS 9.8 ('75-76) Bol via 12.]
Congo 9.5 Bravil 20.0 5/
Egypt 6.7 ('75-76) Chile 3/ 336.0 ('75)
Haiti 5.2
Honduras 7.5
India 6.0 Jamaica 10.0
Iran 4.7 Korea 12.8
Jordnic 7.5 MaUri tis 10.4
Koren 8.2 ('76-76)

Lebino 9. 5 Peril 15.0 ( 75 78)
Mexi c 7.2 Syri 10I

Mrocc u 3.5 Turky 15.1
Pakistar 5.0 Urugu y 4/ 30.0 ( 75-80)

Parguay 8.5 Yugs a 15.0
Phi ppires E.8
Roroi 0.4 ('75-76)

seneUi 8.6
Sri Invta 7.9 ('76-76)
Tanxuz a 5.9 ( I 7-)
Trinidad & Tobagn 6.2 ( 76-76)
Vene u a 9.0
Zambin 7.5 ( 76-76)

I / Sonic a: UP Attarhm~enctN I Avcrape !nnai Percmt na (lunpe KrI upona t
&nural d-me1 t c price indOx.

2/ Entimed ifation for 1975 alowe is 350 percent. Therefore, it is unFe L
s c tis country belon LO the over 10i catry. Thern is soon spcul

tion that this rate s1ay de]-In in 1"76.

3 Muic projectins of Ch ' an inflaan is exicINpy ai ui ! o tpK O
volatIe record. InfIien for 1975 Mono is csti ted by van! r tW
be 336%. 7his in itself uould be sufficien rto lae Ci i a Ovrv 10,''
cat-'ry TI should be nolrid that ihe governve n arnuw dyicn

poiciet to conol inflat ia ad t* ite can I expc-C& t Fal (ORMWYOMN
in the next f years.

4/ Inf, aj i1"75 is esic Id at 50-60 ad it ts vvpecucd Lo dca] lcrvlc ccc
to arnud 10M by 3979-80

i cctcl y ; ci icc
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Table V: Total Projected Lending by IBRD and
IFC to Iligh Inflatinn Coumtries

FY1975-Pf 980
(US$ millions)

Coun try/ 2/ 3/
Sector Agric u l tu re Idust-r -- Transpcorl Utilities Fdurntimr- Urban

Bolivia 150.6 88.5 84.0 31.5 40.0 -

Brazil 939.0 525.0 1,95.0 945.0 248.5 34110.0

Chile 75.0 55.0 20.0 60.0

Colo)bic 425.5 400.5 145.0 392.0 110. 100. 0

Guatzmla 20.0 - 60.0 146.0 40.0 tfl

Jamaec 59.0 - 71.0 57.0 15,0 O20f

KoreaI 705.0 20.0 540.5 - 77.5

MIt1u 10.0 25.0 10.0 16.5 17.0

Nicargu 12.0 8.0 13.0 53.0 27.0 6.0

Peru 245.0 150.0 160.0 100.0 70.0 60.0

Syria 185.0 20.0 40.0 265.6 40.0

Turkey 575.0 148.0 130.0 336.0 40.0

'1 -1.2 " 0 35.0 - 30.0 -

Ya;lav:5/40 0 - 453.0 380.0

OSIune: C)Ts Actsu: and T }ropo' Lenrlin Pyrr ]Tro[ hY 80

1/ DeC, Is haVi v 10% :ts of inflion.

2 Inclures: ii,
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FO RECONSTRUCTION ANDN DEVELOP

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATON

POLICY REVVW COMM

PRC/s/M/76-3a

June 15, 1976

INDEXATION OF FINANCIAL CONTRACTS ISSUES PAPER

STAFF REVIEW - MINUTES

Attendance:
Messrs. Karaosmanoglu (Chairman), Alter, de Azcarate, Bhatt, Colaqo,

de la Fortelle, de Vries, Di Tullio, K., Glaessner, Hendry,
Hyde, G., Kavalsky, Kuczynski, Laursen, Pilvin, Powell, R.L.,
Ringlien, Stoutjesdijk, van der Tak, Vita, Yusuf, Burki (Secretary)

1. A staff review of the issues paper on Indexation of Financial Contracts
was held on Thursday, June 3, 1976.

2. The discussion focused on the following areas: (i) purpose and scope
of indexation; (ii) relationship of indexation to other measures of economic
policy; (iii) identification of circumstances under which indexation is an
appropriate instrument; and (iv) World Bank policy.

Purpose and Scope

3. There was agreement that the purpose of indexation is to reduce or
eliminate the consequences of inflation. In periods of high and particularly
of volatile rates of inflation, real interest rates tend to be low or even
negative, and according to the authors this retards the financialization of
savings and reduces the efficiency of the market mechanism in the mobilization
and allocation of resources.

4. Most participants in the discussion felt that indexation should be general
rather than limited to a few sectors of the economy, and that the appropriate
index would be a general price index. In some circumstances the exchange rate
would reflect the general increase in prices and could therefore be used, but
normally such a procedure would have certain shortcomings.
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5. One objection was raised, however, to the use of a general price
index for indexation purposes. It was argued that if inflation was
accompanied by a change in relative prices, it might appear unfair to the
producers of products, the prices of which lag behind, to index their
borrowing according to a general index. The case in point was agriculture,
and it was strengthened by the fact that discrimination against this sector
are common in the developing countries.

Relationship to Other Measures

6. It was stressed by several speakers that indexation should be anelement in a more general context of macro-economic policy. There wasagreement that indexation per se could not be effective as an anti-inflationary
measure. In fact, it was argued, indexation might even accelerate the rateof price increases. The paper should examine more closely how indexation fitsinto general stabilization policies.

When is Indexation Appropriate?

7. The authors found that it was difficult to identify the exact
circumstances under which indexation would be an appropriate policy, andhence to point out the countries to which such a measure might be recommended.This is due among other things to the difficulty of predicting inflation
rates.

8. It was agreed that a definition is difficult of the precise circumstancesunder which indexation should be the preferred solution to the problems createdby inflation. But it was argued that the paper should try to be more expliciton this question, and try to identify the countries which should adopt thisDolicy. One criterion might be flexible exchange rates.

9. Several participants in the discussion held the view that inflation inthe foreseeable future would be considerably higher in many developing countriesthan during the 1960s, and they questioned that CPP projections were reliable.According to some it is reasonable to expect inflation rates of 50-90% in anumber of developing countries. Such situations are not dealt with in theacademic research on indexation and interest rates. The basic issue: isindexation the appropriate instrument in such circumstances to deal withuncertainty and negative real interest rates should be treated more explicity,including the question of the type of financial contracts that should be indexed.

10. On the other hand, it was argued that indexation could also be appropriatein much less inflationary circumstances.

Bank's Experience and Policy

11. It was noted by several that the factual information quoted in the paperon the Bank's experience did not fully reflect the actual situation. It wasagreed that suitable changes will be made in the statistical section with thehelp of the Regions.
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12. There was agreement that the Bank cannot impose indexation on
governments, but it was important to establish guidelines for the Bank
to be alert to the question, and in appropriate circumstances the Bank
can advocate that indexation be applied.

Conclusion

13. It was agreed that the paper should be redrafted to reflect the
discussion. In particular, it should try to identify circumstances in
and countries for which indexation may be recommended. It should not,
however, contain any strong policy recommendations. No major change in
the structure of the paper or any new research should be undertaken for
the purpose of finalizing this paper.

Shahid Javed Burki
Secretary

Policy Review Committee

cc: Those Attending
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I. introduction

1. This paper has a narrow scope. It is not about overall financial

policy or sven about the level and structure of interest rates. These

important subjects have been studied recently in a draft entitled, "The

World Bank and Financial Development" January 30, 1976. The present

paper on indexation elaborates on one of many issues discussed in the above

mentioned draft, namely how to insulate interest rates from the impact,

generally unintended, of high and volatile rates of inflation. This issue

would arise no matter what level of real interest rates is considered appro-

priate. Clearly, the indexation technique can make a more inportant contribution

to develorment policy if the real interest rate structure is appropriate than

if it is not. But even in the latter case, the role of indexation is not

insignificat from the points of view of saving mobilization, allocation and the

viability of the financial structure.1

2. The paper is a response to questions raised by staff in the

Latin America Regional Cffice about the indexation of 11 agricultural loans

made by the Bank during 1967-75. This experience is reviewed in the annex

and the main conclusions are reflected in the analysis and reconmendations

presented in the main text. In addition, the paper explores the relevance of

indexation for Bank lending operations in agriculture and industry. It does

not discuss the application of' indexation in other areas such as wages and

taxes. The purview is limited to the area of financial contracts.

1/ For a review of theoretical literature and empirical experience, see
Index-Linkin' of Financial Contracts: A Survey of the State-of-the-Arts,
World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 192, November 1974.
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3. An active development policy trying to promote rapid growth in

a country is liki'y to gonerato inf'at-onary prersuras. This danger is

percoptibly gr-atrr in the IDCs partly becaur of thp spned with which

supply bottlenecks are encountered and partly due to the expansionary

monetary-fiscal policies. The inflationary process in the LDCs, however, has

accelerated since 1970 because of a significant rise in the prices of fertili-

zers and food, partly a: a result of natural disasters and the quantun jump

in the oil prices since 1973. Many LDCs are currently experiencing double

digit inflation; and in some of them, this trend is likely to continue until

1980 or so. In this context, the application of the indexaticn technique to

financial contracts assures particular significance.)

4. High rates of inflation pose a series of problems all of which are

rooted in the unanticipated redistribution of resources between economic units

involved in monetary transactions. To avoid the possibility of a resource loss

during periods of high and variable infldtion, individuals become reluctant

to enter into agreements which bind them for a long period of time to financial

terms expressed in current prices. This interferes with the development of

the fnancial sector. especially with the supply of tern loans because the

nature of the ccnmitment increases the chances of incurring a loss. But aside

from this, there is a flight from nonetary transactions and into various forms

of barter. Savers, fearing an erosion in the value of money balances, prefer

to hold real estate, specie or even certain types of commodities. In general,

inflation interferes with the monetization of the economy; it retards the financiali-

zation of savings and reduces the efficiency of the market mechanism in the

mobilization and the allocation of resources.
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Policy Ortions

5. In the area of financial contracts, there are three possible ways

of coping with the problem of inflation. In each case, the idea is to adjust the

financial transaction so that it is more or less in step with the overall trend in

-prices. One possibility involves the pegging of interest rates at a level coramen-

surate with expected inflation. This option, however, is applicable only in a

situation where inflation has been and is expected to be relatively stable.

6. A second solution is a policy of variable interest rates. This

would allow interest rates to vary with current and expected increase in

prices; in theory, it would protect both borrowers and lenders against the

the consequences of changes In the rate of inflation. Variable rates are

a workable solution when the rate of price increase is fairly stable or pro-

dictable and the market has the freedom to generate a rational interest struc-

ture in the light of past experience and future expectations. However,

available information indicates that Latin American countries with high rates

of taflation also tend to experience fairly sharp fluctuations in the annual

rate of incr-ease of prices and this variance would very likely interfere with

the narketzvliity to arrive at a rational rate structure.

7. Where inflation is high and variable, the third solution, i.e.

indexation seems to be appropriate. Indexation preserves the real value of

contractual obligations by tying them to a price index, and it thereby helps

to avoid the anomalous situation, often found in LCs, when real interest rates

go down in times of inflation and un in times of a price decline. Such movements

in real rates cannot be justified either in terms of a demand management policy

or as an allocative measure.



8. Since indexation reduces the riskiness of financial transactions by

safeguarding the individual transactor against losses due to unforeseen changes

in the price level, it can have two beneficial results. Ftrstly, financial

intermediaries can offer stable positive real interest rates on savings deposits,

instruments. This measure may lead to an increase in aggregate savings although

available evidence on this point is weak. Inderation .:zuid certainly encourage

the financiolization of savings presently invested in -eal assets and thereby

enhance the efficiency of resource allocation. Such a shift has been

observed in both 3razil and Korea following the chango in interust rate

policies. For instance, the Brazilian financial savings rate rose :rom 3.

in 19562- to 8.5'% in 1967-69.-

9. 1 second advantage of monetary correction is it: iacr on lo

term lendiy. At present, there is a marked paucity c" :o.- tern hune in the

fin ian l arkets of the LZCs due to the traditional preferences of lenders

and the riskiness of lending long. This is especially aarktd in the agri-

cultra sector as has been pointed ut in the Policy Paper on ..gricultur

Credit (p. 16). For example ?5% of institutional loans in Latn America and

Africa are for t;o years or less wohile for /sia,the ft ure is around 655.

$uch su Iee:zing of the mtzrity spectrum ny have 9n FaVers? etbet or those

rrojects the Z are subject to long gestation lag- . have access

only to shcrt-tor= loans, the uncertainty of be l o heir

loans may dampen their willingnass to undertake long- ns--Pnt. is long

as financial inrorediaries are unable to cvcns1 the risks

1/ W.L. Ness, Jr., Financial Markets Innovation as a Dvelcpment Strategy:
Initial Results from the Brazilian Experience, Econonic fevelopment and
Cultural Change, Volume 22, Nos. 3, April 19. This finding is subject
to some qualifications. See Appendix I section on Brazil.



involved in making term loans, and as long as they are constrained from chtrging

an interest on their long-tern commitmients, which is significantly different

from that levied on short funds, they are unlikely to pursue long-term lending

with much enthusiasm. Indexation could help activate this segment of the merket

by ra tionalizing the rate structure and protecting intermediaries from the so

called decavitalization problem, which is the erosion of the lenders capital

base during times of rapidly rising prices.

Country Experience with Indexati on

10. A number of countries have experimented with monetary- correction

during the last thirty years, with Finland being arong the earliest to apply

the concept. (See Table on page 7.) In most cases, a beginning

seems to have been made with the indexation of wage contracts and long-term

government bonds, the coverage being extended at a I ter stage to social

security benefits, private lending and recently to taxes.

11. Concentrating on the financial sector, it appears that the initiative

to index has usually been taken by the government and in each care it has been

motivated *y the desire to increase the rate of sa\int s in forms aenable to

policy regulation. A secondary and related objective has been to protect the

interest of small savers from lower income groups who normally lack inflatcn

proof outlets for their saving. Israel is one of the countries which has

used monetary correction by issuing indexed governr.nt bonds from as early as

1943. Brazil adopted thir device in 1964. Since then Indexation has been

extended to some savings institutions in both Brazil and Colombia.

12. What emerges from the experience with the use of indexation as a

policy instruments is the following:
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(a) Indexation has been used selectively for a limited range of

transactions to promote equity, resource mobilization by the

government or resource mobilization and allocation by financial

institutions;

(b) Where indexation has been used for price stabilization, it

has been part of a package consisting of deflationary credit

and fiscal policies, price and wage controls and even direct

physical controls;

(c) Indexation rules have served multiple policy objectives.

The approach has been what may be called "discretionary

indexation," analogous to "dirty" floating of exchange

rates.

13. The discretionary nature of indexation policy can be illustrated

from Brazilian experience. In the case of indexed wage contracts, for

instance, the Brazilian government has intervened to limit the full adust-

ment of nominal wages to the cost of living index so as to restrain the

increase of real incomes and thereby danpen aggregate demand. In the field

of financial contracts, discretionary charges have tended to favour the

borrower Lt the cost of the lender. By pernitting only a partial ad justent

of the principal or the interest rate, th? government engineers a transfer

of resources from one party to the other making indexation serve an additional

purpose, that of resource allocation. An example of discretionary indexation

is the policy towards mortage loans in Uraguay (see Appendix I).



(a)
Summary of Countries' Experience of Indexing

In ve s tm en t
Social Security Benefits Govt. Private other

Wage Pensions Other transfer Bonds Bonds Mortgages Loann Rents Taxes

Argentina 1962- 1959-

Brazil 1964- 1964- 1964- 196- 1964 -

Canada 1972- 1965- 1973- 197h

Chile 1960s 1952

Colombia 1972-

Finland 1945-67 1957- 1956-67 1945-67 1953-67 1952-67 1952-67

Israel 1961- 1948-- 1951- 1950s

(a) Table covers period up to end of 1974.

Source: National Institute Economic Review, 1975.
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Rationale for Indexation of Financial Contracts

1U. Indexation is not costless. The management and accounting of contracts

with a changing numeraire has administrative costs both for individuals and for

institutions. However, these administrative problems are not large and the

additional expense seems like an insignificant price to pay for a substantial

expansion in the breadth and scope of the financial market. Since indexation

is likely to be ltmited to the long end of the market, the cost of supporting

the system would be relatively small.

15. A more important problem is the difficulty of persuading the government.

Thn indexing of financial transactions not only increases the burder. of financing

the national debt, but it also reduces the subsidy long enjoyed by businesses

with access to institutional loans subject to fixed interest rate ceilings. These

businesses exercise a powerful influence on government policy. Nevertheless,

fiscal advantages derived from the tax inposed by inflation or. holders of govern-

mernt debt do not outweigh losses caused by distortions introduced into the economy

by rapid inflation. Hence, if inflation cannot be controlled, indexation nay be

an attractive way of coping with the situatt on. There is very little reason to

believe tht. indoxation will intr-ere rvernmpntt s chiliy to suosidize

particul groups. Even if a nu,bcr of -:ctions within the economy are Subjnct

to ir.dexa ion, the government cen still coari resources wherever desired throih

tax and subsidy devices.

16. Of course, the more 1oderate A I I iflation -nd the more

flexible the financial systen - implyin: bot: vraaility of interest rates

and institutional diversity -- the less will be the attraction of, or the



need for indexation. However, some LDCs lie at the other end of the spectrum.

High rates of inflation, pegged nominal interest rates and fragmented financial

institutions are quite common characteristics of such economies. In an environnent

defined by these characteristics, indexation of financial contracts may be

attractive.

17. Can indexing succeed if it is adopted by, say, long-term financial

institutions but not by those engaged in short-term transactions? Such a regime

would be created if, for example, the goverrrment decreed that deposits and loans

above a certain maturity be indexed. A parallel system of index lonE-term

and non-indexed short-term financial contracts would cone into existence. Such

a systen is likely to prove beneficial to the economy. The error in fore-

casting inflation over the short period is small; the short duration reduces

its impact so that the costand nuisance' of indexation may exceed the benefits.

To the extent savers forego indexed long-term investments in favor of greater

licuidity accompanied by negative returns, this will be result of conscious

choice rather than the unavailability of indexed instruments. And on the

borrowers' side, the option would be to get long-term financing at a higher

cost or go through th uncertainttes of rolling over short-tern loans at a

lower cost. thoe an i n t orrow

short and 'end short. this is accepted by depositors who have no better

alternatives and by borrowers who do not mind the shortness of maturities

so long as real interest raos are negative. By contrast, the indexed system,

as -escribed ato,- age banks to differentiate between short

and long-term narkets in financial resources and this would contribute to

economic development.

13. The next question is whether or not indexing can succeed if it is adopted

only by omne long-term financial institutions (e.g. those associated with the
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World Bank) but not by others. If the institution which adopts indexing is

already dominant in the long-term market for industrial or agricultural funds,

the chances are that the new policy will be a success, unless the government

lends its support to non-indexed competitor institutions. Assuming, that the

government is neutral, the "indexing institution" will be able to expand its

loanable funids, unless statutory restrictions on institutional savers prevent

them from purchasing the newly created financial instrument. Existing borrowers

of the "indexing institution" are unlikely to switch to rival long-tern sources

to any large extent. By definition, rival banks are small in size and cannot

accommodate many new clients. Also, indexing does not raise real interest

charges; it simply prevents borrowers from reaping a windfall gain. The "index

in- institution" will pick up those new borrowers who are attracted by the

availability of long-maturity- funds at real interest rates which remain lower

than expected rates of return on their investnments.

19. Partial indexing in the long-term market can succeed but there

is nothing inevitable about this outcome. If the "indering institution' does not

have a large share of the market, if government is not neutral or if there is

collusion between rival banks and key businessnen, the introduction of monetary

coraCn r,04 not srvie orlog

Evaluation o f \orld Bank Folicy

. rom the stand point of the overall economy of the korrower country,

Wrld Bank Group loans and credits are in fact indexed to the extent that

changes in the rate of exchange are a proxy for the rate of inflation. This

follows from the World Bank Group policy of denominating its loans in terms

of foreign currencies. In other words, either the government or the interme-
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diary institution or the sub-borrowers bear the cost -- in terms of local

currency -- of any exchange rate devaluation vis a vis the foreign currency

in which the World Bank has provided the loan.

21. As regards the on-lending operations of the World Bank through

financial institutions, two types of indexing practice can be distinguished:

(a) Loans to sub-borrowers are denominated in foreign exchanrg.

This applies to a substantial segment of LFC loans and credits.

(b) Explicit indexation of the principal of the sub-loans, linking

them to the prices of specific commodities or some price

indices, the exchange rate or a combination of the three.

This applies to 11 of the active agricultural project loans

in the Latin America and the Caribbean Legion. (Details are

given in the Appendix.)

22. Tn the case of on-lending through the DFL exchange risks were asstred ty

the sub-borrowers in 15 of the 50 cases. In the rest, the risk was assused by

the government (17), by the Central Bank (5) or shared by the goverorent and

the sub-borrower (12). This contrasts with on-lending in agriculture, where

except for the eleven projects in Latin America which included explicit indexetion

formulae, he exzUange risks have l been aseted by the sm-::p i

agencies. In terms of the volume of corritments, the indexed aSisw loans

anount to 217 million as compared to the total 3BO agricultural creti operticns

of 5.6 billion by the end of June 1975.

23, Although the assumption of the exchange risk by the sub-borrzers

from the DFCs is a form of indexation, the major concerns which led to the

evolution of this practice were not so much to make allowance for the effect of

inflation on financial contracts; rather, the principle of keeping the financial

1/ On-lending through the DFC, was $2.8 billion by the end of June 1975, repre-

senting about 50% of total WaO lending to the Industry Sector.
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intermediary immune from the risks of exchange rate alignments was the

dominant factor. This meant that the exchange risk had to fall either on

the sub-borrower or on the government (or Central Bank). With lending rates

of DFCs being pegged in many countries, the sub-borrowers were usually

in a position to cover such risks. Furthermore, as a practical matter,

governments have frequently been prepared to accept the transfer of the

foreir exchange risk to the ultimate borrower, even when they were reluc-

tant to accept reasonable approxinations to market rates of interest on term

1/
loans payable in local currencies.-

2L. Eleven agricultural loans made by the Bank include indexation clauses

as mentioned above. ine of these loans are for livestock while the other

two are for agro-industries and the construction of grain facilities. Al:

the loans have been made in the Latin America and Carribean Region. Indexing

in these operations has been of an experimental nature. An explicit policy

with respect to the circumstances under which indexation will be applied and

the types of indexation to adopt has not yet evolved. The pra;natic approach

adopted in the case of the agricultural loans has been to press for indexation

if at the tire of the appraisal or regctiation the annual rate of ir :as

set at pzrcent or azove. Two loans have b:- inaxed throw;h a -i

mechanisr' i.Iiich requires that loans be indexed if and when a s-eCiaid infIation

rate is rerched. In all cases, indexing is applied to the principal with the

interest ra-tents calculated at adjusted values of the principel. Th price

indicies used were various combinations of beof "nd wool prizes, cou cf li:in;

indicies and the exchange rate. (See Appendix I for details.)

1/ A table presented in the DFC policy paper Annex 6 indicates that there is
no apparent correlation between the procedure used for allocating oxcnange
risk and the average rate of inflation during the previous five years.
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25. Vhereas the assumption of the devaluation risk by the sub-borrowers

from the DFCs was conceived originally as making economic and administrative sense

in the environment of low interest policies for term lending, the introduction

of indexation in Bank agricultural loans has been prompeed from the start bv

an overall policy qbjective to ensure that all sub-loans of Bank/IDA funds carry

a meaningful interest rate in an inflationary environment. This is trobably why

indicies other than the foreign exchange rate have been experimented with in

these agricultural loans. The difference in the rationale behind the exchange

risk provisions in on-lending by DFCs and the indexed agricultral loans is also

reflected in the fact that whereas only the foreign financed cornponent of DFC lcrans

was linked to exchange rates, in the case of the agricultural projects the objective

was to index the total project lending including use of own revcurces C- the financial

institutionE - athough this objective was not alays accoaplished.

26. The Lank' s experience in the implecntation of indexed loans oCer

the pA eight years has been far from encouraginG even in those counries, where

the governnent finds the principle acceptable and has applied it to other sectors

of the economy. Of the six :ountries which have received indexed loans, only three

apenr to be r-eriously committed to the system, e

and Fazil. Each of them>de excwinced:dcui n

past and the trend is expected to continue during an years. lh

the additional incentive of having developed the xaton sytem to a point thre

it is widely accepted, and to a degree understood. The three remaining countries -

Bolivia, Peru, Poraguay - are putting their faih en an-t-intlutionarv :±cal and

monetary policies. They have been sufficiently discouraged by their short-term

experimentation with monetary correction to want to terminate it at the earliest

possible date.
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27. There is a striking uniformity in both the responses of borrowers

to the indexation of loans and in the efforts of goverenents trying to achieve

a workable caromiee. In every case where indexation has been incorporated

into the loan agreement, the adjustent is determined by the movements in one

of the two reference indices, usually, the Consumer Frice Index and a composite

index constructed from beef and wool prices. The Index which is actually

used is the one which registers a lower rate of price increase. Though this

and other devices, governments have sought to ease the terms offered to the

final borrouer and in the process have reduced the effects of indexation on

the interest iate and thereby the benefits accruing to the lehin agency. These

meaSurer have been in response to the strenuous oprositon t ide:ation

has aroused among farmers who are used -o subsidized loans, excessively conscmous

of the uncertainty which monetary correction introduces as regards the repay-

ment of the loan, and ponerful enough to force the goverrr-en to scften the

ocritions of the ican. In short, the results are highly ursatisfrcsory. Neither

the borrowing countries nor the Bank itself have been able to come to Fn

agreement on the procedu're for ind:w tion which is to ta ca 1pled in each count-.

:ura~rmr ,ces; I zI Zrcznon'~ an t;- C;20 'n t xns_7, 10>

verY or: dif~icult to evra lume the -fects cf the .

A Frare for Rank Policv

28. Although the experience of the ank, as far as indexld loans are

concerned, has not bean encourcain:, this does no; mean that indcxation is

not an appropriate policy instrument for countries which have to live with

inflation and at the same time implement a broadly based policy of economic

development.
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29. Which Countries: For the large category of countries with low

and relatively stable rates of price increase, the need for indexstion is

linited, perhaps, to social security payments. 1. second category :ould

include countries such as Brazil where inflation has averaed aroung 3C

over the last two years. The goverrnent is determined to bring down the

rate of price increase and in the meantime provide some measure of protection

for incorsme shares and the savineg investment process. In these countries, in-

dextion would serve a dual purose: as a surrogate incones rolicy and as a

meansof rationalizing the financial sector. For the small group of countries

which have a long history of high and variable rates of ir-la zion and. where the

governrent is disinclined to take the harsh measures needed to dampen inflationary

pressures, indexation can serve a useful function.

30. However, it is difficult to identify coun-ries in this third

group. Recent experience (1i97-75) is hardly any guide: fer, practically

every country in the world was caught in the throes of dodle diWi infla tion.

Cne car.ot extrapolate recent price trends into the future and thereb' separate

countries hno hose in which infltion is exoected to be o nd th'e rest.

The pro'-cticns conwained in. the ecent CFPs for a lrg ',e oc cof nrs

- rge i iia Brazil Chle Coomi, GAL~uate:a. oxgii

icageu, Syria, Yugo- avia,Uruuary, Turkey oea and zakissn. (See

Table IV, Annex II, for information on the projected rate of inflation and

Table 7, Ann II, on rroposed Fank lending to these corte: 773 h next

five -ears).



31. Thich index: Not only have sub-loans through the DFCs been linked

to the foreign exchange rate, but the foreign exchange rate has also been used

as an index for adjusting the principal on a few agricultural loans as well.

Use of the exchange rate has the distinct advantage of pro-:iding a firm

numerical basis for adjustment. Hcwever, the link between domestic inflation

and exchange rate may be weak due to various reasons such as capital ncse7:ents

and the lack of congruence between the prices of traded goods and the p-ice

2evel in general. On the other hand, exchange rate would be affected

changes in the purchasing power of other c-urrencies Ps well as by changes in

rurchasing power of the domestic currency. Even ith these cua fications,

the exchange r to can be a good pro: for price inflation, particulrywhere

rate changes take place frequently.

32. However, wren exchange rate adjustments are inf n in an

economy experiencing high rates of inflation, the timing of large adjustments

introduces uncertainty into investment decisions. As prices rise, the over-

valuation of the country's currency ;;ets larger while the probability of

devaluation increases. The reaction o: the borrowers to these two uncertzaintie:

-- the timirs of the ievaluation the trend of inflatio -- ill ffect the

scueeze -- an abobt increase in Zhe liabilities of the businesses v :tuch

as 2CO-30t0. For these reasons, the foreign exchange rate in such a context

cannot be usec. as a basis for indexation.

33. If it can be assumed that the various countries union arpl the

concept of monetary correction will adhere to a system of floating rates over

the foreseeable future, the exchange rate can be used to index all transactions;

this practice would have the additional advantage of effectively passing on the
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exchange risk to the sub-borrowers. However, if the assumption is invalid,

it would be preferable to treat at least domestic resource transactions

separately so as to avoid the problems arising from large, discrete exchange

rate adjustments. Probably the optimal procedure in such a situation would

be to index all loans with respect to a general domestic price index and deal

separately with the exchange risk. Exchange risk in this case would be

smaller than what it would be without indexation of all loans, and it may

become possible for the government or the central bank to bear it by charging

a small fee to the sub-borrowers. However, the problem of exchange risk,

arising from changes in the exchange rates between the foreign currency of

the loan and the actual foreign currency of use, would remain. This risk

can be avoided if the WBG lending were in terms of the currency of use. Even

if it is not possible for the World Bank to ensure this, it may be possible

for the Bank to lend in terms of not one currency but a basket of currencies

(if not in terms of SDR) so that this type of risk can be minimized for the

borrowing countries and institutions.

34. A general price index with wide coverage may be the most appropriate

basis with which to link the principal of financial contracts. There are some

reservations, hcwever, relating to the technically defective nature of the

indices, and due to the fears that these indices can be taripered with for

political reasons. Where there are several indices, the choice between them

also presents a problem. If the principle that indexing should be based on

the general price index is accepted, the question of which index qualifies

for this role becomes an empirical one and has to-be studied in the country

context. In most circumstances, it may be useful to smooth the curve of price

changes as reflected by price indices so that the year to year fluctuations

are limited in favor of a more long term trend.
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35. In the case of more open economies which are vulnerable to price

shocks emanating from abroad, it may be necessary to adopt a discretionary

approach a la Brazil where the index is adjusted so as to net out sudden

changes in the prices of traded commodities due to unforeseen circumstances

in the world economy or natural calamities. Since the idea is to take

account of a resource loss experienced by the economy, it might be preferable

to use a wage index where one is available, which may reflect more closely

the changes in real purchasing power, rather than a CPI that has to be

arbitrarily adjusted whenever the situation demands.

36. The practice so far has been to index the principal of the loan

to the sub-borrower and to calculate interest payments on the basis of the

adjusted principal. A less rigorous and simpler alternative is to raise the

level of interest rates and apply monetary correction only to interest

payments and not to the principal. Such an arrangement will be much more

acceptable to the tax-paying sub-borrower (e.g. a client of a DFC). In many

countries interest payments' can be deducted from taxable income and the

borrower can pass on to the exchequor the burden of indexation. He cannot

do this if amortization payments are also indexed because most tax systems

do not allow adjustment of depreciation allo4ances to offset the rising

cost of replacement.

37. Modality of Negotiation: The ouestion of indexation should be

discussed by the Bank with member governments at the macro and sectoral

levels before it is taken up in the context of individual projects. Chances

of success are much greater -if indexation is applied across the board in the

long-term credit market than if it is applied piecemeal in the context of

specific projects or specific institutions. It must be recognized that the

Bank is likely to be the only international financier urging indexation.
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Unless there is genuine understanding on the part of the borrov.er about the

virtues of monetary correction, there is not much prospect for the application

of this technique. The borrower may be able to switch to other international

lenders if the Bank applies pressure on this issue. (The conditions for the

success of partial indexation are discussed on pp 9-10*)

38. Agricultural Credit: The principle applied in the case of 11 Bank

agricultural loans to Latin American countries should be reconsidered in the

light of experiencegained. Instead of linking loans to the price of neat

or wool, an attempt should be made to search for a more general pri ce-index.

It is not -asy to see the rationale for indexation in Latin American countries,

Bank agricultural credit operations in other countries also subject to fairly hi a

rates of inflation remain unindexed. In the context of future lending a mcre

uniform approach towards the question of indexation should be evolv ed.

39. Industrial Credit: There is no precedent for indexation of Dank

industril loans, except that the practice of passing on the foreign exchange

risk to the sub-borrower is a form of moneta-y correction. In future operations,

the following issues should be considered:

(a) Is it desirable to link debt service payments (or interest payments

only) of sub-borrowers to the DFO arising out of Bank loans to some

general price-indsx? (See discsicn on p. 18)

(b) Should the principle apjlied in (a) be extended to cover loans

financed from the DFC's own resources and from local borrrwing?

(c) For countries with a floating exchange rate system, it may be

desirable to index the loans to Dy sub-borrowers on the basis of

the exchange rate. In this case, exchange risk would be effective'v

borne by the sub-borrowers.

(d) If a general domestic price index is used for all DFC loans, it

is likely that a greater part of the exchange risk would be borne
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by the sub-borrowers. The question is: who should bear the

residual risk? Should the government or central bank bear it

by charging a small fee to the sub-borrowers? (See discussion

on pp. 16-18.)

(e Is it desirable to minimize the exchange risk arising from changes

in exchange rates between the foreign currency of the loan and

the foreign currency of use? If so, should the WBG lend in tens

of a basket of currencies instead of a single currency? (See

discussion on pp. 16-17)

(f) Should IBRD, IDA and IFC direct loans to industrial enterprises

be linked to some general price index?
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Annex I: orld Bank loans Subject to Indexation and Country

Experience with Indexation

Argentina

40. Argentina has received only a single agricultural loan from the Bank

which contains an indexing clause. This has been for the Balcarce Livestock

Project (505-AR) and was signed on July 31, 1967. According to the terms of

the contract the sub-loan balances are adjusted on the basis of increases in

the cost-of-living index or the index of cattle prices, whichever is the lower,

with interest charged at 6% per annum on adjusted balance. Indices used are:

(a) index of the cost-of-living in the federal capital provided by the National

Institute of Census and Statistics; and (b) prices of cattle in the Market of

Liniers.

41. 'Ahile the Balcarce project has been relatively trouble free, the

spread of indexing to other areas has been fairly slow. The Argentinians

have been experimenting with the indexation of government bonds over a long

period of tire extending as far back as 1962, when National Recovery bonds

bearing a nominal interest of 7% were used with the principal adjusted with

reference to an index of gold prices. Even earlier than this, in 7957, the

State Petroleum Enterprise had floated bonds with a twenty year maturity,

linked to an index based upon company productivity and changes in ihe

salaries of company employees.

42. The governrent has continued to issue indexed bonds during the

seventies but it was only in arch 1975 that indexing was used in the banking

sector, when the National Bank of Savings and Securities offered its customers

monetary correction for deposits that are not transferable for one year.

Indexed credit has also become important in the area of housing finance through
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the National Mortgage Bank and more recently through the mortgage branches of

commercial banks. The adjustment procedures are rather complicated. There

is some differentiation of terms according to income class with only a portion

of the principal being subject to monetary correction. Furthermore, although

the index is based on construction costs the actual adjustment cannot exceed

80% of the change in basic salaries of workers and officials in the industrial

sector. This is how the scheme exists on paper; however, the actual experience

of the mortgage bank indicates that indexing is not automatic. The adminis-

tration of indexing is highly flexible, with the authorities deciding the time

and the extent of the adjustment.

43. Indexation has gottenoff to a slow start in Argentina, with experi-

mentation proceeding on a small scale on many fronts. There still appear

to be many misgivings as to its application on a larger scale in the financial

sector.

Brazil

44, So far the Bank has made four loans to Brazil which are subject to

indexation. They are the following:

Brazil livestock (516-BR) signed September 23, 1967' Originally, sub-loans

were to be subject to monetary correction based on the index of cat rces

or cattle/wool prices as published by the Getulio Vargas Foundation (subject

to a deduction of ten points from the price index for each year of the grace

period) or the inflation rate during the year, whichever is lower. An

interest rate of iLh/ was to be applied on the nominal balance outstanding.

These conditions appeared too onerous to potential sub-borrowers and, in

may 1970, agreement was reached whereby sub-borrowers were offered the following

alternatives: (a) under the original indexing mechanism, a decrease in the
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nominal interest rate from 1h% to 12%; or (b) an interest rate of 6% on the

principal ully indexed by either the cattle or cattle/wool price index or

the index of the Central Bank official selling cruzeiro/dollar exchange rate.

Indexing is to be applied throughout the life of the sub-loan including the

grace period.

Brazil Grain Storage (87-BR) signed Septerrber 27, 197?: Principal adjusted

throughout the life of the loan in accordance with variations in the US dollar

selling rate for cruzerios of the Central Bank at 7--- per anxn.

Brazil Interir Second livestock (868-2R) signecd Deesber 19, 197?:

Monetary correction of principal throughout the life of the loan in proportion

to the changes in the US dollar rate for cruzeircs of the Central Bank with

interest on the adjusted principal at 7-%4 per annu.

Brazil Acro-Industries (92L-3R) signed August 19: Sub-loans carry an

interest rate Dof 5 plus adjustment based on the ;tional Treasury-ond (ORTN)

price.

L5. x brief sketch of the Brazilian -experience is useful. Indexing was

introduced in 1964 and applied initially to gove-nt bonds with maturities

ranging from 7 - 5 years. Tea princinal was rev.lued ouarteri-y with reference
1h/

to th- Whole ' l Prict wecafdztheoiner :i;

Sice then cl..Tr a nundce laws and imp2 iave t n d c cystem

to embrace ivmry other areas of the financial 2s- and sectors c the ecoenoy.

Revaluation is widely applied to capital assets and property values and incomes

are readjusted for tax purposes. BRut indexing is tied to other polcy ojCotives

1/ Since 1972 a scheme which falls halfway between pre- and post- indexing
has been used. The indexing coefficients applied to credit instruments
are calculated on a five month basis -- the moving average of inflation
during the previous three months plus an official estinate of the next
two.
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and a simple 100% link with prices is almost never used. In fact, indexing has

probably brought about a more inequitable distribution of income within the

economy and has had little direct effect on the rate of inflation. A decline in

the latter during the early 70's was more the result of an active fiscal and

monetary policy. In fact the only visible positive impact of indexing has been

the growth in non-monetary financial assets. Although even here it is difficult

to isolate the net increase since there has been a substitution of indexed finan-

cial assets -- such as bonds and bank deposits -- for those not subject to monetary

correction. What makes the Brazilian system so complex and from the purist's

viewpoint a little unsatisfactory is the coexistence of different procedures for

indexing and the absence of a universal coverage. For instance, the private

sector has strenuously resisted indexation because borrowers are often unprepared

to bear the risk and consequently have been reluctant to offer indexed deposits.

Commercial banks which use monetary correction on time deposits practice a form

of preindexing by tying their adjustment to a projected rate of price increase

which usually errs in the direction of conservatism. Since December 1972, the

correction offered on government bonds is also based upon projections which

systeatically underestimate the true increase in prices so as to control the

rise in real incomes and h-eb-r dLminish inflationary pressures. 'he WPT which

remains the cornerstone of the indexing system gives a low weight to housing and

expenditure on public utilities, whose prices have been freed, and it neglects

services that account for approximately half the consumption expenditure of the

population. Thus, it is likely that the WPI grossly underestimates the true

magnitude of the price rise. Another exampl> of the anomalies, which abound

within the system, is the treatment of mortgage loans. These were subjected to

monetary correction at an early stage, but government eschewed full correction
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so as to encourage home ownership. However, the large number of defaults

persuaded the authorities to revise the procedure so that mortgage payments

are allowed to decline in real terms over time.

46. After eleven years of operation the indexation system in Brazil is

still in the throes of change and this affects the 3. A loans that are subject

to indexation. In may 197?5,for instance, the CRTN and the CRTN-cattle price

index which had served as the basis for adjustment for sc.e time was over-

shadowed by a system of monetary correction based on changes in tho dollar-

cruziero rate. According to the Brazilians. use of the 0RT1 index made Wor

Bank loans unccpetitive against funds available from the Euro-dollar market

and it became difficult to find borrowers wo were prepared to pav the high

interest cost when lcans with 5-6 year maturities could be obtairned from

other sources at 10 percent interest.

47. The contours of the agreenent,presently being worked cut, can be

described in the follcving way. The cruzeiro is to be pegged to the actual

basket of currencies disbursed by the Bank and tre nominal rate of interest

is to be fixed at 10%. Assmring rates of raaion of the order of ?$ per

annum in Brazil and E percent the lending contries, along with continuous

adju - tc o- -~ to oret f2rte ~ '~jv tn --ar

wou1 d :: percent : the eal rats wc be I. This is a rectict

from rel rates of 5X and 6` that; were being recoenXed in the past. It

appears thart both side: have moved further a-ra fron the gcal of an optial

real rate of interest tcwards a ncn-negative rate that is politicay tolergble

and the numerouc revtscns tha have taken place along the -way suggeot a funda-

mental divergence between the position adopted by the Bank and the approach

of the Brazilians tcwards the allocation of resources. The Bank looks upon

index linking as a device for restoring the vigor of the market mechamism by

offsetting the distributional and allocational distortions which arise from
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unanticipated inflation. Secondly, it wishes to enhance the viability of

financial intermediaries. This is a long-run "global"? approach. The Brazilians

seem much less concerned with these matters. Instead they look uoon indexing

as a tool to be used for short run stabilization (and anti-inflation) policy

and are not inclined to select one uniform procedure, apply it to the entire

economy and sdhere to it in a consistent fashion.

48. Indexation serves as a plank for the anti-inflation policy because it

is easier to appl' than an outright' price freeze and is a fairly effective device

for restraining the growth of incomes. The most recent modifictiLons enhance

its suitability for the anti-inflation role. Once again the objeceire is to

prevent earninga regulate by indexed contracts from growing in line with

the inflation by nodifying the price index so as to exclude those increases

which are due to accidental occurences such as the oil price hikes or the frect,

that recently damaged the coffee crop. The goverrcnt hopes that this measee

will bring inflation. don from 3CZ to a rore acceptabl level. Given the

systet cmlexity, the frequent changes and the existence of segsants within

the economy not subject to indexing, in is doubtful whether monetary correction

has helped the cause of efficient resource allocation although it night conceivably

have raised the level of i17es ent.

L7, lnde::ing is used more widely in razilt in an: other country,

but the system still has many gaps. In particular the lending to the a

cultural sectcr is not subject to monetary correcticn apart from the loans made

by the Bank. Discussions with the hrazilians snanning a period cf eight

years indicate that they are unwilling to extend indexing to the entire

sector and are anxious to dilute the indexing procedure applied tc the

Bank loans so as to enlarge the subsidy element. It is rather unusal to

find the Bank attempting to force the concept of indexing on a country which
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embraced it eleven years ago and presumably is well aware of its advantages

and its shortcings. As has been suggested earlier there appears to be

some divergence in attitudes towards indexing. The Bank feels that it can

be used to encourage the spread of financial internediation and could nudge

factor prices closer to their optinal levels; the razilians are more concemned

with reducing inflation and are relectant to take steps that might bring

about a rise in food prices. Hence they are not prepared to withdraw the

interest subsidy being offered on loans to agricultural nroducers. This

is the nub of the problem and it overshadows the sank's policy not only in

Brazil, but in other Latin Arerican countries to which indexed loans have-

been made.

Urugugy

50. There have been two Livestock loans from the Earl to cruguay where

indexing is applied:

Uugunv Fourth ALestock (816--3) signed April 26, 97 First Stage):

Sub-lcan balances subject to monetary correction not later than April 30 in

each year based on. the average increase in the beef and wool ran-gate price

inde- cr tCe i'-cnth nest. 0,- en Oc-ober 31 in the nrece uig year IS

by 3anco centrl subject tc the austovnt not exceding that which would have

resulted had the cnetary correten been based on the increace in the cost-of-

living index of the Ministeric de Economic Y Finansas for the corresronding

period. Loans rade to farmers with holdings of less that 100 hectares are

adjusted by only 30, of the increase in the applicable index. Interest is

charged at 11% per annrn: on the adjusted principal.

Urugeay Fourth Livestock (Second Stage): Sub-loan balances subject to monetary

correction in the same way as First Stage sub-loans except that all sub-loans

are subject to full indexing. Interest rates applicable to corrected loan
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principals are as follows: (a) 35 per annum in the case of sub-borrowers

operating holdings covering in the aggregate up to 250 hectares; (b) 6' per

annom for sub-borrowers operating holdings in excess of 250 hectares but not

exceeding 4 00 hectares and (c) 8% per annum for sub-borrowers operating

holdings exceeding hOC hectares.

Uruguay Fifth Livestook Project Loan ho. 9LC-, signed August, 1975

All sub-loans are subject to full indexing and the interest rates charged are

the same as L- the Fourth Livestock Loan (second stage). The sub-loans are

adjusted on April 30 of each year by applying an index constructed by adding

to the value of the index at the end of the previous year- the lower of the

percentage increase in (a) the average cost of living index for the 12 months

ending on Cctober _31 of the iediately preceding year corpared with the

average fov the previcus 12 months. (b) the average price of h1.6 kg of live

weight of beef and 5.2 kg of wool during the2 months ending on Octber 3

of the irm rrdiately proceeding year as corared to the previous 12 nonths.

51. Uruguay was beset by inflationary pressures throughout the sixties

and this spurred discussion of the concert cf indexation - discussion which

did no: cunzate in Lrrplementation till very near the close of the decade

becausc cz srbrs-arored by the govern-nct thatztbe introduction of indexa-

tion %:ould create destacilizing expecoation on ie part of the pub'ic. 'nen

in 1969 ccllaboratiOn between Urugaayan officials, USAr) and members of the

Plan Agropecuario produced an acceptable scheme, it was tried on a pilot

scale in the livestock sector.

52. In 1970, it was decided that if beef and wool prices rose faster than

the Ocnsumer Price Index (CPI), the latter wculd be used to adjust the loan.

This invoilved an assym.etry in the treatment of borrowers and lenders because
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no protection was offered to the connercial banks in the reverse situation

in which the OPI rose faster than the composite index of beef and wool. Hence

the private institutions were not prepared to adorpt the scheme for their lending

operations.

53. In 1971 the graduation of adjustment according to the size of the

farm was altered, allowing 50 percent adjustment to all farms under 400

hectares. In 1973 the concession was withdrawn and far-ers in al size aa: Sse

were required to adjust by the full amount. Hower, a harderin of the terms

in this area was balanced by subsidization elsewhere. Durind 1973 the rate of

inflation was 783 but for the purposes of lcan adjustment it was calculated at

650 and as an additional sweetner, the ranchers were returned a nortion of their

export taxes, which helped to bring the adjustment down to a mere 32/.

SL. The beef and wool price index rose less than rho cPI i 197j and

the former index was reinstated in March 1975. To add to the co.fusion iu shculd

be mentioned that the nominal interest rate was changed a nurber of times and

the index factor which is app'lied no later than Arril 30 is based on price

changes during a 12 onth period ending in the previous October. Depending

on whether inflation is accelerating or slowing down this has introduced its

own biases.

55> th th.e efetiaos nd thepoclrtof 4 dxgs-snha

been reduced by the government s inability to adhere to a single set of rules.

Pivate lending institutions have been scared off by government actions whick

appear to be weighted against them and the farmers are unhappy because of the

uncertainties regarding their future obligations. If indexig is retained

they would prefer loans to be preindexed with fixed mark up to cover the

lender's risk.
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56. The governsent still appears to be in two minds abcut the concept

of indexing. It recognizes the rclitical advantages of subsidizing agricul-

tural producers. This is supposed to lower the cost of food to citv dwellers.

It is also apparent that merely indexing the livestock loans extended by the

World Bank, which comprise a very small percentage of the total agricultural

credit, ma- worsen the distortions present in the market.

57. The recent policy actions of the gcvernment suggest that the mrpporters

of indexation have prevailed. A new law has been passedi which c!% for the

indexation of all financial instruments where the term exceeds 2 years. This

should greatly expand the scope of indexation ithin the financial sectcr

wbrich has so far been limited to the National Institute of CclonizZaticn (en) and the

Mortgage Bank of Lrguay. The rNC, which serves as an interrediar. on all

land transactions as well as financing land sales, rakes Jon£ tern loans, where

the principal is linked to an index of agricultural products; the aceinl

interest is 3 per cent. The Mortgage Bank uses a wage index to adjst its

loans as well as its savings since this index reflects the repay.rment capacity

of the borrcwer and the expectations of the savers. DurThg the reriod over

which indexing has been applied both these institutions have had probles

in induci- trtejrS to observe t , terms of the ori:i½t2 czttraqt and

evectual :'" h yielded to rressure and have settled for easier corns. The ZN

has allowod its borrowers to defer paients while the Mortgage Bank scaled dcwn

the size cf adj ustment on mortgage payments in 1273.

The -a ru-,,,ayan experfcence as not encocrrng~ng -t hasrn ;f~.of

the very same difficulties encountered by the Brazilians in the impolerentation

of their own system. Excessive differentiation in order to deal with all

situations is only one of the problems. Perhaps more serious is the vacillation

as regards terms and price indexes in the largely futile quest for a scheme
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that is fair to both parties and at the same time embodies the sectoral alans

for the government. Through its willingness to bow to pressure from borrowers

the government does not lessen the uncertainties inherent in an inflationary

milieu, uncertainties which the indexing system was designed to neutralize.

Each one of the indexes which can be used has its flaws and this remains an

unavcidable weakness of the system.

Bcoli-ria

Boli vic ivestock (261-:0) siJged June 5, 1971: Incorcporates a trigger

mechanism which becomes operative when, at the tisre a sub-loan interest or

prinoip 3 pay-rent becomes due, the average index of food prices established

by the Bolivian National Institute of Statistics and the average index 0 f

meat prices esthlished by the Bolivian Vinistry of Industry and Comerce

hare each increased by more than 3 corpared with such average indices fcr the

correscnding six ronths period of the preceding year. When bcth indices have

increased by more than 33 then the outstanding loan principal is to be in-reased

by the amount of the lower o' the percentage increases of the two indices less

3%. interest is to be applied to the corrected principal at 9 per annum except

that sub-borrogers of loans made prior to November 1, 1972 shall be permitted to

opt to pay intrest at 12 per annum on loan balance without rmoetary correction.

At present, two options are being offered on this livestock loan. One o: them

allo-cs the farcrs to m-ake their paynents in accordance with the above system

of monetary correction. The other option - known as the dollar exchange c&ause -

passes the exchange risk on to the fariner, i.e. the loan to the final borrower

is denominated in dollars.
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59. There is a great deal of resistance to the indexing system in Bolivia

and it is unlikely that the foothold gained by the Bank in the livestock sector

will lead to application-on a larger scale. In fact, the recent experience

suggests that the Bolivians intend to bring the curtain dcwn on thnis small scale

experiment.

Peru

Peru Agricultural Credit Project (933-FE) signed Septerber 12, 97:

Sub-loans are not indexed until inflation surpassed 93 for any fiscal year

of Peru. Then, upon notification thereof by the Ban, no further sub-loans

shall be made until the Bank and BFA have agreed on an increase of the mininim

effective interest rate to be charged.

60. Livestock loans made to Bolivia and Peru incorpcrates trigger clauses

which require so:e form of adjustment if the chosen price index ris abc-a a

certain level during a pec-fied period. Once again these are countries

wrere the rate of inflation is moderate; and the financial system has not been

forced to seek recourse in indexation.

Para uay

61. During 1973-7 the inflation rate in Faragu:ay averaged 17.5'. It was

therefore decided to apply indaxation to the subioans rde under the Fourth

Livestoc < -e jct (3?6-PA) ied March 5, 197L. The indexaticn ciause sti -

lated the 1ollowing conditions. The real interest rate of 8A is to be chargred

and the principal outstanding is to be adjusted annualy with reference tc the

cost of living index.
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62. Indexation has not been widely applied in Paraguay. So far the

only other financial contracts subject to monetary correction are mortgage loans.

Since inflation is projected to decline over the next five years it is unlikely

that the system will be applied on a larger scale.

Other Countries

63. Many countries have used indexing in one form or another during the

post war period and some have been led to abandon the concept after a long

period of trial. The Finns, who had applied indexing to wages since 1915, found

in 1967 that the system could not be made to work any longer and shifted to an

incores policy. Colombia has adcpted the crawling peg in order to regulate

the price of its currency and some form of indexing is applied to mortgage

loans, the investment of social security reserves and saving deposits.

In the latter case the adjustment is limrited to a maximum of 20% per annum. In

general, the Colombians have resisted indexation. The~Baik had made bne DFC loan'

which includes a trigger mechanism but any agricultural loans made in the near future

are not likely to include an indexation clause. For a long time both government and

private sector bonds in Israel were linked to the official dollar rate but the

sharp devaluation of 1962 with the concomitant jump in debtor obligations led

to a discontinuation of 1lnking with foreign exchange and a seecin the

CPI as the index to be used for monetary correction.

6h. One other feature as regards the application of indexing should be

mentioned. "Dirty! indexing seems to be the rule and not something peculiar

to the Latin A-erican countries. Government usually exercise some for. of

discretion in their implementation of indexing. For instance, in UcrWay, the

government decides the extent to which a price change will be compensated.
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Similarly the Austrian government can overrule the automatic indexing of

pensions and subsidies. Indirect taxes are used to regulate the index

in Norway, Finland, Israel and the Dhited Kingdom.

65. Even a brief survey of the experience with indexation leaves one

with doubts as to its workability and its usefulness as a policy instrument.

As the Economist pointed out,

No system of indexation can be substituted for
tackling the economic and social pressures
which cause inflation. On the contrary the
fewer the people who can lose because of infla-
tion the faster prices will rise to transfer comand
over real resources to tnose who are determied and
able to 'rab a larger share. But indexation, pro-
vided it begins in the right way,can shift the pain
from inflation to politically more sensitive areas and
so force the government to deal more promptly and
effectively with the disease at its very early stages.

It is not clear that countries which are using indexation as a part of

their stabilization program are aware of the larger problems that need to

be tackled.
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Table I Inflation and Related Statistics for Sixteen
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Tabl III Indicators of Domestic Price Level Changes

Table IV Estimates of Inflation: 1975-80

Table V Total Lending by IBRD and TFC to High
Inflation Countries
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Table I - Inflation and Related Statistics for Sixteen
Latin American Countries, 1950-69*

Rate of Inflation
Mean S.D

Uruguay 43.0 34.9

Bolivia 41.3 55.9

Brazil 35.1 21.5

Chile 28.2 14.6

Argentina 26.2 23.4

Paraguay 12.5 17.5

Colombia 9.2 3.2

Peru 8.5 5.8

Mexico 5.3 5.3

Nicaragua 3.2 6.1

Ecuador 3.0 3.3

Honduras 2.1 3.4

Costa Rica 1.9 2.2

Guatemala 1.1 2.8

7enezuel 1

31 Salvador 0.3 1.5

* Per cent per year.
** Standard Deviation.
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Table II: Countries With Inflation in
Excess of 10% during 1972-4

1960-1971 1072-197h

Argentina 20.25 25.71

Bolivia L.94 28.96

Brazil 37.83 12.81

Chile 23.51 201.73

Colombia 10.03 14.99

Ghana 6.52 11.10

India 5.36 14.33

Israel 5.67 18.97

Jamaic a 3.06 14.80

Pakistan 3.07 16.28

Paraguay 3.08 11.95

Philippines 5.64 1L.33

Uruguay 37-80 51.70

Yugoslavia 11-14 13.U

Zaire 16.65 14.66
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Table III: Indicators of Domestic Price Level Chang -

(Average Annual Percentage Chan

Source: Country 1965-70 1970-73 1973-75 (Estinate)
Date of CFP 1975-80

2/15/75 Afghanistan 11.1 -2.3 6.4 5.2 e/
7/25/74 Argentina b/ 16.1 43.2 - -

10/16/74 Bangladesh- - - 17.4 9.8
3/12/75 Bolivia - 10.7 35.9 12.1

11/74 Brazil c/ 26.5 17.6 31.0 g/ 20.0 h/
Chile ~ - 21.3 76.0 145.9*
Colombia 8.3 11.2 11.5* 9.07

5/15/74 Congo - - 17.8 9. .
3/74 Egypt 3.9 6.2 6.7 :/

icuador 4.0 7.2 11.2*
7/]5/74 Ghana - 12.0 - -
7/22/74 Greece 2.4 3.0 - -

Guaterala 2.2 8.1 10.5 6.5
8/ 1/74 Guyana - 4.3 - -
4/22/74 Haiti Q.1 6.5 7.4 5.2
6/13/74 Honduras 1.9 3.7 10.0 7.5
6/ 6/74 India 6.5 18.5 9.7 6.0
6/ 5/74 Indonesia - 23.0 20.0 -
6/ 3/74 ran 1.9 8.1 7.L 4.7

12/27/74 jamaica - 10.8 17.6 10.0
8/30/74 Jordan 7.6 8.7 7.5
4/12/74 Korea 7.8 9.8 8.0 12.8 f/

11/29/74 Lebanon 2.0 4.4 14.0 9.5
10/ 7/74 Malawi 3.6 5.1 - -

3/21/75 Mauritius 3.0 6.2 29.5 10.4
5/10/74 Mexico 3.4 6.7 17.7 7.2
5/17/74 Morocco d/ 0.6 8.3 21.0 3.5

Nicaragui .2 8.1 10.5 6.5
6/78/74 Pakistan d/ 3.7 7.1 10.0 30
5/12/74 Paraguay d/ 1.3 13.0 17.5 8.5

1C/1/74 Peru d/ ~ 11.1 8.7 15.0 15.0 e/
7/15/74 Phili-pines 5.6 17.0 25.0 8.8 -
8/21/74 Rarania - - 0.4 0.4 f/
6/26/74 senegal - 5.2 9.9 8.6
4/13/74 sei Lanka 4.2 9.4 12 7.9 /
9/26/74 Syria 3.5 6.2 14.4 10.1
3/27/7' Tanzania - 5.1 6.0 3.9 2/
5/17/74 Thailand d/ 1 5.9 - - -

6/10/74 Trinidad & Toba .s
Turkey 15.1
Uruguay 50.0 30.0

1/31/75 Venezuela 2.1 3.1 16.9 9.0
7/12/74 Yugoslavia 7.8 18.0 17.5 15.0
5.30/74 Zambia - 6.7 12.4 7.5 /
Note: (Based or explanation in CPP Attachments)

1973-7- only.

a/ General dcrestic prire index not speci fied unless otherwise octed.
b/ Dorestic wholesale index.

General price index -- weighted average of wholesale (60 percent), the cost of
living index (30 percent), and the cost of construction index (10 percent).

d/ GDP deflator.
e/ 1975-78.
f/ 1975-76.
j/ Average 2or 1974-5.
/ Country economist.
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Table IV: Estimates of Inflation, 1975-80-

Less than 10t 10 or more

rate of inflation percent rate of inflation percent

.2 Argentina 2/ 35.0('75)
Af ghanistan 0 - 1
Bangladesh 9.8('75-76) Bolivia 12. 7/
Congo 9.5 Brazil 20.0-

Egovt 6.7(175-'76) Chile 3/ 336.0 (175)

Haiti -5.2 Colombia /

Honduras 7.5 auatemala 5/
India 6.0 Jamaica 10.0

Iran 4.7 Korea 12.8

Jordan 7.5 Mauritius 10.h

Korea 8.2(176-'76) Nicaragua 5/
Lebanon 9.5 Peru 15.o(t75-78)
Mexico 7. Syria 10.1
Morocco 3-5 Turkey 15.1

Pakistan 5.0 Uruguay 6/ 30.0('75-80)

Paraguay 8.5 Yugoslavia 15.0
Thilippines 8.8
Romania 0. ('75-76 )

senegal 8.6
ri Lanka 7.9(176-176)

Tenzania 5.9(175-'76)
Trinidad & Tobago 6.2(176-'176)
7enezuela 9.0
Zambia 7-5('76-'76)

1/ source: oPP Attachments SI, Average Annual Percentage Change based

upon the general domestic price index.

2/ Estimated inflation for 1975 alone is 350 percent. Therefore, it is

safe to assume this country belongs to the over 10, category. There is

some speculation that this rate may decline in 1976.

3/ aking projections of Chilean inflation is extremely difficult given their

volatile record. Ire'tion 2cr 1975 alcne is estinated by Bank sources to

be 336. This in itself would be sufficient to place Chile in the over .

category. It should be noted that the gcvernfment is pursuing draccnan

policies to control inflation and the rate can be expeoted to a _onsider-

ably in the next few years.

/ Source: Country Economist memorandum.

5/ Due to openness of the economy, world inflation rates are considered to be

a good poyfo~r domest-ic i-nflation

6/ inflation in 1975 is estimated at 50-60/0 and it is expected to decline

steadily to around 105 by 1979-80.

7/ Country Economist
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Table V: Total Projected Lending by IBRD and
IFC to High Inflation Countries 1/
FT1975 - FYl98O

(US $milJlions)

Country/ 2/ 3/
Sector Agriculture Industrf- Transport Utilities Educatiorr Urban

Bolivia 150.6 88.5 84.0 31.5 40.0 -

Brazil 939.0 525.0 1,195.0 945.0 248.5 10.0

Chile 75.0 55.0 20.0 60.o -

Colombia 425.5 400.5 145.0 392.0 110.0 100.0

Guatemala 20.0 - 60.0 146.o o.o 15.0

Jamaica 59.0 - 71.0 57.0 15.0 20.0

Korea 705.0 20.0 540.5 - 77.5 -

Mauritius 10.0 25.0 10.0 16.5 17.0 -

Nicaragua 12.0 8.0 13.0 53.0 27.0 6.0

Peru 265.0 150.0 160.0 100.0 70.0 L0.0

Syria 185.0 20.0 ho.o 265.6 ho.o -

Turkey 575.0 148.0 130.0 336.0 - L0.0

TJruguay 112.0 35.0 - 30.0 - -

Yugoslavia 540.0 - [53.0 380.0 - -

Source: CPPs Actual and Proposed Lending Program Through FY 80

1/ Defined as having over 10% rates of inflation.

2 / Includes rtining.

3/ Includes health and nutrition.
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WOLJ ANK / 61iRNA~IONAL rINANICE CORPORATION

OFHCE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara - DATE August 3, 1976

FROM: S. E. Chernick, Acting Director, PP & PR J&

SUBJECT: Issues Paper on Indexation of Firnancial Contracts

1. The issues paper on "Indexation of Financial Contracts," prepared
by the Developmtent Economics Department, is attached, together with the
minutes of the staff level discussion.

2. The paper discusses the role that indexation of financial contracts
might play in the mobilization and allocation of savings, as well as its
effect on the viability of financial _institutions in a period of inflation.
It also explores the justification for indexation of bank lending operations
in agriculture and industry and assesses the experience gained so far with
regard to acricultural loans made by the Bank during 1967-75 in the Laitin
American Region.

3. The broad conclusions of the Indexation paper are:

(i) Indexation is a relevant policy instrument in countries which
are likely to experience high and variable inflation.

(ii) In such circumstances a general price index should be used to
index major medium- and long-term financial instruments.

(iii) Complementary policies in the fields of exchange rates and
taxes should be adopted.

(iv) It might be useful for the Bank to discuss the advantages of
indexation with countries presently experiencing double digit
inflation, As a first step, the Bank should try to dcvelop
a procedure for applying indexation to all medium- and long-term
loans by agricultural institutions and DFCs associated with the
Bank.

4. The broader issues of the Bank's approach to interest rates and
credit allocation have already been discussed at the FPC meeting of
July 15, 1976 (see attached minutes) . The issues involved in indexation
of financial, contracts miight therefore usefully be discussed against tlhe
background of the earlier decision to includc a defiinitive section on the
financial sector in selected economic reports to be produced within the
next twelve months. Based on such Cconoiuc. work in particular countries,the questoon of appropriate indexing poles could then be mPade part of
the pulcy dialogue with the governments as suggested by this issues paper.

Attachments

cc: Mesrs. Alter o/r (w/o Tndexation paper)
K1arnosmranoglu 1/ "t i

Cui hati "
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE

PRC/s/M/76-3a

June 15, 1976

INDEXATION OF FINANCIAL CONTRACTS ISSUES PAPER

STAFF REVIEW - MINUTES

Attendance:
Messrs. Karaosmanoglu (Chairman), Alter, de Azcarate, Bhatt, Colaqo,

de la Fortelle, de Vries, Di Tullio, K., Glaessner, Hendry,
Hyde, G., Kavalsky, Kuczynski, Laursen, Pilvin, Powell, R.L.,
Ringlien, Stoutjesdijk, van der Tak, Vita, Yusuf, Burki (Secretary)

1. A staff review of the issues paper on Indexation of Financial Contracts
was held on Thursday, June 3, 1976.

2. The discussion focused on the following areas: (i) purpose and scope
of indexation; (ii) relationship of indexation to other measures of economic
policy; (iii) identification of circumstances under which indexation is an
appropriate instrument; and (iv) World Bank policy.

Purpose and Scope

3. There was agreement that the purpose of indexation is to reduce or
eliminate the consequences of inflation. In periods of high and particularly
of volatile rates of inflation, real interest rates tend to be low or even
negative, and according to the authors this retards the financialization of
savings and reduces the efficiency of the market mechanism in the mobilization
and allocation of resources.

4. Most participants in the discussion felt that indexation should be general
rather than limited to a few sectors of the economy, and that the appropriate
index would be a general price index. In some circumstances the exchange rate
would reflect the general increase in prices and could therefore be used, but
normally such a procedure would have certain shortcomings.
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5. One objection was raised, however, to the use of a general price
index for indexation purposes. It was argued that if inflation was
accompanied by a change in relative prices, it might appear unfair to the
producers of products, the prices of which lag behind, to index their
borrowing according to a general index. The case in point was agriculture,
and it was strengthened by the fact that discrimination against this sector
are common in the developing countries.

Relationship to Other Measures

6. It was stressed by several speakers that indexation should be an
element in a more general context of macro-economic policy. There was
agreement that indexation per se could not be effective as an anti-inflationary
measure. In fact, it was argued, indexation might even accelerate the rate
of price increases. The paper should examine more closely how indexation fits
into general stabilization policies.

When is Indexation Appropriate?

7. The authors found that it was difficult to identify the exact
circumstances under which indexation would be an appropriate policy, and
hence to point out the countries to which such a measure might be recommended.
This is due among other things to the difficulty of predicting inflation
rates.

8. It was agreed that a definition is difficult of the precise circumstances
under which indexation should be the preferred solution to the problems created
by inflation. But it was argued that the paper should try to be more explicit
on this question, and try to identify the countries which should adopt this
policy. One criterion mieht be flexible exchange rates.

9. Several participants in the discussion held the view that inflation in
the foreseeable future would be considerably higher in many developing countries
than during the 1960s, and they questioned that CPP projections were reliable.
According to some it is reasonable to expect inflation rates of 50-90% in a
number of developing countries. Such situations are not dealt with in the
academic research on indexation and interest rates. The basic issue: is
indexation the appropriate instrument in such circumstances to deal with
uncertainty and negative real interest rates should be treated more explicity,
including the question of the type of financial contracts that should be indexed.

10. On the other hand, it was argued that indexation could also be appropriate
in much less inflationary circumstances.

Bank's Experience and Policy

11. It was noted by several that the factual information quoted in the paper
on the Bank's experience did not fully reflect the actual situation. It was
agreed that suitable changes will be made in the statistical section with the
help of the Regions.
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12. There was agreement that the Bank cannot impose indexation on
governments, but it was important to establish guidelines for the Bank
to be alert to the question, and in appropriate circumstances the Bank
can advocate that indexation be applied.

Conclusion

13. It was agreed that the paper should be redrafted to reflect the
discussion. In particular, it should try to identify circumstances in
and countries for which indexation may be recommended. It should not,
however, contain any strong policy recommendations. No major change in
the structure of the paper or any new research should be undertaken for
the purpose of finalizing this paper.

Shahid Javed Burki
Secretary

Policy Review Committee

cc: Those Attending
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1. A staff review of the issues paper on Indexation of Financial Contracts
was held on Thursday, June 3, 1976.

2. The discussion focused on the following areas: (i) purpose and scope
of indexation; (ii) relationship of indexation to other measures of economic
policy; (iii) identification of circumstances under which indexation is an
appropriate instrument; and (iv) World Bank policy.

Purpose and Scope

3. There was agreement that the purpose of indexation is to reduce or
eliminate the consequences of inflation. In periods of high and particularly
of volatile rates of inflation, real interest rates tend to be low or even
negative, and according to the authors this retards the financialization of
savings and reduces the efficiency of the market mechanism in the mobilization
and allocation of resources.

4. Most participants in the discussion felt that indexation should be general
rather than limited to a few sectors of the economy, and that the appropriate
index would be a general price index. In some circumstances the exchange rate
would reflect the general increase in prices and could therefore be used, but
normally such a procedure would have certain shortcomings.
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5. One objection was raised, however, to the use of a general price
index for indexation purposes. It was argued that if inflation was
accompanied by a change in relative prices, it might appear unfair to the
producers of products, the prices of which lag behind, to index their
borrowing according to a general index. The case in point was agriculture,
and it was strengthened by the fact that discrimination against this sector
are common in the developing countries.

Relationship to Other Measures

6. It was stressed by several speakers that indexation should be an
element in a more general context of macro-economic policy. There was
agreement that indexation per se could not be effective as an anti-inflationary
measure. In fact, it was argued, indexation might even accelerate the rate
of price increases. The paper should examine more closely how indexation fits
into general stabilization policies.

When is Indexation Appropriate?

7. The authors found that it was difficult to identify the exact
circumstances under which indexation would be an appropriate policy, and
hence to point out the countries to which such a measure might be recommended.
This is due among other things to the difficulty of predicting inflation
rates.

8. It was agreed that a definition is difficult of the precise circumstances
under which indexation should be the preferred solution to the problems createdby inflation. But it was argued that the paper should try to be more explicit
on this question, and try to identify the countries which should adopt this
policy. One criterion might be flexible exchance rates.

9. Several participants in the discussion held the view that inflation in
the foreseeable future would be considerably higher in many developing countries
than during the 1960s, and they questioned that CPP projections were reliable.
According to some it is reasonable to expect inflation rates of 50-90% in a
number of developing countries. Such situations are not dealt with in the
academic research on indexation and interest rates. The basic issue: is
indexation the appropriate instrument in such circumstances to deal with
uncertainty and negative real interest rates should be treated more explicity,
including the question of the type of financial contracts that should be indexed,

10. On the other hand, it was argued that indexation could also be appropriate
in much less inflationary circumstances.

Bank's Experience and Policy

11. It was noted by several that the factual information quoted in the paper
on the Bank's experience did not fully reflect the actual situation. It was
agreed that suitable changes will be made in the statistical section with the
help of the Regions.
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12. There was agreement that the Bank cannot impose indexation on
governments, but it was important to establish guidelines for the Bank
to be alert to the question, and in appropriate circumstances the Bank
can advocate that indexation be applied.

Conclusion

13. It was agreed that the paper should be redrafted to reflect the
discussion. In particular, it should try to identify circumstances in
and countries for which indexation may be recommended. It should not,
however, contain any strong policy recommendations. No major change in
the structure of the paper or any new research should be undertaken for
the purpose of finalizing this paper.

Shahid Javed Burki
Secretary

Policy Review Committee

cc: Those Attending
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1ITFIFINAT1ONAL DEVELOPMEN ASSOC!ATION

POLICY REVIEW COlv9JYTEE

PRC/M/76-8a

July 20, 1976

WLORLD BANK 'S APPROACH I0 IOEREST 1PATE AND
CRED [T AlIJOALI F LIES

MINUTES

Attendance:
Messrs. McNamara (Chairman), Knapp, Alter, Baum, Chadenet, Chenery, Bell, Chaufournier,

Krieger, Please, Stern, Bart, Goodman, Kuczynski, van der Tak, Hyde, Burmester,
Jacob (Acting Secretary)

1. The meeting of the Policy Review Committee on the issues paper, "World Bank's

Approach to Interest Rate and Credit Allocation Issues", was held on Thursday,
July 15, 1976 at 2:30 p.m. in the President's office.

2. The paper was found to be useful and timely in highlighting the importance of
interest rate policies and their effect on savings mobilization and resource allocation.
It was recognized, however, that it was difficult to translate even the generally
accepted principle of positive real interest rates as a policy goal into operational
policies for the Bank Group. It was felt, in particular, that the relationship of the
macro-economic objectives in the financial sector to individual project investment
decisions, which may aim at other objectives such as income distribution, needed to be
more carefully formulated to assure consistency of approach and practicality in
implementation.

3. There. was agreement that the Bank's economic work would have to provide a

better basis for appropriate judgments on a country-by-country basis. It was therefore

decided that the Regions should examine their plans for basic economic and special
economic reports to deterimine in which countries it would be appropriate to include in
these reports a definitive section on the financial sector, A plan of proposed action
with respect to the reports to be produced within the next twelve months should be
submitted to the Vice President DPS and the Senior Adviser, Office of the Senior
Vice President Operations, in preparation for consideration by the President and the
Senior Vice President Operations.

4. It was further decided to again review the subject in one year's time, based -
on the experience gained in the interim.

5. A separate PRC discussion of the paper on "Indexation of Financial Contracts"
ill be held shortly; time and place of the meeting will be announced within the next

week.

Peter R. Jacob
Acting Secretary

cc: Those At tending Policy Review Committee
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r.M. Haq, EPRDR DATE: Cci ober 29, 1973

FROM: Ravi Gulhati, ECR

SUBJECT: Se Polie' ILsu>s on IK aUtion of Fin:cial Co:r:act

Attached is a dra t prepared by 0. Yenal which discusses
some policy issues relating to tho indexation o financial contracts
in doveloping tconomies cad in the Context of Bank operations. Thi7,
is the follow-up we had prenised tO the survey 0 Che literature oii
indexaLion " lndex-Linkin of Fimnnclal Contracts: A Survey of tE
State-of-the Arts", by K.B. Bhatia, Workid Paper no. 192, Novenbr
1974. We would like to have a first discussion of the draft paper
by a small group of interested people before Mr. Yenal's pending
departure on November 12. You may also wish to .include this paper
in the inventory of policy and lssue papers. We can decide how
the paper should be further processc a ter the snall group discussion
proposed .abovc.

Attachment
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SOME POLICY ISSUES IN INDEXATION OF FINANCIAL CONTRACTS

Introduction

1. Indexation means establishing contractual obligations in real

tenns, as different from the usual contracts in money terms. In the former,

the real value of the obligation is fixed and the money value is adjusted

according to the price level. In the latter, the money value is fixed and

the real value depends on the price change.

2. Various types of contracts which have been the subject of indexation

present somewhat different issues. For example, the indexation of wages is

an important topic in the context of incomes policy, not only for its role in

industry-labor relations, but also for its implications for demand management.

Recent interest in linking the prices of raw materials to the prices of

manufactured goods in world trade, which is also referred to as indexation -

is an attempt by the raw material exporters to introduce an indexed contract

into an (imperfect) market situation. Another topic discussed under the

heading of indexation, the indexation of the foreign exchange rate, is not

concerned with a contract, but refers to an adjustment in the exchange rate

somewhat approximating the inflation rate, such as the floating rate or the

crawling peg. Still another topic in indexation, the adjustment of tax rate-base

structures in response to inflation, relates not to a voluntary contract but

to a compulsory fiscal obligation. The discussion below will concentrate only

on the policy issues that relate to the indexation of financial contracts in

the loss developed countries.
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3. Indexation of financial contracts present issues of general

economic policy which can be grouped under (a) what should be the scope of

indexation (i.e. which instruments should be indexed) and (b) what impact

this would have on the unindexed financial markets. In addition, to these

general policy questions, the discussion on which can serve as basis for the

pol i cy advice given by the Bank, there are the specific issues concerning

Rank operations, namely to what extent, under what circumstances and what

types of indexation should be applied on the on lending rates charged on the

World Bank financed projects. These are discussed below.

Tndexation Issues

L. It is useful to distinguish problems introduced by the existence of

price inflation from the issues that have to do with the public policy measures

aimed at regulating the financial institutions and affecting the financial

transactions -- even in the absence of inflation. The pros and cons of

market-determined vs. goverrunent-imposed rates or high vs. low interest

rates are related to but not the same as the issue of whether or not

monetary contracts should be adjusted for price changes. Free (flexible)

interest rates and high interest rates can, to an extent, serve as alter-

native means of adjusting the contracts for inflation. But even in countries

with price stability, the interest policy is a keenly debated issue. On the

other hand, free interest rates would be a substitute for indexation only

if the rate of inflation was correctly anticipated by both the borrowers

and the lenders i/- this appears unlikely because the process of leaning is

1/ 'lo qualifications need to be made. (a) Concerted action by the banks

may preclude the free rate to internalize expectations; 
(b) Even under

correct anticipation, free rate would be higher than indexed rate to

account for risk aversion.



rendered difficult if there are substantial fluctuations in the rate of

pr i ce increase.

5. Irrespective of the relative merits of free versus fixed interest

rates and high versus low interest rates -- a controversy which has produced

a great deal of heat but not much light -- the question to be asked in

connection with indexation is whether there is any plausible reason for letting

the real interest rates go down in times of inflation or up in times of price

decl ine. It is hard to see any justification for this either in a context

of a demand management policy or as an allocative measure. On the contrary,

there are strong arguments against allowing such an erosion of the real value

of financial contracts, both from economic and social points of view.

.hy Index

6. Arguments for indexing financial contracts in times of rapid

inflation arise from considerations of income distribution as well as from

concerns for improving the efficiency of the financial system. In the absence

of indexation, and in a flexible interest rate regime, the division of losses

-nd gains between the transacting parties is dependent on the elasticity of

.!xportations and the subsequent rate of inflation. If lenders have elastic

expectations their rates will be biased in the upward direction reflecting

thir anticipations regarding the future rate of inflation. If the increase

in prices is lower than the one built in to rates at which loans have been

contracted, then it is the lender who stands to gain. Aside from expectations,

it matters whether the market is dominated by sellers or by buyers.

7. Tn the more realistic environment of fixed interest rates, if

financial contracts are not indexed, lenders would by definition lose and

the borrowers would gain when the price level rises. Since most lower incore

groups are net lenders to the banking system and most of the banking funds

are borrowed by high income earners -- a generalization which is certainly



arlicable to the commercial banks although no systematic study has yet

been made -- there is a strong case from the social point of view for

adjusting money contracts in financial markets to compensate for price increases.

6. Empirical evidence is insufficient to provide an assessment of

the impact of indexation on economic efficiency -- resource mobilization

and resource allocation in the financial markets. We do not know how

indexation of financial contracts in an inflationary environment can affect

the saving behavior of the individuals simply because we do not know how

savings are related to interest rates on financial assets. Nor do we have

plausible evidence on how indexation has influenced the flow of resources to

the productive sectors of the economy. Comparing indexed financial contracts

with pegged interest systems in inflationary environments, a priori reasoning

under static assumptions would suggest that positive return as compared to

negn tive return, particularly when the differential is significant, would

induce individuals to increase their aggregate saving. This of course assumes

that the savers facing negative monetary interest rates have no other invest-

ment opportunities. Although other investment opportunities are usually

available -- such as real estate and own business -- the lumpiness and the

risk factors would often make them imperfect substitutes for financial

savings.

Even if indexation did not lead to a rise in the aggregate savings

in the economy, it would probably increase the degree of financial internedia-

tion. Indexation would prevent a tendency towards the disintermediation that

usually occurs when real interest rates become negative. And to the extent

financial intermediation has a positive impact on allocation, then indexation

can be expected to have a positive effect as well.
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What evidence there is indicates a marked paucity of long ten funds in the

financial markets of the LDCs. The attenuation of the longer end of the

market is due partly to the ingrained preferences of the lenders and partly

to tne riskiness of lending long. A priori reasoning would suggest that

this squeezing of the maturity spectrum may adversely affect certain types

of investment particularly in industrial projects with long gestation lags.

If entrepreneurs have only short funds available to then, the uncertainty

of being able to roll over their loans or to obtain additional financing

when the loans become due may increase the variance of returns from an

investment and hence its attractiveness. Although interest rate structure

is not the only factor which discouraves the expansion of term lendinr in

the developing economies, -- perhaps, the historical bias of commercial banks

plays a more crucial role -- it is obvious that there would be no incentive

on the part of any financial institution to lend long when the interest they

could charge on these was not significantly higher than the rates on shorter

lending. Even if the controls on the interest rates were removed, the

divergence between the expectations of the borrowers and the lenders would

rule out the evolution of a long-term interest rate that would adequately

internrlize these expectations. Thus it appears that indexation (or a

variable interest rate policy) is a necessary condition for the development

of term loans, even though it may not be sufficient by itself in developing

countries experiencing rapid inflation.

1i. The question of whether the indexation of financial contracts fuels

or starves inflation and to what extent financial contracts may be a barrier

to stabilization efforts is also an important issue. To the extent indexation

neutralizes the effects of inflation, it would diminish the forces critical of
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inflationary policies. This, however, applies more to the indexation of waes

and salaries than to the indexation of financial contracts. To the extent

indoxation helps breed expectations about future inflation, it would fuel

Inflation and make stabilization efforts difficult. To the extent indexation

m5ise the cost of public borrowing from the banking system, it would reduce

policy -- indexation of wages and salaries -- the indexed of financial

contracts would probably not be an important determinant of the trend of

inflation. It becomes a sensitive issue, however, when a stabilization

prorrarn is put into effect.

12. Indexation is not costless. The management and accounting of

contracts with a changing numeraire has administrative costs both for the

individuals and for the institutions. This is why indexation becomes

.attractive only in times of severe inflation. Even with considerable inflation,

the net benefits from the introduction of indexation may not be attractive

LF some of the functions that would be performed by indexation can be carried

out by the other institutions -- such as risk taking, term transformation

and formulation of realistic prices for credit.

13. As a general rule, then, the more moderate the rate of inflation

and the more flexible the financial system - implying both flexibility in

interest rates and institutional diversity - the less will be the attraction

of. or the need for indexation (and vice versa). This may be one reason why

the indexation of financial contracts did not receive much attention in the

developed economies during the recent inflation. A large number of LDCs,

however, lie at the other end of the spectrum. High rates of inflation, pegged

nominal interest rates and fragmented financial institutions are quite ccr.mon

C.haracteristics of such economies. In a policy environment defined by these

characteristics, indexation of financial contracts would commend itself.
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:owever, indexation is impractical in some areas, and may have excessive

administrative costs in other areas. Hence, the scope of indexation is a

genuine issue which has to be discussed in an institutional context.

There is the difficulty of inducing the government to acquiesce

to the scheme because the indexing of financial transactions not only

increases the burden of financing the national debt but it also reduces

the government's power to reallocate income. This redistribution has been

one of the significant consequences of the policy of fixing rate ceilings

in inflationary times and it is the unwillingness to relinquish such

discretionary power which lies at the root of the unwillingness on the part

of official agencies in the LDCs to move towards some form of indexing.

rinl ess one can make a compelling case for the development of a long term

loan market and the critical role of indexing in its maturation it may be

difficult to persuade governments to make the institutional changes

necensary for the adoption of the scheme.

Which Market to Index

3A. In countries where financial contracts are not free and where

financial markets are not developed, an important social consideration would

be to provide at least one easy means for the small savers to protect the

real value of their savings. To provide an opportunity to those for whom

investments in real assets is either impossible (direct business investment)

or difficult (real estate and inventory), the government should either issue

indexed bonds with low minimum denominations or induce some financial

institutions to offer indexed saving bonds or deposit facilities.

15. The first type of such institutions which can be induced to issue

indexed savings instruments would be the savings banks or institutions similar
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to them in functions. Since the assets of these banks can also be easily

indexed, i.e. by indexing the mortgage loans they offer, matching the liability

structure with similarly indexed assets should not pose insuperable problems.

In fact, this is the segment of the economy where indexation has been success-

fully applied in Brazil. Depending on the maturity distribution of saving

banks' assets, it may be feasible for savings institutions to issue indexed

certificates of deposit or even bonds. The development of secondary markets

in these savings instruments can also be encouraged.

16. The important policy question that arises is the effect that

indrxing of the assets and the liabilities of the savings banks will have

on the other segments of the financial market. Unless the savings banks are

ompietely segregated from the rest of the financial system, indexation in

the fnrmer would have an effect on the latter, particularly if the interest

rate.; in the latter are pegged. Through large leakages, the deposits

of the non-indexed banks would shift to the indexed banks and the borrowers

Vrriri the indexed banks would shift the non-indexed banks offering low

interest loans, resulting in excess demand for the loans of unindexed banks

and short supply of their funds, probably intensifying the under-the-counter

arrangements.

At the least, compulsory indexation of the deposits and loans of

savings banks should be accomponied by allowing the other banks and issuers

of financial assets free to index the values of their obligations. (It is

worth noting that this is consistent _- at least from the point of administra-

tion -- with a controlled interest rate system where interest rates may be

pergged by the government, but the indexation of the principal could be allowed.)

This may be the simplest approach, permitting the institutions to choose the

most practicable areas for indexation. In order to protect against monopolistic
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-actices, and in economies where savings banks are not a strong and separate

component of the financial system, the government can decree that deposits above

a certain time maturity should be indexed. The banks could then be left to

choose which sorts of loans they would want to index. To protect the depositors,

margins may be specified within which the banks will be required to match their

indexed assets and liabilities.

18. A system would evolve where indexed supply and demand for financial

savings would coexist with unindexed supply and demand for shorter liquidities.

There is nothing inherently wrong or unstable in such a situation. The error

in forecasting inflation over the short period is small; the short duration

reduces its impact so that the costs of nuisances of full indexation may exceed

the benefits. To the extent savers forgo indexed investrments in favor of

greater liquidities with negative returns, this will be from conscious choice

rather than due to the unavailability of instruments as is presently the case.

And on the borrowers' side, the option would be to get long-term financing

at a higher cost or go through the uncertainties of short-term financing

at a lower cost. The incentives in the present systems with pegged interest

rates encourage the banks to borrow short and lend short. This is accepted

by the depositors (in the absence of better alternatives) and by borrowers

(who do not mind the shortness of maturities so long as the real interest

rates are negative). The incentives in the models as described above would

encourage the banks to differentiate between the short and the long-term

markets in financial resources.

19. A regime where indexed supply and demand for financial savings

could coexist with unindexed supply and demand for shorter liquidities still

leaves open the question of the price at which these short-term funds will
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be transacted -- that is the issue of the short-term interest rate. Given the

practical impossibilities of indexing money -- currency and demand deposits

-- the banking system will benefit from the money creation windfall -- that

is, being able to mobilize funds at near zero nominal rate and negative real

rate. The availability of indexed savings instruments may reduce proportionate

volume of demand deposits, but is unlikely to render them insignificant. A

similar windfall accrues to the monetary authority that issues the currency,

that is the central bank. And these windfalls usually increase parallel

with inflation because of the rise in the negative interest. The ultimate

beneficiaries of this windfall can be the 
government, the private borrowers

from the banking system or the banks themselves depending on whether the

additional money is lent to the government or to the private sector on a

cost plus basis, or whether the banks carry out their lending at a higher

2 /
rate or use indexed terms. Even in this latter case, the government can

tix the differential surplus either directly or through legal reserve systems.

Government borrowing at very low rates either fran the central bank or fror

the commercial banks, as is quite common, can be viewed as an effort to share

in this windfall -- which can itself also be the cause of inflation. On the

other hand, the existence of this surplus may be the motivation behind the

widespread policy of keeping loan rates low but then also attempting to

specify who the beneficiaries 
will be.

I/ This explains, in large part, the ability of the banking systems all

over the world to offer loans at negative interest rates during inflations.

/ Another alternative would be for the banks to offer higher interest

rates on demand and short-term deposits thus passing a part of the

windfall to the depositors. This may have a deflationary affect by

inducing the individuals to increase 
their real cash balances.
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Wor'A sank Policy

20. From the point of domestic financial markets of the borrowing

countries, all World Bank Group loans and credits are, in terms of the

definition given above, indexed with respect to the rate of exchange. This

follows from the World Bank policy of denominating all loans and credits in

terms of dollars or other currencies. In other words, viewed in the context

of the domestic economies of the borrowing countries, either the governments

or the intermediary institutions or the sub-borrowers bear the cost -- in terms

of local curreucy -- of any exchange rate devaluation vis a vie the obligations

of the country to the World Bank.

21. As regards the on-lending operations of the World Bank through the

financial institutions, two types of indexing practice can be distinguished:

(a) Loans to the sub-borrowers denominated in foreign exchange. This

applies to the majority of DF loans and credits.

(b) Explicit indexation of the principal of the sub-loans, linking then

to the prices of specific commodities, to some price indices, to

the exchange rate or a combination of these. This applies to ten

of the active agricultural projects in the Latin America and the

Caribbean Region. (Details are given in the appendix.)

-2. in the case of on-lending through the DFUs which reached a volume

of .8 billion dollars in 1955-1975, in 15 of the 50 countries exchange risks

were assumed by the sub-borrowers. In the rest, the risk was assumed by tae

government (13 countries), by the central bank (4 countries) or shared between

these parties. This contrasts with on-lending in agriculture where except for

the ten projects in Latin America which included explicit indexation formulas,

the exchange risks have always been assumed by the government or public agencies.
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In terms of the volume of commitments, the indexed loans amount to $217 million

as compared to the total WBG agricultural credit operations of $1.422 million

from 1969 to 1973.

r3. Although the assumption of the exchange risk by the sub-borrowers

frrr the DFCs is a form of indexation, the major concerns which led to the

evolution of this practice were not so much to make allowance for the effec;

of inflation on financial contracts; rather, the principle of keeping the

financial intermediary immune from the risks of exchange rate allignments was

the dominant factor. This meant that the exchange risk had to be born either

hy the sub-borrower or by the government (or central bank). With lending rates

of ?)HCs being pegged in many countries. the sub-borrowers were usually in

a position to cover such risks. Furthermore, as a practical matter, govern-

ments have frequently been prepared to accept the transfer of the foreign

exehange risk to the ultimate borrower, even when they were reluctant to

accept reasonable approximations to market rates of interest on term loans

payable in local currencies.

bh. Ten agricultural loans made by the Bank include indexation clauses

on n-lending to the sub-borrowers. All of these loans are for livestock and

all are in the Latin America and the Caribbean Region. Indexing in these

operations have been of an experimental nature. An explicit policy with

respect to the circumstances under which indexation will be applied and the

types of indexation to adopt has not yet evolved. The pragmatic approach

adopted in the case of the agricultural loans has been to press for indexation

if at. the time of the appraisal or negotiation the annual rate of inflation

was set at 8 percent or above. Two loans have been indexed through a "trigger

mechanism", which requires that loans be indexed if and when a specified

inflation rate is reached. In all cases, indexing applied to the principal
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wi.th the interest payments calculated at adjusted values of the principal.

The price indices used were various combinations of beef and wool prices, cost

of- living indices and the exchange rate. (See Appendix).

2¾. Whereas the assumption of the devaluation risk by the sub-borrcwers

from the DFCs was conceived originally as making economic and administrative

jense in the environment of low interest policies for term lending, the intro-

duction of indexation to Bank loans in agriculture has been prompted from toe

start by an overall policy objective to assure that all sub-loans of Bank/IMA

funds carry a meaningful interest rate in an inflationary environment. This

is probably why indices other than the foreign exchange have been experinented

wi tv in these agricultural loans.

I. The difference in the main rationale behind the exchange risk

provisions in on-lending by DFCs and the indexed agricultural loans is also

reflected in the fact that whereas only the foreign exchange component of

[FC loans were linked to exchange rates, in the case of the agricultural

prrects the objective was to index the total project lending -- including

own resources of the financial institutions -- although this was not always

ccnomplished.

The attempt to extend indexation to the total project funds rather

than Just to the portion provided by the WBG arises from another Bank concern,

name¶ly to reduce the erosion through inflation of the loanable funds turned

over by the financial intermediaries -- the so called "decapitalization

problem". If private lending agencies (or autonomous public banking institutions)

are to be preserved and induced to expand, then they need to be sheltered from

the worst effects of inflation and here is where indexing becomes important.

By adjusting the principal of a loan for instance, with reference to a price

index the lending agency can ensure that it will receive some positive real
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return and this will enhence its viability in times of rapidly rising prices,

i.e. it will remain solvent, creditworthy and capable of growth and be in a

position to mobilize resources from sources other than the Bank.

Issues for Bank Policy

28. High rate vs. indexation: In principle, the realization of a

positive real interest and the preservation of the real value of the loanale

fund by the financial institutions can be achieved through appropriate adjust-

ments in the nominal interest rate alone. In practice, however, the higher

the inflation rate, the more difficult it becomes to use the interest rate

alone to compensate for the erosion caused by the inflation. Particularly,

for longer-tem loans, high interest rates would impose an undue risk on

the borrowers -- the risk of commitment to very high real rates if the actual

inflation turns out to be slower than expected. This would result in the

disappearance of any long-term market in financial obligations. However,

from a bureaucratic point of view, it is unclear whether governments prefer

indexation to a steep rise in the nominal interest rate structure.

29. It appears that indexation has advantages over a high interest

pol cy in correcting the distortions caused by high rates of inflations

particularly in the markets for long-term funds. But to the extent the

inflationary trend is moderate and the financial market in question is one

dealing with shorter maturities, the ease of managing high interest policies

"ny outweigh the advantages of index linking.

Scope for Partial Indexation

30. The feasibility of either indexing Bank/IDA sub-loans or establishing

high enough nominal rates so that real positive interest rates will 
obtain is

constrained by the interest rate policies prevalent in the economy. When

lending or on-lending operations are conceived in a narrow project context --

that Is, financing a package program the totality of which is deemed desirable
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-- ,mn a w ide range of real interest rate -- indexation cOmbinations are

conceivable. However, both the success and the rationale of this approacs are

predicated upon the segregation of the segment of the economy from the generail

financial system. The program can work if the terms offered to the sub-

borrowers are better than what they can get elsewhere; and the financial

intermediaries become mere conduits either for World Bank or government funds

for financing a target group of sub-borrowers. This is not only difficult to

achieve, but also contrary to the avowed policies of the Bank.

32. Since the Bank operations aim at making a contribution to the

devel opment of the financial system as well as accomplishing the particular

project objectives, then indexation of loans to such borrowers needs to be

considered in the wider context of the financial flows and the interest

regimes prevalent in the economy. When indexation is already applied for

the type of loans that the Bank intends to finance, then obviously the

strategy should be either to adopt the existing system or to attempt only

marginal improvements. Where loans similar to those that the Bank will

finance are not indexed, but the nominal interest charged is high enough to

yield positive real rates, then the options would be between adopting the

current system or attempting to introduce a system of lower nominal interest

rates coupled with indexation. Depending on the administrative exigencies,

an experiment with indexation merits serious considerations.

32. A more realistic case presents itself when a gap in the existing

credit allocation is identified in an environment of interest controls which

amount to negative real interest rates. If the gap is genuine enough -- that

is, an excess demand for credit by an economic activity is not satisfied in

the cxisting system of credit flows -- then the indexation of loans would be

des irable provided (a) the expected returns on investments could cover positive
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torcet rates, (b) there were no overriding reasons for subsidizing the target

ro up, and (c) the economic activity was deprived of credit because of inflaticn

cum low interest rates. This would usually correspond to the area of long-term

le:.A uig for capital accumulation since this is the category that is most

ser iously affected by inflation.

33. Under these conditions, partial indexation could have positiv

consequences on resource mobilization and allocation. On the plausible

issumptinn that the savings propensity of the financial intermediary is

higher than that of the sub-borrowers, savings would increase. To the extent

indexation would resuscitate price-rationing mechanism reducing the need for

rationing according to the non-price attributes of the customers, it would

contribute to better allocation and reduce the handicaps of the unpriviledged

un its. Indexation of Bank sub-loans would also relieve the intermediary or

the rovernment from bearing the full burden of exchange adjustments.

34. The index to be used: Not only have most sub-loans through the DFCs

been linked to the foreign exchange rate, but foreign exchange rate has also been

used as an index for adjusting the principals in a few agricultural loans as

well. Linking the adjustments of nominal obligations with the exchange rate

has the distinct advantage of providing a firm numerical basis for the

adjustment. However, the link between domestic inflation and exchange rate

may be weak due to various reasons such as capital movements and the lack

of congruence between the prices of traded goods and the price level in general.

On the other hand, exchange rate would be affected by changes in the purchasing

power of other currencies as well as by changes in purchasing power of the

domestic currency. With these qualifications, in countries with high rates of

inflation where the exchange rate is adjusted quite frequently (crawling or

floating), the exchange rate can be a good proxy for price inflation as well
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as providing a direct link to the repayment obligations to the World Bank.

However, when exchange rate adjustments are infrequent in an economy experiencing

high rates of infltion, the timing of the large adjustments introduces

uncertainty into investment decisions. As prices rise in a country, given

the fixed exchange rates, the overvaluation of the country's currency gets

larger while the probpbility of devaluation increases. The reaction of the

borrowers to these two undertainties -- the timing of the devaluation and the

trend of inflation -- will affect the timing of their investments. Given the

expectations of borrowers concerning the trend of future inflation and the

date of the next devaluation, the timing of their investments will depend on

the repayment profile of the loans -- particularly if foreign exchange can

be acquired at official rates elsewhere. On the other hand, sudden large

adjustments create a cash squeeze -- a sudden increase in the liabilities of

the business by as much as 200-300%. For these reasons, value linking the

liabilities of the sub-borrowers to the domestic price level seem to have

advantages over a linking to the exchange rate.

315. The advantages of linking credit transactions to the particular

prices or price index components -- such as prices of agricultural output,

mineral prices, export prices, etc. -- are not evident. In general, a sound

credit policy should not aim at extracting the total producer surplus frcn

each type of borrower; nor should the financial intermediary assume the risk

arising from the changes in relative prices. Any subsidy element can be

taken into account while determining the level of the real interest rate.

Of course, when lending or on-lending operations are conceived in a narrow

project context -- that is, financing a package program the totality of which

is deemed desirable -- then a wide range of real interest rate-indexation

combinations are conceivable. Value linking to the prices of the outputs of
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the borrowers could also be necessary in situations where price cotrols

wou d introduce regidities into the trends of individual prices.

36. Under normal circumstances, a general price index with wide

coverage would be the most appropriate basis for linking the principals of

the PLnancial contracts. There are serious reservations, however, relating

to the technically defective nature of the indices, and due to the fears

that these indices can be tempered with for political reasons. Where there

.re :Tevern1 general indices, the choice between them also presents issues.

if th3 prineiple that indexing should be based on the general price index

s '.ceptel, however, the question of how much a certain index qualifies

for this role becomes an empirical question which needs to be studied in

the country context. In most circumstances, it may be useful to smooth the

curve of price changes as reflected by price indices so that the year to

year fluctuations are eliminated in favor of a more long term trend.



ANNEZ I

INDEXED CURRENT BANK GROUP AGTCUI.TURAL LOANS AND CREDITS

IN LATIN MERICA AND THRE CARIBBEAN

1. Brazil Livestock (516-BR) signed Septertr 23, 1967: Originally sub-
loans were to be subject to monetary correctior: based on the index of
cattle prices or cattle/wool prices as publirhed by the Getulio Vargas
Foundation (subject to a deduction of ten points frct. ; ric2 ini:
for each year of the grace period) or the inflation rate during the year,
whichever was lower. An interest rate of <Z would be applied on the
nominal balance outstanding. These conditions appeakred too cxcro to
potential sub-borrowers and, in May 1970, agreement was reached whereby
sub-borrowers would be offered the folIlwing alter : : (--n)
the original indexing mechaniam, a decrease in the nominal interest
rate from 1L% to 32%; or (b) an interest rate of 6% on the principal
fully indexed by either the cattle or cattle/ucol price index or ti:e
index of the Central bank official selling cruzoiro/del]ar exchange
rate. Indexing would be applied throughout the life of the sub-loan
including the grace period.

2. Brazil Interim Second Livestock (868-BR) signed Decerrher 19, 1972:
Monetary correction of principal throughout the life of cne loan in
proportion to the changes in the US dollar rate for cruzeiros of the
Central Bank srith interest on the adjusted principal at 7-1/15 per aran.

3. Brazil Grain Storage (857-BR) signed September 27, 1972: Principal
adjusted throuihout Ve life of the -.oan in accordaee 'with variaticns
in the US dollar selling rate for cruzeiros of thre Central Bank. Inte-
rest charged on corrected principal at 7-1/2, per annum.

4. Brazil Agro-Tindustries (92-BR) siAned August 1, 1973: 'ub-loans
carry an interest rate of % plus adjustmncnt basea on the National-
Treasury-Bond (ORTN) price-.

5. Bolivin Livestock (26]-Bc) signed June 25, 1971: Trigger mechanism
to operate when, at th time a sub-loan interest or principal payent
becomes due, the average index of food prices establishied by the
Bolivian National Institute of Statistics and the average index of
meat prices established by the PR1 hrisp 1i&n4 try ' 2

Comerce have each increased by more than 33 compared with such
average indices for the corresponding six months period of the pre-
ceding year (N.D. - the meat prier index applying to beef producers
is that relating to beef and the index applying to sneep producers
is that relating to mutton. ) When both indices have increased by
more than 3% then the outstanding loan principal is to be increuncd
by the autiount of the lower of the percentage increases of the two
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indices -less 3%. Interest is to be applied to the corrected principal

at 94 per annum except that sub-borrowers of loans :ade prior to

November 1, 1972 shall be permitted to sopt to pay interest at 12% per

annu on loan balance without monetary o rrection.

6 .,/ Argentina Palcarce Live-stock (5O5-AR) signed Jl 3,197 Sub-loan

b~alance,,s adj~usteccd Fon the basis of increases in the cubt-of -livinlg indem

or the index of cattle prices, whichever 
is the lower, with interest

charged at 6% per annum on adjusted balance. Indices used: (a) index

of the cost-of-living in the federal capital 
provided by the National

Institute of Pensus and Statistics; and (b) prices of cattle 
in the

Market of Liniers.

7. Uruguayourth Livestock (816-UR) signed April 26, 1572: Sub-loan

bajances mbU1ject to monetary corre`5ction not later than April 30 in

each year based on the average increase in the beef 
and wool ranch-gate

price index for the 12-month period ended on October 31 in the preceding

year furnished by Banco Central subject to the adjustment not exceeding

that which would have resulted had the ronetary correction been based on

the increase in the cost-of-living index of the Ministerio de Economic

y Finanzas for the corresponding period. Loans made to farmers with

holdings of less than 400 hectares are adjusted by only 50% of the in-

crease in the applicable index. Interest is charged at 11% per annum

on the adjusteJ principal.

8. UL Fourth livestock (Second Stage) not yet signed: Sub-loan

bz lans su Ject, to rnonetary correction in the sarle way as First Stage

sub-loans except that all sub-loans are subject 4o full indexing. jnte-

rent rates applicable to corrected loan principals 
are as follows:

(a) 3% per annum in the case of sub-borrowers operating holdings coverz.g

in the aggregate up to 250 hectares; (b) 6%1 per annum for sub-borrowers

operating holdings in excess of 250 hectares but not exceeding 400 hectares

and (c) 83% per annum for sub-borrowers; operating holdings exceeding 400

hectares.

9. Peru Aricultural Credit Project (933-FE) signed Septerber 32, 1973:

Sub-loans are not indexed until inflation surpassed -9% for any fiscal

year of Peru. Then, upon notification thereof by the Bank, no further

izb.lrans shall be made until the Bank and BFA have agreed on an in-

crease of the minirun effective interest rate to be-cnargeu.



P. Uruguay Fifth Livestock Project Loan No. 9L0-UR: All sub-loans are subject
to full indexing and the interest rates charged are the same as in the
Fourth Livestock Loan (second stage). The sub-loans are adjusted on April 3$
of each year by applying an index constructed by adding to the value of the
index at the end of the previous year the lower of the percentage increase in
(n) the average cost of living index for the 12 months ending on October 31
of the immediately preceding year compared with the average for the previous
32 months, (b) the average price of 41.6 kg of live weight of beef and 5.2 kg
of wool during the 12 months ending on October 31 of the immediately preceding
year as compared to the previous 12 months.


